


Praise for Every Conversation Counts

“In a world of missed connections, the gi� to listen deeply is one that

nourishes both them and you. But it’s not actually a gi�. It’s a skill.

Riaz Meghji’s book shows you how you can make every conversation

count.”

MICHAEL BUNGAY STANIER, bestselling author of The Coaching Habit

“Riaz Meghji has created an invaluable guide to the core of e�ective

communication—connection. Through the expertise gained from his

cra� and learnings from those he has interviewed, his perspective is

relevant today more than ever to ful�llment, happiness, and success

both professionally and personally.”

MARK SHAPIRO, president, Toronto Blue Jays

“A thought-provoking perspective on how we can empathetically

connect in di�cult times, treat each other as equals, and embrace our

vulnerability.”

TRACY MOORE, TV  personality and entrepreneur

“From compassionate curiosity to our urgent need for human

connection to build relationships, this book is an invaluable resource

to facilitate bold conversations that create breakthrough moments.”

DUNCAN WARDLE, founder, iD� & innov�



“Every Conversation Counts is a call to arms for a world that is

struggling with loneliness and isolation. It shows readers how to use

conversations to create the human connection that is so needed by all

of us.”

JUDITH HUMPHREY, founder, The Humphrey Group, and author of Impromptu:

Leading in the Moment

“Every Conversation Counts is a master class in human connection. As

a coach, communication and connections with my team are so

important. This book covers some fundamental habits everyone

should read and practice.”

TRAVIS GREEN, head coach, Vancouver Canucks

“A de�nitive playbook to make deeper human connections,

collaborate e�ectively, and thrive in the virtual world.”

RYAN HOLMES, founder, Hootsuite

“Riaz Meghji provides a compelling read for our times. He speaks not

only to the ‘what and why,’ but also the ‘how’ in building authentic

relationships. His openness is moving and refreshing, making his

book, backed up by science, all the more powerful.”

MARGARET MCNEIL, CEO, Canuck Place Children’s Hospice

“How we change and why is always the result of listening. As Riaz

Meghji reveals in this brilliant work, your authentic self and personal

growth is not a quest resolved by your adventures, but rather it arrives

through marvelous conversations. In a social setting or in solitude,

there’s always two teachers in the room.”

RON MACLEAN, host, Hockey Night in Canada



“Riaz Meghji is a master of relationships and what it takes to

establish, nurture, and sustain genuine, lifelong connections that have

mutual purpose and impact. This is a must-read—it will change you

and the trajectory of every current and future relationship you have in

your life!”

SAMIR MANJI, CEO, Sandpiper Group

“Timeless and timely. This is critical reading for anyone wanting to

create deeper connections in their life.”

BRAD KUBOTA, vice president, Western Canada, media sales and client

solutions, Rogers Communications

“A thought-provoking read for anyone looking to improve

communication skills in business, fundraising, and relationship

building.”

SANDI TRELIVING, board of directors, CAMH  Foundation 

JIM TRELIVING, chairman and owner, Boston Pizza International Inc.

“Insightful, illuminating, and invigorating. As a thirty-plus-year leader

of multiple businesses, I can tell you that communication has never

before been more critical. This book will give you the con�dence to

connect in any environment and navigate today’s new norm of remote

setups.”

JIM CASE, CEO, Travelers Financial Group

“Mental illness, social anxiety, and loneliness are at epidemic levels.

Every Conversation Counts is a thought-provoking read that can be the

antidote to our social pandemic and the key to better connections,

real conversation, and genuine empathy and love that just may change

someone’s life. I loved it!”



GARY MAURIS, president and cofounder, Dominion Lending Centres

“Every Conversation Counts is a compelling read that shares how to

combat distracted listening and showcases the value of empathetic

leadership. It is packed with practical tips, great research, and

personal stories that will help your teams achieve the kind of high-

trust culture and relationships needed to win.”

JIM REID, CHRO, Rogers Communications

“When working with sta�, donors, or the young people who call

Covenant House ‘home,’ this wonderful book’s practical tools, and the

stories Riaz Meghji shares, are reminders that when we listen with

genuine curiosity and love, we can have an impact that lasts for a

lifetime—in a world that’s a better place for all.”

KRISTA THOMPSON, CEO, Covenant House Vancouver

“A valuable guide to how we can �nd meaningful moments and create

authentic connections in uncertain times.”

RICK HANSEN, founder, Rick Hansen Foundation

“Riaz Meghji delivers the tools that sales professionals need to

connect with clients in an increasingly disconnected world. He is a

fresh, new, compelling voice in the world of personal and professional

development!”

JOHN PRITCHARD, senior vice president, national sales, Capstone Asset

Management

“A deeply researched, comprehensive take on the intersection of

social purpose and the human experience. The world has changed



forever in ����, and you’re holding the personalized guidebook that

will light your way, illuminate your relationships, and rekindle your

spirit of belonging.”

JORDAN KALLMAN, partner, The Social Concierge

“Making a true connection with your audience is something many

aspire to do, but only a few really understand how to do it. Riaz

Meghji decided to change the game and has written a compelling

book that will enable anyone to make true, meaningful connections

with their audiences or in their relationships right away.”

CHRISTOPHER IAN BENNETT, president, Casting Workbook, and former

creative director, TEDxVancouver

“Riaz Meghji is one of those rare gems who e�ortlessly connects with

people to reveal their truth and vulnerability. And now I’m so inspired

by his own vulnerability in this book. These are lessons of humanity,

perseverance, and grace that are invaluable to anyone and everyone.”

KAITLYN BRISTOWE, TV  personality, podcaster, and entrepreneur
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INTRODUCTION

LOOK AT YOU VS. LOOK AT ME

HE PROGRAM director of a local radio station in Vancouver

called me into his o�ce for a meeting.

At the age of ��, I was a runner-up in a contest to be the

“Sticker Spotter” to surprise and delight listeners around town who

sported a station sticker on their bumper. Even though I didn’t win,

the station gave me a chance to work in promotions. On the one

hand, I was thrilled to join the team, because I wanted to get my foot

in the media door and ultimately learn how to become an on-air

presenter. Mom and Dad, on the other hand, who have always been

supportive, were questioning my sanity: defecting from a safe career

path in the �nancial world? Yikes.

This director was an intimidating �gure. He was the big boss—

everybody scrambled to look busy when he walked into the room. In

every interaction, he would brie�y acknowledge me with a head nod

then just look at me and listen as if he could read my mind. I’m pretty

sure he could tell I was terri�ed. I was so far out of my element; I

wasn’t even on the same periodic table.

When he called me into his o�ce for an impromptu meeting, I

honestly thought I was being let go. That’s a common reality in the

volatile media business. Instead, he started talking about life and

connection.

“Riaz,” he said, “if you want to get ahead in this business, the key

is understanding the di�erence between talking to people and talking



at them.” He championed the notion of staying in the moment in

conversations. “Make it about them,” he said. “And always remember,

‘Look at you’ needs to be greater than ‘look at me.’” He told me that

the e�orts we make to learn about people and actively listen to their

struggles by feeling their words, not �xing them, are what create

relationships that fuel success.

He didn’t let me go that day. It turned out he saw some potential

in me, and he’d pulled me aside just to give me that advice. He said he

believed in me. I was relieved—and grateful that he’d taken the time

to talk to me. That conversation taught me the value of giving more

than you take.

A year later, I applied for an on-air gig on the station’s morning

radio show. I was a �nalist, but I didn’t get the gig. Soon a�er that, I

gave my notice. I felt like I’d done what I could do at the station.

When I told that director, his response was, “Good. Go be on TV.

That’s where you need to be.” He didn’t want to get in the way of

what he believed I could do. He didn’t just talk the talk about listening

and making every conversation about the other person. He practiced

that, and he proved it in that moment. Instead of focusing on what my

departure meant for him and the station, he stayed in the moment

with me and focused on my journey.

Of course, I didn’t know it at the time, but not getting that radio

job was probably one of the best things that ever happened to me in

my career. And the perspective that director shared with me in our

�rst impromptu meeting ultimately helped me build a career as a

broadcaster and interviewer. That one conversation planted a seed for

every conversation I would ever have to mean more.

“Talk to them, not at them” is a gi� I’ve always carried forward.

And those words only became more valuable in a time when people

began searching for a heightened sense of human connection.



A year that changed everything—except who we are

As I write these words, it’s the mid-point of ����. It’s been a

disruptive year that will go down in history for a pandemic that made

us rethink everything. Words like “quarantine,” “new normal,” and

“social distancing” became part of our everyday vernacular. Systems

that were broken were exposed. Unemployment soared. Remote work

was a new reality. People protested for racial justice. Unlearning

became a top priority. All of this happened while we �gured out how

to exist in isolation, deprived of our regular rituals of social contact.

And we were reminded that human connection isn’t an option, it’s a

necessity.

According to Sebastian Junger, in his book Tribe: On Homecoming

and Belonging, “The beauty and the tragedy of the modern world is

that it eliminates many situations that require people to demonstrate

commitment to the collective good.” � We don’t have to work together

to raise a barn or bring in the harvest. The design of modern life

emphasizes individual convenience, not solidarity.

That’s why disaster can o�en bring us together and create a

renewed sense of community. History teaches us that people don’t

descend into anarchy when disaster strikes. They pull together. They

help one another.

But it shouldn’t take a disaster to bring us together. As human

beings, we urgently need connection all the time, on good days and

bad. As many of us discovered during the lockdowns brought on by

the pandemic, isolation can literally make us sick. It can shorten our

lives.



Why are our relationships so important?

The quality of our relationships is vital for our health, well-being, and,

as we learned in ����, our survival. Healthy relationships help us live

longer and manage stress and anxiety. According to a survey by the

National Bureau of Economic Research, doubling our group of friends

has the same positive impact on our well-being as a ��% increase in

income.� Family, friends, and positive business relationships all help

contribute to a healthier life. Without meaningful human connection,

our mental health can be signi�cantly impacted.

If you’re wondering about the quality of connections in your own

life, it is never too late to focus on cultivating extraordinary

relationships. Why make this a priority now?

“We rise to the in�uence of the company we keep.”

This is one of the greatest lessons I have learned from asking

questions for a living as a broadcast television host. Over the past two

decades I have had the chance to interview thousands of successful

leaders, athletes, celebrities, and di�erence makers while working for

brands such as Citytv’s Breakfast Television Vancouver, MTV Canada,

the Toronto International Film Festival, and TEDxVancouver.

For years, I have documented the countless ways our

conversations can help build meaningful connections. How we listen.

How we react. The unique questions we can ask to learn what isn’t

being said. How we can speak up when we fear saying the wrong

thing. Most importantly, how we can productively disagree in a

polarized climate. Relationships are the foundation for productive

conversation.



We all struggle to break through the noise and chaos of our always-

on, overscheduled lives and forge genuine connections, whether

personal or professional. This book is an essential read for sales

professionals who need to quickly connect with customers, leaders

who need to strengthen their relationships with direct reports in

order to deliver results, entrepreneurs who need to build strong

networks of supporters to bring their ideas to life, and professionals in

any �eld who need to learn how to network better. But you will also

encounter many lessons you can use in your personal life, to connect

on a deeper level with friends, family members, partners, and more.

What to expect from this book

Every Conversation Counts tackles a central question of modern life:

why are we so connected, and yet so alone? It digs deep into how and

why millions of people �nd themselves more isolated than ever

despite the many technologies that are supposed to make us

constantly connected. It also examines how the danger of isolation

was brought into sharp relief by the coronavirus pandemic. In the

following chapters, you will discover the enormous human cost of this

pandemic of loneliness. And you’ll learn some practical strategies for

building stronger connections, both in your personal life and at work.

Drawing from my �� years of on-camera experience as a

broadcaster and interviewer, I will share a simple �ve-part framework

for building extraordinary relationships in our increasingly

disconnected world. By combating distractions, getting past awkward

small talk, putting aside the pretense of perfection, and having

di�cult conversations, you will be able to spark real, authentic

conversations. It’s funny; the ideas may feel familiar, yet you will soon



realize how easy it is to forget these basic habits for human

connection. The chapters ahead will help you overcome these barriers

and give you the skills you need to cultivate trust and loyalty.

We’ll begin this conversation in Part One, with an exploration of

the unplanned experiment in isolation that the coronavirus

lockdowns created. We’ll talk about the toll that quarantine took, and

about how people responded to isolation by reaching out and �nding

creative ways to connect. We’ll also explore the pandemic of

loneliness that was already spreading even before we were all forced

to isolate in our homes.

In Part Two, you will learn the �ve habits that will help you

overcome loneliness and build extraordinary relationships. In “Listen

without Distraction,” we’ll discuss how leading with listening can help

you connect in our always-on, always-distracted world. In “Make Your

Small Talk Bigger,” we’ll discuss how to get past surface-level

pleasantries when meeting someone new, by igniting your curiosity. In

“Put Aside Your Perfect Persona,” we’ll explore how removing your

mask and letting yourself be vulnerable can promote deeper

connection. In “Be Assertively Empathetic,” you’ll learn how assertive

empathy can help you defuse con�icts. And in “Make People Feel

Famous,” we’ll discuss how you can make people feel famous through

the power of appreciation.

Since we all need to thrive in remote settings, Part Three explores

connection in a virtual world. We’ll discuss the limitations of digital

communication and the risks of remote work, and I’ll share some tips

for connecting at a distance. The �nal chapter looks ahead to the

future of human connection and asks the question: post-pandemic,

what will change about the ways we live, work, and connect?

We all crave connection. We evolved to be social animals. We

were never meant to live alone or communicate only in “likes” and



retweets. This book explains why so many aspects of our modern lives

feel so shallow and unsatisfying—and points a way forward to a better

future in which we all express genuine curiosity about the people in

our lives, listen with our whole hearts, show up as our authentic

selves, and make every conversation count.





Human connection isn’t an option,

it’s a necessity.
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The presence of healthy

relationships had already been

missing for some time, thanks to

the pandemic before the

pandemic: loneliness.

HIS WAS a split-second decision.”

When NBA commissioner Adam Silver made the bold move

to suspend the basketball season in March ���� a�er it was

discovered Utah Jazz all-star center Rudy Gobert had tested positive

for the coronavirus, he not only helped prevent an outbreak in the

sports world, he showed what brave leadership looked like by going

�rst.

In hindsight, the decision was a smart one, and was ultimately the

catalyst for other professional sports leagues to follow suit to help

prevent millions of sports fans gathering and potentially spreading the



deadly virus. What’s more impressive is that the decision was made

before the U.S. government mandated any action. Golden State

Warriors head coach Steve Kerr labeled the decision the “tipping

point” for society to understand how the virus wasn’t an

inconvenience, it was an issue with serious consequences.

I was fascinated to learn that relationships were crucial to Silver’s

decision. He’s known for maintaining connections with a wide range

of people, and he was able to call on some key experts when it came

time to make this momentous decision. Before making the call to

suspend the season, he spoke with noted HIV/AIDS researcher David

Ho, who was also working on a coronavirus vaccine; Vivek Murthy,

the former U.S. Surgeon General under President Obama; and John

DiFiori, the NBA’s director of sports medicine, who was in direct

contact with the Centers for Disease Control. He then met with

owners or representatives of every team to hear their concerns. He

had to make his ultimate decision very quickly, when he learned

Gobert had tested positive, but if he hadn’t spent time talking to

trusted experts and stakeholders, he might not have been able to

make that split-second call.

When NBA star LeBron James took to social media to tweet his

thoughts, he captured the sentiment we were all feeling: “Man we

cancelling sporting events, school, o�ce work, etc etc. What we

really need to cancel is ����! Damn it’s been a rough � months. God

bless and stay safe.” �

A year of disruption

In the early months of ����, millions of people around the world

embarked on an unexpected and uncontrolled experiment in



isolation. For many people, stay-at-home orders seemed to come

suddenly—one day, schools were closed, and the next day, everything

was. Our routines were totally upended overnight.

By late March ����, one-third of the world’s population was under

some kind of lockdown order. The total number of people a�ected,

about �.� billion, was more than the number of people who were alive

during World War II. It’s hard to overstate the impact of something so

enormous; something that a�ected so many people in so many

di�erent countries at the same time. It became almost a cliché to say

that this crisis was “unprecedented,” but, well, it was!

Lockdown looked di�erent in di�erent places, of course. Some

lockdown orders were enforced by police, and some were more or less

voluntary. In some places, parks and public streets were open for

people to walk and exercise outside. In others, people had to carry

documents proving they were leaving their homes for essential

purposes.

O�ces were closed overnight, forcing many people to learn how

to work from home for the �rst time while dealing with a steady

drumbeat of bad news about the spread of the virus. Schools and day

care centers were also closed, leaving working parents struggling to

cope with kids who were stuck at home. Some parents were trying to

supervise their kids’ remote learning while also working from home—

and most of them would tell you it’s not actually possible to do two

full-time jobs at the same time.

Bars, restaurants, gyms, movie theaters, concert venues, and other

forms of entertainment and escape were also shut down. Stuck at

home, people turned to puzzles and board games. They binge-

watched television. Some started cra� projects, cleaned out their

closets, or learned to bake sourdough bread. Even in the world’s



biggest cities, the streets were eerily empty as millions of people

stayed home to slow the spread of the virus.

Social scientists are only beginning to understand the toll that all

this isolation has taken. But some early surveys are proving what

many feared: isolation has serious, long-term negative e�ects. In one

survey, ��% of Brits said that working from home had negatively

impacted their mental health. Another survey, of Canadians, found

that ��% said their mental health had worsened during quarantine. A

May ���� survey of Americans found that only ��% described

themselves as “very happy”—the worst results in �� years. Research

in China found that ��% of parents who were quarantined with their

kids could be diagnosed with a “trauma-related mental health

disorder.”�

For many this was a realization that human connection was more

valuable than they thought. For others, the presence of healthy

relationships had already been missing for some time, thanks to the

pandemic before the pandemic: loneliness.

What is loneliness?

The neuroscientist John Cacioppo, a pioneering researcher of

loneliness, said that if you were to design a human zoo, you’d have to

add a note: “Do not house in isolation.”� According to Cacioppo’s

work, there’s something about loneliness that is antithetical to what

humans are meant to be. Humans are de�ned by our social

connections, and when we lack true connection, it can be profoundly

damaging.

Loneliness can come in di�erent forms. Vivek Murthy de�ned

several di�erent types of loneliness in his book Together: The Healing



Power of Connection in a Sometimes Lonely World.� Murthy

distinguishes �ve ways to be alone:

intimate loneliness, or the longing for a close con�dant or intimate

partner;

relational loneliness, or the yearning for quality friendships and

social companionship;

collective loneliness, or the hunger for a network or community of

people who share your sense of purpose and interests;

isolation, or the objective physical state of being alone; and

solitude, or a state of peace, perhaps coming from voluntary

isolation, that provides time for self-re�ection.

Any form of involuntary isolation can be damaging to physical and

mental health. And unfortunately, all four forms of damaging

loneliness identi�ed by Murthy have been on the rise in recent years.

In my own life, I’ve experienced multiple kinds of loneliness.

Growing up, I experienced what Murthy would call relational

loneliness and collective loneliness—the lack of close friends or a

community of people who shared my interests. At the time, of course,

I wouldn’t have used those words. I just knew I was originally a

socially anxious introvert in a world that was set up to reward

conformity and extroversion. I was the kid sitting at home while

everybody else partied.

Sports were cool, but I was terrible at sports. Teachers would write

on my report cards, “Riaz is enthusiastic to learn. He needs to work

on his hand-eye coordination.” I didn’t belong to any clubs or do any

a�er-school activities that might have sparked friendships. I always

felt like I had more to o�er, but I never managed to �nd a place where

I felt like I �t. I was a hip-hop and R&B fan in a school full of kids who

loved the Smashing Pumpkins. I tried to pretend I was into grunge,

tried to become a chameleon to �t in, but pretending to be something



I wasn’t only made me feel more alienated from the people around

me.

Forget talking to girls. When I liked somebody, the most I could

do was tap another guy on the shoulder and ask him to go tell that girl

I said hi. During my high school years, I remember one girl yelling

across the hall, “You know you can just say hi yourself !” But I

couldn’t. My social anxiety ran too deep.

It wasn’t until I found the arts in grades �� and �� that I really felt

like I belonged somewhere. I’d seen my older brother, Zain, thrive in

an improv troupe, and I actually switched schools to try to �nd that

kind of community for myself. And it worked: I reinvented myself as a

presenter; I found a place to �t in.

But eventually, presenting created its own kinds of loneliness.

When I �rst got the job on Breakfast Television Vancouver, a TV

veteran told me, “This is the never-ending show.” I soon learned what

that meant: I would wake up before � a.m. Monday to Friday, I was

live for three hours a day, and then I’d regularly host live events and

galas for credible causes. When you’re in the public eye, you can’t

have a bad day, or at least can’t show it. People want the positivity. In

many ways, it would feel like I was always being watched. I was never

really able to switch o�.

I would see some random tweets from strangers like, “Just rode

the elevator with Riaz. He’s not as nice as you might think.”

Everywhere I went, I was being judged. If I took a two-minute

elevator ride to quietly think my own thoughts, I was a jerk.

I was lucky enough to go into the morning show job with some

longtime friends in my corner—guys I’d met in grade ��, when I’d

�nally found my high school tribe. But for the �� years that I was on

the air, I was always cautious about meeting new people. I was single

and at times would experience the intimate loneliness that comes



from not having a partner, but I felt like I couldn’t trust people’s

intentions. Every time I met someone, a voice in my head would be

asking: “Do they want to be friends with me, or do they want a

‘friendship’ because of the media access I can provide?”

Even the day I met Lori, the woman who would become my wife,

people were judging me. I’d been asked to audition to host The

Bachelor Canada, and I needed legal support to pre-negotiate a

contract in case I got the gig. Lori’s �rm was recommended to me.

She later told me that when I le� their boardroom, one of her

colleagues asked, “Do you think he’s really that nice, or is that ‘TV

nice’?”

Luckily, Lori stuck around long enough to answer that question for

herself. Funny thing is, I never got the gig, but it turned out Lori was

the lawyer for the show, so she couldn’t have represented me anyway.

Our friendship later turned into something more. Although I didn’t

get the “�nal rose,” I did �nd my wife, so I guess you can �nd true

love through The Bachelor a�er all. Today, our son Nico is almost two

years old.

Now more than ever I appreciate the role of being a parent,

especially a�er having lost my father suddenly in October ����. When

he passed away in the hospital he was surrounded by so many family

members that I think the nursing sta� were a little overwhelmed by

all the foot tra�c. As I paced the hall waiting for his doctors to give us

the �nal word on his fate, I passed room a�er room of patients living

out their �nal moments alone. No visitors in sight. I couldn’t help but

think how devastating it would be to depart this world alone.

But loneliness has always carried with it this paradox: millions of

us feel it, but we each feel it alone.



The loneliness pandemic

Long before the coronavirus forced millions of us to isolate ourselves

(and millions more to shoulder the risk of working jobs that made

isolation impossible), loneliness had reached pandemic proportions

around the globe.

According to a ���� report by the Kaiser Family Foundation, ��%

of U.S. adults always or o�en feel lonely or isolated. In another ����

study, by the AARP, one-third of Americans over �� said they were

lonely. A Cigna survey found that one-��h of Americans never or

rarely felt close to anyone else. And the problem wasn’t limited to

America: one out of every four Australian adults and one in �ve

Canadians identify as being lonely. A�er widespread concern in the

United Kingdom, they appointed a Minister for Loneliness in ����.

Hundreds of thousands of U.K. seniors spoke to family or friends less

than once a week. Over a million adults in Japan ventured out

infrequently enough to be classi�ed as recluses (what the Japanese call

hikikomori, which literally means “pulling inward”).�

And all those surveys were taken before coronavirus. There’s no

doubt in my mind that the coronavirus crisis will end up driving

millions of people even deeper into loneliness and isolation.

Of course, people have experienced loneliness since people have

been people. But our experience of loneliness is inevitably colored by

the culture and times that we live in: is solitude valued or viewed with

suspicion? Do most people live with extended family? Do we know

our neighbors? The answers to these questions vary from place to

place and have changed over the years—and they have an enormous

impact on how we experience loneliness and what we make it mean.



The very word “loneliness” didn’t come into the English language

until the ��th century, as one of the �,��� words invented by

Shakespeare. “I go alone,” Coriolanus says in the tragedy that bears

his name, “Like to a lonely dragon, that his fen  / Makes fear’d and

talk’d of more than seen.”� He’s just been banished from Rome, and

he’s trying to reassure his mother that he’ll be �ne, but this striking

image of a dragon retreating to a lonesome swamp, so feared by the

populace that nobody will even approach him, sort of undercuts his

point. “Don’t worry about me, I’ll be �ne, just like a fearsome,

hideous dragon that everyone hates!” Not very convincing.

Loneliness has always carried with it

this paradox: millions of us feel it,

but we each feel it alone.

Prior to Shakespeare’s time, people would have used the word

“oneliness” to describe the state of being alone. This was basically a

positive word, more like “solitude” than “loneliness.” Being alone was

seen as giving a person time to think and an opportunity to draw



closer to God. A�er all, for most of history, simply surviving has been

too labor-intensive for most people to do alone. In a world where

most people lived crowded into small homes with large families,

where both work and play were typically communal activities, it’s no

wonder that people idealized the state of solitude.

Loneliness is di�erent. Solitude is something you choose, like

Thoreau choosing to go live at Walden Pond; loneliness is something

that happens to you. According to the psychologist Dr. Ami Rokach,

loneliness happens when there’s a mismatch between what we expect

our social experience to be and what it actually is.� We’re not truly

lonely unless we think we should be with other people.

Loneliness is more common today than ever before. In ����, only

��% of American households were single individuals.� Today, ��% of

households consist of one person living alone. Of course, some people

choose to live alone, and enjoy their solitude. But many of those

single-person households represent people who would prefer to be

living with a partner or friend.

There is something about modern life that isolates us. The seminal

book Bowling Alone, by Robert Putnam, published in ����, identi�ed

the trend: even �� years ago, Americans belonged to fewer

organizations, socialized less with friends and family, even joined

bowling leagues less o�en than their parents had. And in many ways,

our isolation has only intensi�ed since then.

We are more isolated in every aspect of our lives. More of us live

alone. Fewer of us belong to labor unions at work—in ����, just ��%

of Americans belonged to a union. Unions represented twice as many

workers in ����.� And fewer of us belong to religious communities.

According to the Pew Research Center, the number of Americans

who don’t identify with any religion has grown from ��% in ���� to

��% in ����.�� Today, Americans who say they only attend religious



services occasionally, or never go at all, outnumber those who go at

least once a month. Just �� years ago, the reverse was true.

Why are we so much more alone than we used to be? The

structure of our economy probably has a lot to do with it. Agricultural

work is communal by nature. The industrial revolution, and the shi�

of populations into cities, began a very long-term trend toward

smaller family sizes and smaller households.

More recently, over the past �� years, the average person’s wages

basically haven’t increased at all (a�er accounting for in�ation).�� The

cost of living has gone up, but earnings haven’t. In the ����s and ’��s,

it was possible for many people to support a family on one adult’s

income. Today, most households need two working adults to support

a family, and millions of families are still just one missed paycheck

away from disaster. That kind of intense, unrelenting �nancial anxiety

doesn’t leave a lot of free time or mental energy for volunteering,

joining clubs, or even having friends over for dinner.

Who su�ers most?

Unfortunately, the pain of loneliness is all too common for seniors.

According to a survey by the University of Michigan, ��% of older

adults feel they lack companionship at least some of the time, and ��%

feel isolated. One in four say they have contact with friends or family

they don’t live with less than once a week. And these problems are

only likely to deepen over time, as the baby boom generation ages.

More Baby Boomers have never had kids, and more of them are

divorced, than previous generations, which leaves them more likely to

live alone and less likely to have family to rely on as caregivers,

according to the AARP.��



There are a lot of factors that can leave a person more vulnerable to

loneliness as they age. Loss of a spouse can lead to isolation, of course.

Divorce or childlessness can do the same. LGBTQ seniors tend to be

more vulnerable, because for our current generation of elders, LGBTQ

folks are more likely to be childless or estranged from family than

their straight, cisgender peers.�� Discrimination can also lead to

isolation: only half of LGBTQ seniors in long-term care are out. If you

can’t be open about who you are, you’re going to feel isolated even in

a crowd. Poverty can deepen isolation, too. If you don’t have reliable

transportation, for example, you can’t easily join group activities or

visit family and friends.

Older people aren’t the only ones who are more vulnerable to

isolation. People living far away from their families are at risk, too.

According to the United Nations, ��� million people were living

outside of their home countries in ����.�� Loneliness is a huge

challenge for migrants, refugees, and immigrants. Not only are you

living far from extended family, but you’re starting from scratch

building a new social network—o�en across a language barrier.

Cultural norms are di�erent from what you’re used to. Isolation is an

enormous challenge in those circumstances.

In fact, even though loneliness for seniors is a real crisis, the

loneliest generation right now is actually one of the youngest:

Generation Z.�� In some ways, it’s no surprise. A�er all, young people

who are �� to �� right now are growing up in smaller families, raised

by parents who are part of all the trends we’ve already talked about:

they’re less likely to be part of a religious community, less likely to

know their neighbors, less likely to socialize with coworkers. Kids

learn from their parents, and kids today are learning from parents who

are more and more likely to just go to work and come home, day a�er

day, without much time to socialize.



Expectations probably play a role, too. In popular culture, high

school and college are still all about dating, partying, and hanging out

with friends. If you’re sitting at home watching Net�ix, but you think

everyone else is out having fun, you’re much more likely to feel lonely

than you would if you knew just how normal you were.

The elephant in the smartphone

Which brings us to technology. Have social media, streaming TV, and

other modern conveniences turned us all into hermits? Or is it simply

a coincidence that loneliness went pandemic in the age of Facebook?

Technology was supposed to bring us all closer together. And it’s

true that being able to reach out over FaceTime or trade jokes on

Twitter has been a real comfort for those of us socially isolating during

the coronavirus pandemic. But the impact of social media is a lot more

complicated than that. Sometimes technology does seem like a force

for good. On the one hand, using Facebook, Skype, and other social

technology can decrease loneliness among older adults.�� On the other

hand, for younger people, studies show that spending less time on

social media can decrease loneliness.



Technology can be a powerful tool

for connection, but it can also be an

equally powerful tool for

destroying connection.

So which is it? Does social media connect us, or drive us further

apart? The answer may lie in how we use technology. For example,

one long-term study of Facebook users found that people who did

things like comment on a friend’s post, or got comments or likes, felt

less lonely.�� But when people simply scrolled through other people’s

posts, or broadcast their feelings in a status update, they felt more

lonely. In other words, if we use technology to legitimately connect

with another person we know, to strengthen an existing relationship,

it helps. We feel that connection. But if we just use it to shout our

thoughts into the void, or passively eavesdrop on other people’s lives,

we end up feeling more isolated.

Even worse, some people use their smartphones to avoid talking to

the people right in front of them. “Phubbing,” or snubbing a live

person in favor of a phone, is a pervasive problem. We all have that

friend (or a few friends) who simply can’t stop looking at their phone.

Let’s just hope it’s not your partner: one survey, taken in ����, found

that ��% of people said their partners had “phubbed” them.�� Not

surprisingly, relationships where one partner can’t put down their

phone tend to be less satisfying, and involve more �ghts. Technology



can be a powerful tool for connection, but it can also be an equally

powerful tool for destroying connection.

Again, expectations seem crucial. Passively scrolling through

Instagram without commenting or really connecting with anyone is

only going to make you feel like everyone else is out having fun;

taking great vacations; eating brunch; or going for hikes with their

attractive partners, cute kids, and photogenic dogs—while you’re

sitting at home staring at your phone. Sitting down to dinner with a

partner who won’t stop looking at their phone is only going to make

you feel more miserable when you compare yourselves to the ideal,

connected couple you feel you should be. That contrast, that feeling

that we should be connecting but we’re not, is poison to us. And

looking at pictures of other people’s good times is a perfect way to

create that toxic mismatch.

According to the late John Cacioppo, arguably the world expert on

loneliness, the impact of technology is even simpler. If you use

technology to create more face-to-face connections, you’ll be less

lonely. If you use it to substitute for face-to-face conversation, you’ll

be more lonely. There is no substitute for in-person connection. We

need it. Technology can be a tool to create it—or a crutch that lets us

avoid it.

Perhaps that’s why, despite our urgent desire to connect during

the coronavirus pandemic, so many of us started to su�er from

“Zoom fatigue.” �� We’ll dig deeper into this later in the book but for

now I’ll just say that video calls create a feeling of dissonance in our

unconscious minds—the person we’re talking to is both there and not

there. We’re working harder to pick up on all those nonverbal cues

that we process so e�ortlessly when we’re face-to-face. Plus, the

format of the technology can create a feeling that you’re performing,



not just chatting. If you can see your own face, you’re always thinking

about how you look.

But ultimately, the real problem is that we all know, instinctively,

what Cacioppo’s years of research taught him: we need in-person

contact. There’s no substitute for it. Talking to someone you love over

video chat is the best you can do when you’re not able to be together

physically. But it’s not enough. It will never feel like enough. The

coronavirus forced millions of us to try to substitute technological

connection for the real thing, and we all knew down to our bones that

it wasn’t the same.

Social animals

Why? A�er all, snow leopards thrive in majestic solitude. Why is it so

hard for us to be alone?

Well, we’re not snow leopards. We’re descended from monkeys,

who began to form social groups as much as �� million years ago.

Gathering into groups gave monkeys an advantage when it came to

�ghting o� predators. Watch a Planet Earth documentary today, and

you’ll see monkeys living, eating, and sleeping in groups—warning

each other of approaching dangers, helping each other �nd food, and

raiding rival bands together.

We tend to assume that it’s our big brains that put us humans at

the top of the global food chain. But in fact, our ability to bond with

other people may be our key evolutionary advantage. If you had to face

o� against a snow leopard, a bear, or an alligator by yourself… let’s

just say I wouldn’t bet on you. But given the ability to work with a few

other people—or bene�t from technologies created by people

working together in groups—suddenly, the odds are in your favor.



Actually, some research suggests that we developed our big brains

because we organized ourselves into big social groups. According to

the anthropologist Robin Dunbar, you can predict an animal’s brain

size by looking at the size of its social groups.�� The �rst big-brained

hominids, our distant ancestors, were also the �rst hominids to hunt

cooperatively, live together in large groups, and bury their dead.

According to this theory, bonding with other people is literally what

our brains are for.

Nature is clever. Things that tend to lead to the survival of the

species tend to feel good. And for humans, that includes social

connection. According to Dr. Steve Cole, a researcher at the

University of California, connection decreases our physical stress

response. The drive to connect is wired into us so deeply that it is

literally the �rst thing our brains try to do, the second we’re not doing

anything else. A study by Dr. Matthew Lieberman, a neuroscientist at

UCLA, found that the moment we stop doing a non-social task, like

thinking through a math problem, our brains’ social pathways light

up. “Evolution has placed a bet,” Lieberman has said, “that the best

thing for our brain to do in any spare moment is to get ready to see

the world socially.”��

From the moment we’re born, we are designed to be social.

Researchers at Stanford found that a four-month-old infant has nearly

the same ability to visually process a face as an adult does.�� Visual

processing of objects lags far behind. We come into the world

fascinated by faces.

So what happens to a social animal in isolation? At the extreme,

total isolation breaks people down mentally. In ����, researchers at

McGill University wanted to study the e�ects of isolation and sensory

deprivation. They tried to pay grad students to stay in a small room,



alone, wearing goggles and earphones and gloves. Nobody lasted

more than a week. Several of the students started to hallucinate.

Prisoners in solitary con�nement can see and hear, but they can’t

interact with other people. And that deprivation is incredibly

damaging. According to psychiatrist Stuart Grassian, about one in

three prisoners in solitary con�nement become either psychotic or

suicidal. Many develop panic attacks, obsessions, di�culty thinking

and concentrating, even hallucinations. Another researcher found that

people who’d been kept in solitary con�nement eventually lost the

ability to interact with other people. Even given the opportunity to

come out, they’d choose to stay in their cells, alone.��

Obviously, solitary con�nement is an extreme case. But even more

ordinary forms of loneliness take an enormous toll on us, physically

and emotionally. Multiple studies have found that, in our brains, the

social pain of loneliness looks just like the physical pain of hunger,

thirst, or even a literal wound. And, to our bodies, loneliness

essentially is a wound. Isolation can kill.

Researcher Julianne Holt-Lunstad analyzed multiple studies from

around the world to determine that people with strong social ties are

half as likely to die prematurely as people whose relationships are

weaker.�� The e�ect of isolation is as damaging to the body as smoking

�� cigarettes a day. Loneliness is worse for you, health-wise, than

obesity, excess drinking, or failing to exercise. Lonely people take

more sick days. They’re at greater risk for a host of conditions,

including heart disease, diabetes, and even dementia.

Loneliness is also mentally damaging. It’s exhausting, partly

because people who are lonely tend to sleep more lightly and wake up

more o�en during the night. The animal part of our brain is telling us

that there aren’t any other friendly apes around to warn us when a



predator approaches. When we’re on our own, we can never fully

relax.

Paradoxically, the lonelier we are, the harder it is for us to reach

out and connect. According to Dr. Stephanie Cacioppo (John

Cacioppo’s widow and fellow loneliness researcher), lonely people

detect threats twice as quickly as people who are less isolated.�� Night

and day, we’re stuck in this suspicious mode, looking out for threats.

Eventually, we start to perceive other people as threats. We withdraw

more and more. Like those prisoners in solitary con�nement, even

when the door swings open, we’re afraid to walk through.

Perhaps that’s one reason why we tend to experience loneliness as

shameful. The lonely person starts to recoil from other people

instinctively. And when we feel vulnerable like that, it’s hard for us to

open up and share the truth of our experience. Loneliness can

become a vicious cycle—the more isolated you are, the harder it is to

make real connections. And the fewer connections you have, the

lonelier you become.

We seem to be able to sense loneliness in others, too. One study of

speed-dating found that people who seemed to be interested in

everyone were less desirable to potential partners. In other words,

people at this speed-dating event could sense desperation, and it was

a huge turn-o�.�� Think about it: you’ve probably experienced this

yourself, whether in a dating context or a broader social context.

We’re turned o� by people who seem too needy. We instinctively shy

away from the kid who sits by himself at lunch. The cruel truth of

loneliness is that it’s self-perpetuating.

Breaking the cycle



Especially if you’re already feeling lonely, breaking out of that

isolation and making a new connection can seem daunting. Scientists

tell us it takes �� hours of interaction to turn someone from an

acquaintance into a friend.�� (Science really has an answer for

everything!) That’s why moving and starting over in a new place can

be so daunting—you can’t rush a deep connection. You have to put in

the time.

But there’s hope. First, you don’t have to go from zero to �� right

away when it comes to establishing more social ties. So-called “weak

ties,” or acquaintance-level relationships, can have a profound impact

on our day-to-day mood and our overall feeling of belonging.�� Think

about the last time you had a brief but genuine moment of connection

with a barista, a stranger on public transit, or the person next to you

in a yoga class. Didn’t it brighten your day? On the �ip side, if you

spent time socially isolating due to coronavirus, think about how

much you missed those little moments of human contact. Social

distancing didn’t just cut us o� from our friends—it cut us o� from all

those weak ties that make us feel like part of a community.

The other encouraging piece of news about loneliness is that if

you’re lonely, you don’t have to sit around waiting for someone to

come and connect with you. In fact, receiving help or support from

someone else is actually less likely to combat loneliness than the

opposite, according to John Cacioppo. That’s why seeing a therapist

(while better than nothing) doesn’t really make you feel less lonely: we

don’t actually need support ourselves as much as we need to be

embedded in a network of mutual support. “Avoiding loneliness is not

about ‘getting,’ not about being a recipient,” as Cacioppo explained in

an interview. “If you are only receiving aid and protection from

others, that doesn’t satisfy this deeper sense of belonging.”��



We are social animals. We are driven to connect—our brains are

literally designed to do this. And ultimately, that desire for connection

is as altruistic as it is sel�sh. What we really want is not just to be

cared for, but to care for others. Maybe that’s why volunteering is so

good for both physical and mental health—because it makes us feel

connected to a community and puts us back inside that literally life-

sustaining network of mutual care.��

Loneliness can be devastating. But combating it is as simple as

reaching out and o�ering a smile, a word of thanks, a helping hand.

And the rest of this book will teach you how to make the connections

we all need—not with gimmicks or shortcuts, but with serious

strategies for establishing trust, combating distraction, and opening

up real communication.







I

We always have the opportunity to

support the people we love by

reaching out, leaning in, and just

listening.

N OCTOBER of ����, Jim and Sandi Treliving walked into the

greenroom at Breakfast Television Vancouver ahead of their

scheduled live interview on the show. In the television world, the

greenroom is where guests go to relax and prepare before their

appearances. In my experience, it’s almost like a confessional, where

guests can get comfortable, open up, and share what’s really on their

minds.

Jim Treliving is the chairman and owner of Boston Pizza

International. He’s a successful Canadian entrepreneur—and a

“Dragon,” known for his long-standing role on the hit reality show

Dragons’ Den, where aspiring entrepreneurs get a chance to pitch

their big business ideas. His wife, Sandi, is a force for good in the



world as a director on the Foundation Board for the Centre for

Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH), Canada’s largest mental health

teaching hospital.

They were appearing on Breakfast Television Vancouver because

they were co-chairing the “��� Leading Canadians for Mental Health”

campaign in honor of Canada’s ���th anniversary. They were there to

talk about some Canadians who battled and had overcome mental

illness.

I wasn’t exactly planning to grill them. Which is why I was so

surprised when I walked into the greenroom to say hi, and the �rst

thing Sandi said was, “Riaz, I’m really nervous about going out there.

What are you going to ask me?”

“Are you serious?” was my �rst response, as my initial impression

of her was cool con�dence. But I knew she needed some reassurance.

So I added, “Look, my job is to make you look good and help you

share your important message. And let’s be real, if I fail, Jim’s gonna

kick my butt.”

We shared a brief laugh, and as I asked them a few more questions,

they started to open up about their personal motivations for

participating in the campaign. I gave them my full attention.

There’s a powerful sense of accountability people experience when

in front of the camera. If you’re uncomfortable, the viewers will see it

—and judge that �op sweat in a hot second. If you’re relaxed, there’s a

real opportunity to share an impactful message and connect with a

viewer through the lens.

The goal in all of my conversations, on and o� camera, has always

been to �nd a way to make people feel safe. That morning, I could tell

Jim and Sandi felt just that as they opened up about their personal

lives on live television.



In fact, as Jim described his previous career as an RCMP o�cer, he

started to tell a powerful story about how his nephew, who was ��

years old at the time, had asked to borrow his gun to go hunting. Jim

remembers it vividly, because his nephew used that gun to take his

own life.

“I should have picked up on it, but I didn’t,” Jim said.

I could barely breathe listening to this story. I wasn’t expecting Jim

to open up like that on camera. All he had to do was say a few simple

words about the importance of mental health. He could have kept it

super�cial. Stuck to platitudes. But he took a risk, got vulnerable, and

shared something that really mattered. I know I’ll never forget it.

How many people in our lives are su�ering, but don’t show clear

symptoms? How many people, like Jim, are le� feeling guilty that

they didn’t see what was happening to someone they loved? We don’t

always know what’s going on inside a person’s mind or heart. But we

always have the opportunity to support the people we love by

reaching out, leaning in, and just listening.

The danger of distraction

Unfortunately, most of the time, most people are pretty terrible

listeners. This has been true for decades: back in ����, Ralph Nichols,

a professor at the University of Michigan, and Leonard Stevens, a

former public radio newscaster, wrote in the Harvard Business Review

about some research they’d done on the average person’s ability to

listen and retain information. They found that immediately a�er

hearing someone talk, the average person could only remember half of

what they heard.�



Nichols also studied kids from �rst grade to high school. Parents

might be surprised to hear that the youngest kids were actually the

best listeners: ��% of �rst- and second-graders could tell you exactly

what their teacher was just talking about, when asked. Less than half

of middle schoolers could do the same, and only about ��% of high

schoolers could.� It seems that we actually get worse at listening as we

get older.

Why? What is it about childhood that makes kids better listeners,

and what changes as we age? I’m thinking about my son, Nico. He’s

almost two. When he focuses on something, he gives it his full

attention. It’s amazing to watch him investigate a new toy. Amazing…
yet annoying at the same time, when I can’t get his attention! Seeing

the way he focuses on the little things makes me realize how o�en I’m

only giving half of my attention to a task.

Of course, Nico doesn’t have a job or bills to pay or anywhere to be

by a speci�c time (that he knows of ). He doesn’t have to be thinking

about what we’re going to have for dinner, or whether he’s going to be

interested in that new toy long enough for me to answer that one

email that really needs a reply.

But I think there’s something deeper going on, too. It’s not just the

pressures of adult life that make us so bad at listening. Because even

when you completely remove all external distractions, we’re bad at

listening—to ourselves. In fact, in one study, ��% of men and ��% of

women chose to give themselves a mild electric shock rather than sit

alone with their thoughts for �� minutes.�

That’s pretty astounding. A majority of men and a signi�cant

number of women found just sitting still and thinking their own

thoughts to be either so boring or so distressing that they chose to

shock themselves just for something to do. Something to distract

themselves. No wonder most of us are so bad at listening: we don’t



just happen to get distracted; it’s not just an accident—it’s something

we seek out. Being still, being present in the moment, is actually

uncomfortable for many of us.

Now, if you’re looking at those electric-shock numbers and

thinking that women clearly know something men don’t, you’re not

alone. The gender di�erence is striking. And it’s not just that one

study: researchers at Carnegie Mellon University also found that

women did signi�cantly better than men on a simple listening test,

where they were asked to watch a short video and then answer

questions about what they’d heard. Women got ��% of the questions

right, but men got only ��%.� Compared to women, men also were

much more likely to describe themselves as average or below-average

listeners.

It would probably take a whole other book to dig into why this

gender di�erence exists. My hunch is that it has a lot to do with how

men and women are socialized. Women tend to be taught to prioritize

relationships, and as any marriage counselor will tell you, listening is

key to building successful relationships. Power dynamics may play a

role, too. We still live in a patriarchal society where men’s words are

taken more seriously than women’s—just ask any woman who’s had

her suggestion ignored in a meeting, only to have it hailed as genius

when a male colleague repeats it a few minutes later. Women may

learn to listen out of necessity, while men are still more likely to be

able to get away with talking more than they listen.

But whatever the cause, this di�erence is worth keeping in mind

as we dive deeper into listening and distraction. What this gender

di�erence tells us is the ability to listen and be present isn’t �xed for

all humans at all times. In fact, there’s some evidence that socially,

we’ve gotten worse at listening over time. In ����, a study on college

students found that they spent about ��% of their time listening to



other people, either one on one or in groups. But in ����, college kids

only spent about ��% of their time listening. Any skill you don’t

practice will get rusty.

Neuroscience has some explanations for why our brains easily fall

prey to the siren song of distraction, but the di�erences between

adults and children, women and men, people in the ’��s and people in

the ����s, suggest that who we are and where we are has a big

in�uence on our ability to listen. And that means that listening is

something that can be learned and unlearned. That means that even

the worst listeners can learn to do better.

What distracts us?

If we want to get better at listening, we’ve got to learn how to �ght

distraction. So our �rst step is to know our enemy. In a typical

conversation, what gets in the way of listening? Where does your

brain go when you get distracted? Let’s look at a few types of

distractions in turn.

Listening is something that can be

learned and unlearned.



Working on what you’re going to say next

This is an all-too-common problem. You’re listening with half your

brain, or you think you are—but really, while the other person is

talking, you’re already thinking about what you’re going to say next.

The problem here is an excessive focus on your own agenda,

according to Leslie Shore, the author of the book Listen to Succeed.�

And that self-focus not only prevents you from processing the

information the other person is sharing, but it can also keep you from

picking up on their emotional tone.

Formulating a reply instead of truly listening can also be a sign that

you’re not in the right mindset for the conversation you’re having.

According to the University of Maryland social psychologist Arie

Kruglanski, there are two basic motivational mindsets: thinking and

doing.� When you’re focused on what you’re going to say, you’re in a

doing mindset. You’re focused on action. This can lead you into that

common conversational trap—o�ering advice when a person really

just wants to be heard. If you’re truly listening, you should be in a

more re�ective thinking mindset.

Emotional distraction

A strong emotional reaction to something someone is saying can also

distract us. According to the researchers Nichols and Stevens, this

problem can work two ways. First, imagine what would happen if

your accountant said, “I just got a letter from the IRS.” Or if your

partner said, “We have to talk.” Your emotional reaction to those �rst

few words is likely to make it much harder for you to listen to

whatever the person has to say next. It’s the same issue that makes it



so hard to discuss politics with someone you disagree with—as soon

as they say something that makes you angry, you stop listening.

Second, Nichols and Stevens also caution that a positive emotional

reaction can undermine your ability to listen by making you too

comfortable. When you hear something you strongly agree with, for

example, you may essentially tune out and just bathe in the warm

feeling of being right. If you’re really listening, you should be listening

to everything the other person is saying, not just the �rst few words.�

Hunger for information

The human brain can process ��� words per minute. But even a very

fast speaker will only say about ��� words per minute. That means our

brains are about four times as fast as they need to be to handle a

normal conversation. And with our big brains, we humans are built to

seek as much information as possible. Remember, we evolved from

monkeys, who primarily forage for food. Our brains are still wired to

reward that kind of hunting and seeking behavior. Learning

something new or satisfying curiosity lights up the same reward areas

in our brains as food, money, or recreational drugs.�

No wonder it’s so tempting to think about something else during a

long meeting—it’s literally not occupying your whole brain. And just

a quick peek at your phone might turn up some new piece of

information! That’s almost as good as eating a Skor Blizzard, minus

those extra calories.

Digital distraction

Speaking of phones… if Steve Jobs had put the full power of his big

brain to work to purposefully design a device to destroy our ability to

listen to one another, he might have come up with something not



unlike the iPhone. If our brains were Superman, smartphones would

be kryptonite.

Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University wanted to determine

just how distracting smartphones really are. So they had three groups

of people take a short reading comprehension test. The control group

took the test with no interruptions. The other two groups were told

that they might get more instructions about the test in a text message.

One was actually interrupted with a text, and the other wasn’t. But

both groups did ��% worse on the test than the control group.� In

other words, simply having a phone out on the table diminished

cognitive abilities by ��%.

How o�en do you have a meal or a drink with a friend with your

phone out on the table? Maybe you put it facedown. You think that’s

going to mean you’re not tempted to look at it all the time. It’s just

there in case you get an urgent message. It’s not going to keep you

from listening to your friend. Well, this research proves that it will—

just by existing, your phone distracts you. Putting your phone on the

table during a conversation pretty much guarantees that you won’t be

able to fully listen to anything that’s being said.

Smartphone distraction isn’t just something that annoys your

friends. It’s a massive social problem. The average American looks at

their phone �� times a day. That’s once every �� minutes. The time we

waste on our phones at work is estimated to cost companies $��

billion a week. In ����, more than ���,��� people were injured in

distracted-driving accidents. An increasing number of people are

actually injured through distracted walking.��

Remember, just the presence of a phone is distracting enough to

reduce your cognitive ability by ��%. But that Carnegie Mellon study

also o�ers some hope. A�er the �rst test, the researchers repeated the

test. Both groups improved their results the second time around, the



interrupted group by ��%, and the warned-but-not-interrupted group

by ��%. That means that the second time around, the group that

expected to be interrupted but wasn’t actually did better than the

control group. Knowing they were likely to be interrupted, that “High

Alert” group seems to have compensated by working extra hard to

concentrate. And it worked!

That �nding suggests that it is possible to learn how to be a better

listener—even without completely breaking up with our beloved

smartphones. Let’s explore some strategies for doing just that.

Start by slowing down

Modern life moves at an incredible pace. We’re all susceptible to this

pressure for speed. When you send an important email, how long

does it take for you to start getting impatient for a reply? What about

when you send a text message? How soon do you expect a response?

During the coronavirus lockdowns, I posted this question on social

media: “What is the best lesson you’ve learned from the pandemic?”

Responses �ooded in. Almost every single comment was some kind of

variation on “We’re actually enjoying each experience we have.”

As devastating as it was, for those of us who were able to socially

isolate ourselves, the crisis forced us to slow down. We could no

longer pack our weeks full of happy hours, dinners, and a�er-school

activities for the kids. We had to subtract so much from our lives. But

for many people, those subtractions started to add up to something

beautiful: time. Time to watch a movie with our kids. Time to go for a

long walk. And yes, time to learn how to bake sourdough bread.

Why did it take a pandemic to make us slow down? What would

happen if we kept some of that slow, pared-down spirit, even as the



world moves back toward business as usual? By wrenching us out of

our routines, the coronavirus pushed many of us to refocus on our

true priorities. How can we maintain that focus even as life speeds up

again?

Jewish and Christian faith traditions o�er one answer: keeping a

sabbath. For �� hours out of the week, believers are asked to stop

participating in the busy world of work and commerce. No buying or

selling; no work, paid or domestic—nothing but rest, recreation, time

with family. This practice feels old-fashioned (and it is, of course,

centuries old), but many people have found ways to make it feel

relevant, even urgent, in our modern age.

For some people, that means taking a digital sabbath: one day a

week to completely avoid all screens. No phone, no laptop, no TV, no

video games. Twenty-four hours IRL. Could you do it? What about a

��-day social media fast? Steve Corona, the former CTO of Twitpic,

tried it. It took him several days to stop automatically typing

“facebook.com” into a new browser tab. But by the end of his

experiment, he’d freed up so much time that he started writing a

book.��

The point is not to demonize our gadgets or make you quit

Facebook forever. The point may be to radicalize you about the way

work has started eating up more and more of our time, to the point

where ��% of us check our work email every day while we’re on

vacation, and ��% of us check work email from bed.��



If you always know what you’re

going to say next, you hardly need

to listen at all.

But the larger point is to make you be more intentional with how

you spend your time and attention. Do you want to have half an eye

on your inbox while playing with your kids? Is it possible to put work

aside when you walk through the door and really be present with your

family? Could you—don’t panic when I say this—leave your phone at

home when you go to lunch/co�ee/happy hour with a friend?

If you do, you’ll listen better.

Let go of your agenda

Slowing down and putting away your devices is all well and good

when you’re trying to focus on co�ee with a friend. But what about a

really high-stakes conversation? What about a job interview? What

about a networking event where you’ve got maybe three minutes to

connect with a bigwig who could be really useful to your career?



When you’re coming into a conversation with a clear agenda, it’s

even more important to really listen to what the other person is

saying. The only way you’re going to meet your goal in any high-

stakes conversation is by making a genuine connection with the other

person. Think about it: who would you rather hire, or help—the

person who talked at you about their amazing ideas for �� minutes, or

the person who made you feel fascinating by listening carefully to

what you had to say?

When I �rst started out in television, I would go into my

interviews armed with a whole list of questions. A�er all, I’d done my

research. I knew what my goals were for the interview. I knew what I

wanted them to talk about. It made sense to plan ahead.

But marching through a list of questions cuts o� any possibility of

genuine connection. If you always know what you’re going to say

next, you hardly need to listen at all. Eventually I learned that I got

much better results by letting go of that list, forgetting my agenda,

and opening myself up to actually hear what the person in front of me

had to say.

I still do my research before an important conversation. But now I

think of it as over-preparing to improvise. If I’m doing an interview or

meeting an important new contact, I want to know as much as I can

about that person. I want to know about their interests, their hobbies,

their unique experiences, what they’ve been tweeting about lately.

But the discipline of listening involves putting that aside when they

start to talk, so I can open up a space for them to share something I

don’t already know.

By all means, over-prepare for that job interview. Research the

company inside and out. Know what the top executives have been

tweeting about lately, how last quarter’s earnings call went, what the

press has been saying about that new product—gather as much



information as you can. Prepare some questions and talking points so

your mind doesn’t go totally blank in the moment. But once the

interview begins, let go of that agenda and let yourself be fully present

in the conversation. Making a real connection with an interviewer,

coming across as an engaged and curious person they might like to

work with, is ultimately a far more valuable use of those few minutes

than proving that you’ve rehearsed some good answers to common

interview questions.

Over-preparing before an important conversation gives you

con�dence. Stepping into uncertainty by listening and improvising

gives you connection.

Let them lead

Let’s get really practical for a second. When I was a morning

television host, my favorite way to start a greenroom conversation

with a guest was to simply ask, “What’s on your mind?”

I like this question because it’s open-ended, and it allows the other

person to tell me where they want the conversation to go. It’s

respectful; rather than opening with my agenda, I’m leaving space for

them to tell me what they’d like to talk about. Feel like a familiar

exercise? Facebook asks you this same question as soon as you open

up your pro�le.

People will surprise you. When Geroy Simon, a former star

football player for the BC Lions, came on the show in ����, it was a

di�erent conversation than expected. He was Mr. Charisma when he

was on the team, and then he went on to serve as the team’s director

of Canadian scouting. He was basically an ambassador for the team.



He was appearing on the show to talk about the upcoming season.

Standard stu�.

But I also knew that his wife had died three months before. And

when I walked into the greenroom, I could see by his body language

that putting that aside and just doing a standard, upbeat interview

about the team was going to be a heavy li� for him. So I said to him:

“People care about you, man. And I want you to feel safe out there.

What would you like to share about your wife, if people are

wondering how you’re doing?”

He told me how brutal this life transition had been. He hadn’t

shared a lot about his struggle publicly. But it was obviously weighing

on his heart. And in that moment, just by asking him what he wanted

to share, it gave him an opportunity to open up and be real.

On camera, Geroy decided just to share how much he appreciated

all the fans showing their support for him and his family. But I’ll never

forget that human moment we had in the greenroom.

Your question can be simple. “What’s on your mind?” “What are

you struggling with?” “What would you like to share?” Just by asking,

and waiting with an open mind for an answer, you’re creating a space

for that person to be as real as they need to be.

Before my father died, when I knew someone had su�ered a loss, I

used to be terri�ed of saying the wrong thing. I think that’s why we so

o�en fall back on stock phrases like “I’m sorry for your loss,” or “Let

me know if there’s anything I can do to help.” We’re afraid that if we

say the wrong thing, we’ll somehow make it worse—but what could

make grief worse? Maybe what we’re really afraid of is the raw grief

itself. We’re afraid of getting too close to it. We’re afraid that the

wrong word will make the person in front of us completely fall apart,

and we don’t think we can handle that kind of vulnerability.



Now that I’ve gone through that kind of powerful grief myself, I

know that I’ve failed all those people who could have used some

comfort. By holding back, afraid of saying the wrong thing, I’ve failed

to make a genuine connection at the moment those people needed it

most.

One of the most valuable conversations I’ve ever had happened

four months a�er losing my father. I was hosting the annual “Gi� of

Love” fundraising gala, which supports Canuck Place Children’s

Hospice in British Columbia. Being a parent, the cause is one that’s

close to my heart. The devastating stories parents have the courage to

share about how they lost their children are simply heartbreaking.

Sitting at the table beside Deborah, one of the lead family counselors

from Canuck Place, I listened as she described how she does her job

and connects with families coping with grief and loss.

I asked her, “Deborah, what’s the best thing you can say to

someone who is grieving?”

She opened my eyes with her response. “It’s not about what you

can say, it’s about what you can ask. Allow them to share something

meaningful. The one thing I do to create a safe space for them to share

is to ask them one very important thing: ‘What do you want me to

know about them?’” What a beautiful question.

During the coronavirus crisis, I saw CNN’s Chris Cuomo

interview someone who had just lost her brother to the virus. He

asked her, “What do you want people to know about this beautiful

human being?” The response was a gripping conversation on life and

family, along with powerful and personal storytelling.

Now, when I encounter someone who’s grieving, that’s what I ask:

“What do you want me to know about them?” This question leaves

space for the grieving person to talk about their loss in whatever way

they want to at that moment. It shows you’re willing to hear what’s on



their mind. And you could ask the same basic question during other

hard times in a person’s life—a job loss, a breakup. “What do you

want me to know about what you’re going through right now?” It’s

simple, it’s respectful, and it leaves space for them to lead the

conversation wherever they need it to go.

Five ways to listen more deeply

OK, so you’ve slowed yourself down. You’ve put your agenda aside,

and you’re willing to let the other person lead the conversation. How

do you actually listen in that deep way that creates a real connection?

It sounds like a simple question. Well, you just… listen. You put

your phone down, you stop thinking about other things, and you

listen. But if being a good listener were easy, we’d all be doing it

already.

Over the course of my career, I’ve developed �ve strategies that

help me listen more carefully and uncover a deeper level in any

conversation. Let’s walk through them each in turn.

Let go of your assumptions

If you think you know what someone is going to say, you’re not really

listening. On the one hand, if I’d gone into that conversation with

Geroy Simon assuming that he only wanted to talk about the team

and the upcoming season, I would have missed out on an opportunity

to make a real connection in the midst of a busy workday. On the

other hand, I’ve interviewed plenty of people who’ve su�ered and

struggled, and they don’t always want to dig in and get deep and

display their su�ering for the world to see. Sometimes they want to

keep it relatively light and stick to their talking points. Only by letting



go of our assumptions about what we think the conversation is going

to be like can we actually be present in and listen to the conversation

we’re actually having.

Listen for repetition

I recently had dinner with a potential new business connection. This

was supposed to be a casual, get-to-know-you, maybe-we-can-work-

together kind of chat. But I noticed as we were talking that he used

the word “ex” three times within the �rst few minutes. That

suggested to me that this was something that was weighing on his

mind. So the next time he mentioned his ex, I asked a follow-up

question. Turned out he had just gotten divorced. So we talked about

that—and made a much deeper connection than we otherwise would

have.

You can do this in any conversation: listen for words or phrases

that the person is repeating. These might be clues about what’s really

going on with them. If you ask a respectful, open-ended question

about that topic, you’ll leave space for them to open up if they want

to.

Ask, “What do you want me to know

about what you’re going through



right now?”

Embrace their emotional intensity

Another clue that can lead you to a deeper level of connection is

emotional intensity. Whether the person you’re talking to is getting

excited or angry, beaming or tearing up, heightened emotion is a sign

that you’re touching on a topic that really matters to them.

Many cultures teach us to shy away from strong emotion. If you

ever watched the HBO show Six Feet Under, you may remember the

conversation the two brothers have in the pilot about the little side

room in the funeral parlor. Any time a mourner starts to break down,

they’re whisked away behind a curtain, so they don’t upset everyone

else. As if people at a funeral aren’t, by de�nition, already upset. We

do that so o�en with strong emotions—we draw a curtain over them.

We tell the people around us it’s not that big a deal, or it could be

worse.

Alternatively, sometimes strong emotion in others provokes strong

emotion in us. When we’re talking politics at Thanksgiving, and

Uncle Phil starts to raise his voice, we raise our voice in response. It’s

instinctual—but it doesn’t help. Nobody wins the argument.

Nobody’s convinced on either side.

The next time you see someone expressing strong emotion, try

not to shy away from it or let it provoke you. Instead, get curious

about it. Say something like “I can see this means a lot to you.” Ask a

question like “Why is this issue so important for you?” or “Is there

more?” And really listen to the response instead of trying to �x it.



Listen with your eyes

When I’m interviewing someone, or having a pre-interview chat in

the greenroom, I’m looking at every single aspect of what they’re

giving me from the moment we start talking. I’m listening for tone,

I’m taking their emotional temperature, and I’m watching their body

language for clues.

Body language can tell us so much about how another person is

feeling. And you don’t have to be a highly trained FBI interrogator to

unpack what a person’s posture and gestures are saying. Reading body

language is instinctual for most of us. We just have to pay attention to

what our instincts are telling us.

Try it the next time you’re having a casual conversation with a

friend or coworker. Take a moment to notice the way that they’re

holding their body. Look for obvious clues, like a person tilting their

head to indicate interest or crossing their arms to protect themselves.

But also take note of how you’re feeling in that moment. Do you feel

warm and connected? Defensive and shut o�? Chances are, you’re

instinctively responding to something in their tone or body language.

And the more you stop to notice body language, the better you’ll get

at deliberately reading it.

Maintain a beginner’s mind

“In the beginner’s mind there are many possibilities, but in the

expert’s there are few.”

That’s the �rst line of the book Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind by the

teacher Shunryu Suzuki.�� These few words capture so much wisdom.

When we feel we know a lot about a subject, we can become closed

o� to possibilities. We feel like we know what will work and what

won’t, what’s possible and what isn’t. Beginner’s mind is powerful



because it keeps you open to learning something in every

conversation.

I once interviewed Ron MacLean, the well-known host from

Hockey Night in Canada. He told me that there are always two

teachers in any conversation: the person who’s speaking is teaching

something, but the listener can teach, too, with the way they listen

and accept.

I took those words to heart. As an interviewer, I always tried to

approach my interviews with a beginner’s mind. I do tons of research

before every interview, but when I begin a conversation, I put that

information out of my mind and come in with authentic curiosity.

You don’t have to be a professional interviewer or a Zen master to

go into a conversation with a beginner’s mind. Try this: before a

conversation, think to yourself, “I wonder what this person has to

teach me.” Or, “I wonder what this person wants to talk about.”

Cultivate that spirit of curiosity and see where it takes you. (We’ll dig

deeper into curiosity in the next chapter.)

Beginner’s mind is helpful in any conversation but can be

particularly powerful in conversation with someone you know well.

When you assume you know everything about a person, you operate

on autopilot and shut o� the possibility of discovering another part of

them. You close o� any opportunity for them to surprise you. What if

you went into your next conversation with your partner, your best

friend, your parent, or your child with a beginner’s mind?

Ask, don’t tell

Listening takes practice. Distractions are everywhere in our lives, and

they aren’t going away. Be patient with yourself. If you’re in a



conversation and you notice your mind is wandering, just take a

breath and refocus.

When in doubt, always come back to “how” and “what” questions.

Instead of trying to �x someone’s problem, ask another question.

Instead of giving advice, ask a question. Instead of interrupting to

promote yourself, ask a question. If you feel the need to challenge the

other person’s ideas, listen �rst. Ask clarifying questions to make sure

you understand their position. Then share your counterpoint.

An active listener asks the questions that help someone discover

the meaning behind their own personal experiences. Let’s look at

some real-world examples:

If you’re giving feedback, start by asking “How do you feel that

went?” Let them validate themselves, then dig deeper with follow-

up questions.

If you’re stuck in con�ict, ask “What do you think won’t happen?

How could you make it happen?”

If you want to encourage empathy, ask “How could I show up for

you more?”

If you want to encourage them to draw a lesson from their

experience, ask “What would you do di�erently if you had to do it

over again?”

If you feel like you’re not connecting, call yourself out by asking

“What question have I failed to ask to understand your

perspective?”

When in doubt, come back to questions. Research shows that

listening is about more than just quietly accepting what someone else

is saying; we perceive those who ask thoughtful questions to be good

listeners.�� Part of listening is participating in the conversation—

asking questions, re�ecting, and pushing the other person to clarify



their thinking. A good listener isn’t just passive. Their curiosity is

fully present in the conversation.
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When you lead with authentic

curiosity, you create room for

unexpected connections.

NE NIGHT in August ����, Lori came home and found me

listening to Ozzy Osbourne. Kind of a surprise, since she

knows I’m a ’��s hip-hop and R&B guy. Usher and Ginuwine

are usually in regular rotation on my playlists.

So she started laughing. “What are you doing?” she asked me.

“Research,” I said. “Zakk Wylde is on the show tomorrow.”

Her jaw dropped. I could see real concern in her eyes. She did not

think I was ready for this. Honestly, I didn’t think so either. “Tell him

your wife is a big fan,” she said a�er a moment. “And tell him I listen

to Morbid Angel.”

I had no idea what those words meant. And I could hear her

laughing at me as she walked away. Didn’t exactly make me more

con�dent about the interview.



For the record, Zakk Wylde is a revered guitarist who played with

Ozzy Osbourne and is also the lead singer of the heavy metal band

Black Label Society.

The next morning, Zakk showed up dressed in full leather and

smelling of man musk. Was I nervous? Yes. Curious? Absolutely.

Slightly terri�ed of making a fool of myself on live television? Without

a doubt. Turns out Zakk was one of the nicest, kindest guests I’ve ever

interviewed. From the moment we met in the greenroom, I owned up

to the fact that I’m not exactly a metalhead. Not that my pocket

square wasn’t a dead giveaway that we were from di�erent worlds…
I told him Lori said hi, and that she told me to listen to Morbid

Angel before the interview. He thought that was hilarious.

I still don’t know what that means.

This was a big interview for the show. Zakk was a big name. I had

manically over-prepared with research because I felt so unprepared on

a basic level—here I was, getting ready to talk to a music legend, but I

was totally lacking the gut-level sense of why this guy was so

important to so many people. I could read about his legendary career,

I could listen to his music, but nothing could turn me into a

metalhead overnight.

So I did my homework. When the cameras started rolling, I was

nervous. I have to admit, I was too focused on my research and my

own nerves to really relax and go with the �ow of the conversation. I

was obsessing about making sure I asked all my questions and gave

him the chance to talk about all the great stu� he’s creating.

I think Zakk knew I was nervous. I’m pretty sure that’s why he

threw out the words “anal bleaching” within the �rst �� seconds of

the interview.

Yes, you read that right. That’s the rock star lifestyle, I guess.



Thanks to Zakk’s colorful comments, that was one of the highest-

rated online Breakfast Television Vancouver segments in ����. But it

was a�er the interview that we really connected. We ended up

shooting a video on my phone for Lori, and when I confessed that I’d

never actually been to a heavy metal show, he invited me to his show

that night. Lori told me not to wear a pocket square.

It was amazing watching Zakk perform from backstage. The

energy at the Commodore Ballroom in Vancouver was electric as

thousands of people worshipped him for the rock god he truly is. He

actually played his guitar with his teeth!

I’m still a hip-hop and R&B guy at heart, but I loved getting a

glimpse of Zakk in his element. Who knew two people from such

di�erent worlds could hit it o� so well? When you lead with authentic

curiosity, you create room for unexpected connections.

First impressions

For someone like me, who values the intimacy of a one-on-one

conversation over a cocktail party, it’s not always easy meeting new

people. And I’m pretty sure I’m not alone. Researchers from

Columbia University studied what actually happened at a networking

event. They found that people mostly spent time with friends they

already knew—even though they had gone into the event for the

purpose of meeting new people.

It may be the networking itself. Another study found that when

people engaged in “instrumental networking” and tried to connect

with people with a goal of advancing their career, they literally felt

dirty, to the point that they wanted to take a shower. But networking

is essential. As many as ��% of jobs are �lled through networking, and



��% to ��% of jobs are never even advertised—they’re �lled by

internal candidates or through personal networks.�

And, of course, meeting new people isn’t just about �nding a job.

You have to meet new people in order to date, make friends, and build

community. Meeting new people introduces you to new ideas.

Making a new connection could steer you toward a new hobby or a

new passion—or expose you to a point of view you hadn’t considered

before.

When we do meet new people, we form an impression of them

incredibly quickly. One study found that people were able to gather a

fairly reliable impression of a stranger’s trustworthiness a�er seeing

their face for just �� milliseconds. “Reliable” in this case means

similar to the judgments formed by people who were allowed to look

at the faces as long as they wanted. So what the study shows is not

necessarily that our instincts about people are completely accurate in

some impartial, universal sense, but simply that we do form our �rst

impressions of people very quickly—in a literal split second. And we

make that split-second judgment, in large part, by reading nonverbal

signals: things like posture, clothing, and handshakes all have a big

impact on that �rst read of a new person.�

But if our judgment of new people were based only on that �rst

split-second impression, Zakk Wylde would never have invited me

backstage at his show. Pocket square, meet leather cu�s—not exactly

the beginning of a beautiful friendship.

Zakk and I came from completely di�erent worlds. We had

nothing in common. How did we form a connection? How did we get

past the barrier thrown up by that split-second �rst impression, and

�gure out that we could actually enjoy each other’s company?



Authentic curiosity is the key

In the last chapter, we discussed the importance of asking good

questions. In this chapter, we’re going to dig deeper into curiosity—

what it is, what makes it so powerful, and how you can use it to get

past the small talk stage and build a real connection when you meet

someone new.

Scientists have identi�ed at least two types of curiosity: diversive

curiosity, which is the generalized thirst for knowledge that drives us

to hunt for new information or dive down a Wikipedia rabbit hole;

and epistemic curiosity, which is the more sustained and purposeful

drive to fully understand a subject.� Diversive curiosity makes us

gobble up “fun facts” like a chipmunk �lling his cheeks with nuts,

while epistemic curiosity is what makes scientists, explorers, and

artists tick. Mario Livio, the author of the book Why? What Makes Us

Curious, identi�es a third type: perceptual curiosity.� This is the

curiosity we feel when we learn something that doesn’t seem to �t

with what we thought we knew. A surprise like that throws us o� and

drives us to hunt for more information to make the world make sense

again.

Livio’s research suggests that curiosity can be unpleasant at times

—the “hang on, that can’t be right” feeling. Curiosity can also fuel

dangerous behavior. That basic desire for novelty can be part of what

drives thrill-seeking. It’s also part of what makes us watch gory

movies, listen to true crime podcasts, or turn to look at an accident on

the side of the road. We know it’s going to be bad, but how bad? Bad

in what way? We have to know.



In one study, researchers le� participants in a room with a bunch

of pens, some of which they were told could deliver a small electric

shock. For one group, the pens were color-coded—red pens were

“live” and green pens were safe. For the other group, all pens were

yellow. The yellow-pen group tested more pens, indicating that the

uncertainty kept them more interested longer.�

In our personal lives, this drive to know even at a cost can cause us

real pain. It’s what pushes us to look up an ex on Instagram and see

how happy they are with their new partner. Think of Pandora’s box—

sometimes, even knowing it will cause real harm, we just have to

know. We can’t look away.

But for the most part, curiosity is a positive drive. Curious people

tend to be happier. They tend to enjoy school and work more, and do

better in both. In general, older people tend to be less curious than

younger folks. But those older people who retain their curiosity tend

to do better on memory tests and other mental tests.� Curiosity seems

to help stave o� some of the mental decline of old age.

In business, curiosity has many bene�ts. Because curiosity

prompts us to look for more options, curious people tend to make

better decisions. Curiosity also leads to more creativity and

innovation. And that’s not just useful for artists or entrepreneurs—

one study of call-center workers found that the more curious

employees were more likely to ask their coworkers questions, which

made them better at their jobs and helped them come up with more

creative solutions to customer problems.�

Curious teams also work better together. Curious people

communicate better and get involved in less con�ict. They tend to be

less aggressive. They enjoy socializing more, and they’re more

resilient when faced with rejection.�



In the end, authentic curiosity builds better relationships. One

study by researcher Todd Kashdan found that curious people both

expected more out of conversations with people they didn’t know,

and felt closer to those new people a�er a brief conversation. Another

Kashdan study looked at the other side of the equation, and found that

people rated curious conversation partners as more attractive, and felt

closer to them.�

Barriers to curiosity

The itch to know more is innate and can be incredibly bene�cial. But

in a world where Wikipedia exists, we never have to spend much time

in that state of not-knowing. You’ve probably experienced this

yourself: if you’re old enough to remember a world before

smartphones, you know that, in those days, a group of friends at a

dinner party or pub night could easily spend �� minutes debating

what voice actor has been in every Pixar movie. Today, the answer is

just a Google search away. For all you trivia bu�s, I’ll save you a step.

It’s John Ratzenberger.��

The convenience of having all the world’s information at our

�ngertips at all times is a powerful lure. It’s part of the larger culture

of convenience technology has created. We can order almost anything

we can think of from Amazon and have it in our hands within ��

hours. We can get food from almost any restaurant to our door within

an hour.

And technology doesn’t just fetch us things—in many cases, it

actually does the thinking for us. Net�ix tells us what other people

who watch the shows we watch have been watching, so we don’t have

to decide what to watch next. Delivery apps show us the most popular



dishes so we don’t have to sort through a restaurant’s menu ourselves.

Google Maps removes the need to remember how to get anywhere.

Google search has gotten so sophisticated that we no longer have to

type out a whole question: just a few keywords will get you the answer

you need. And once you get that answer, your curiosity disappears.

You no longer need to think about that topic. According to Amit

Singhal, Google’s former head of search, “The more accurate the

machine gets, the lazier the questions become.” ��

Removing the need for actual thought—is that the ultimate

convenience? Tim Wu, the author of The Attention Merchants: The

Epic Scramble to Get inside Our Heads, has written that convenience

“has emerged as perhaps the most powerful force shaping our

individual lives and our economies” today. And Evan Williams, the

cofounder of Twitter, has gone even further: “Convenience decides

everything.” ��

But technology isn’t the only thing standing between us and all the

bene�ts of curiosity. Even though the vast majority of businesspeople

recognize the importance of curiosity, few workplaces are actually set

up to encourage curiosity in practical ways. Many leaders worry that

letting people explore, daydream, and innovate will somehow slow

down decision-making. And the constant pressure to be productive,

to grind out the work on your to-do list, undermines your ability to

think big and your drive to ask the questions that lead to original

thought.

In the modern, Western world, too much information may be

killing our curiosity, but in other times and places, powerful people

have restricted access to information to try to keep people from asking

“why.” In the Middle Ages, for example, the church worked to make

knowledge and exploration the privilege of a few. Mario Livio, the

author of Why?, has also argued that repressive regimes like the Nazis



and the Taliban have destroyed art and books as a way to stamp out

that human drive to explore and learn.��

How to encourage curiosity: for yourself

Curiosity is a natural human drive. But circumstances and habits can

either encourage or sti�e it. The good news is, that means that you

can train yourself to be more curious.

Start with a simple, but powerful, ��-second exercise, designed by

neuroscientist Jud Brewer:�� If you �nd yourself feeling frustrated or

anxious (two strong emotions that are likely to close o� curiosity),

take note of how wide-open your eyes are. Now deliberately open

your eyes very wide. See what happens to that negative emotion.

According to Brewer, we instinctively open our eyes wide when we’re

curious and narrow them when we’re angry, so opening your eyes

wide can help jump-start your curiosity.

In a world where Wikipedia exists,

we never have to spend much time

in that state of not-knowing.



Here are some other tips for cultivating curiosity:

Deliberately seek out new or surprising experiences. It’s harder to

cultivate curiosity when you’re stuck in a well-worn routine.�� Try a

new restaurant; take a class in something you know nothing about;

ask a friend to introduce you to a hobby you’ve never tried.

Admit when you don’t know something. Putting up a false front is

only going to prevent you from learning something new.

Research an unfamiliar topic. How long has it been since you picked

up a book and read about something totally new to you? Indulge your

inner nine-year-old and read up on dinosaurs, pyramids, space travel,

or whatever strikes your fancy. Check out the work of science writer

Mary Roach—I will literally bet you $� that at least one of her books

will spark your curiosity.

Make learning a game. Games encourage curiosity.�� Play an online

trivia game, challenge yourself to advance a level in Duolingo, or

create your own game and award yourself points for every new fun

fact you learn.

Set aside time for curiosity practice. You could try people-watching

with a notebook in hand to write down your observations. You could

brainstorm solutions to everyday problems. You could challenge

yourself to come up with “what if” questions about a product you use

every day: what if this were bigger/ smaller/ disposable/ recyclable/ 

rentable? The more you practice entering the mental space of

curiosity, the more natural it will feel.��



How to encourage curiosity: with your partner

When you get comfortable, curiosity can fade, and you can slip into

autopilot mode. To continue thriving in your relationship, keep

seeking surprises and resist the urge to surrender to mundane check-

in questions like “How was your day?” or “What do you want for

dinner?”

Many studies have provided some powerful cues to build a deeper

connection with a partner. In one famous study by the psychologist

Arthur Aron, strangers asked one another �� questions designed to

guide them toward greater intimacy by encouraging vulnerability. You

can use these questions with a partner to deepen your connection.��

Here’s a sampling:

For what in your life do you feel most grateful?

If you could change anything about the way you were raised, what

would it be?

If you could wake up tomorrow having gained any one quality or

ability, what would it be?

Is there something that you’ve dreamed of doing for a long time?

Why haven’t you done it?

If you knew that in one year you would die suddenly, would you

change anything about the way you are now living? Why?

Make three true “we” statements each. For instance, “We are both

in this room feeling…”

Tell your partner what you like about them; be very honest this

time, saying things that you might not say to someone you’ve just

met.



Share with your partner an embarrassing moment in your life.

If you were to die this evening with no opportunity to

communicate with anyone, what would you most regret not

having told someone? Why haven’t you told them yet?

How to encourage curiosity: on a team

Curiosity is also contagious, so encouraging curiosity in the people

around you will reinforce your own e�orts to cultivate curiosity. If

you’re in a leadership role at work (or in an organization you volunteer

with), there’s a lot you can do to foster curiosity on your team. Here

are some strategies leaders can use to promote creativity at work:��

Be curious when interviewing. Eric Schmidt, Google’s former CEO,

once said, “We run this company on questions, not answers.” The

company’s famously oddball interview questions (like “Have you ever

found yourself unable to stop learning about something?”) were

purposely designed to identify people who approach problems with a

spirit of curiosity and even playfulness. You don’t have to test people

with brain-teasers, though—just look for people who ask good

questions and seem to genuinely want to know more about how your

o�ce works.

If you are the one being interviewed for a job or big contract, one

powerful question you can ask at the end of the conversation is

“Given what we’ve discussed, what might prevent you from hiring me

for this opportunity?” It’s bold, yet the response will allow you to

understand and speak to any hesitations.

Be a curiosity role model. If people see their leaders taking the time

to ask questions, explore alternative options, and brainstorm o�-the-



wall solutions, they’ll learn that curiosity is a valued asset on the team.

Encourage ongoing learning. Many companies have discovered the

value of providing education bene�ts to employees. These programs

increase employee engagement and decrease turnover, and they also

signal to your teams that the organization values learning.

Let people “slack o�” occasionally. We’re back to Google again—

their program allowing employees to spend ��% of their time

exploring personal projects actually ended up creating some of the

company’s most innovative products.��

Brainstorm for questions, not answers. For a really great

brainstorming session, invite some people from outside your team,

challenge everyone in the room to come up with as many questions on

a topic as possible within a set amount of time, and make a strict rule

that there are no answers allowed during this time.��

How to encourage curiosity: for your kids

Modern parenting has become a high-pressure activity. Many parents

are understandably worried that today’s world is so competitive that

their kids can’t a�ord to fail—so they push kids toward academic

achievement at a very young age. But a high-stress environment is

actually a great way to kill curiosity. Here are some ways parents (and

teachers) can encourage kids to be curious:��

Give them unstructured time. If you do nothing else, do this one

thing. Unstructured, child-directed play is actually the best way for

young kids to learn about the world. Put aside the enriching activities



and let your kid make a mess. Don’t direct them—sit back and let

them take the lead.

When you �rst meet someone,

make your mantra “‘Look at you’

needs to be greater than ‘look at

me.’”

Encourage reading for pleasure. Reading is a great way to explore

new ideas and learn about a wide range of topics. Check out the book

How to Raise a Reader by Maria Russo and Pamela Paul for a host of

age-appropriate suggestions. But know that the best way to encourage

your kids to read is to model it yourself. Keep plenty of books in the

house (libraries have them for free!) and let your kids see you reading

for fun.

Answer their questions. When your kid asks a question, even if

you’re trying to get dinner on the table, force yourself to slow down



and stay in the moment with them. Answer the question as best you

can. If you don’t know the answer, research it together. Model

investigation and reward curiosity with engagement.

Ask them some questions. Nudge them to wonder and speculate

about the world around them. Ask “what if” together. Try to be a

curiosity role model—ask them some questions you don’t know the

answer to.

Curiosity in conversation

OK, so you’ve spent some time cultivating curiosity in yourself and

the people around you. You’re now a wide-eyed, wonderstruck,

question-asking machine. How do you take that beautiful spirit of

curiosity and bring it back down to earth? How does curiosity actually

become useful in the context of a conversation? How does curiosity

help you build connections, particularly with people you don’t know?

When you �rst meet someone, make your mantra “‘Look at you’

needs to be greater than ‘look at me.’” Yes, this was the great advice I

got at the beginning of my career. This will help you build trust, as

people are unconsciously asking themselves three key questions about

you in your initial encounter:

Do you care about me?

Are you listening to me?

Can I trust you?

Remember, humans are social animals. When we encounter

someone new, we’re instinctively trying to decide whether they’re a

friend or a foe. That’s true when you’re meeting someone socially—



whether you’re aware of it or not, you’re sizing them up and trying to

decide whether or not you want to spend more time with them.

Those unconscious questions are particularly important in a

professional context. At a networking event, for example, many

people literally are evaluating everyone they meet. And if you work in

sales or customer service, you probably already know that customers

tend to approach you warily, wondering if you’re really listening to

them, or just trying to run through a script as quickly as possible and

get to the sale or get them o� the phone.

A spirit of curiosity is crucial to getting a “yes” to these

unconscious questions. Curious people care about the world around

them. They listen intently because they know that everyone has an

interesting story to share. And they come across as trustworthy

precisely because of that careful, open-minded listening. In the

context of a conversation, curiosity is a choice—it’s an intention to

learn more. Genuine curiosity requires you to let go of judgment and

open yourself to understanding the world as it is. And you

demonstrate that curiosity by asking great questions.

How to ask great questions

Great questions get great answers. When it comes to asking a great

question, my experience interviewing countless experts has taught

me that there is no one-size-�ts-all formula. Context is key. You’ve got

to be brief, ask open-ended questions, and above all put the focus on

the other person, or the idea being shared. Here are my best tips for

asking excellent questions:

Get to the point



Be concise and direct, and get to the point as quickly as possible. One

of the common traps we fall into is starting with a long-drawn-out

introduction or complicated setup consisting of multiple questions.

That’s a great way to overwhelm the person you’re talking to and leave

them unable to answer any of your questions. Keeping things simple

will actually leave more room to take the conversation deeper.

Dig deep with follow-up questions

The �rst answer you get is almost always the appetizer for the main

course. To truly connect with others, develop an insatiable appetite

for follow-up questions.

This isn’t something you can always prepare for. Depending on the

situation, when you meet someone new, you may be able to prepare

two or three thoughtful questions in advance. But good follow-up has

to be done on the �y. It requires giving someone your undivided

attention and picking up on the cues they’re giving you.

When you hear something interesting—and if you’re listening in a

spirit of curiosity, lots of things you hear should be interesting—try

asking, “Could you elaborate on that?” or “Could you tell me more

about the stance you’re taking?” If you’re not sure you understand

their point, or you want to make sure you aren’t misinterpreting

them, recap what you think their point of view is, and then ask, “Is

that what you’re saying?” Or go back to basics and simply ask “Why?”

and then ask “Why?” again.

Forget about your next planned question and have the courage to

step into uncertainty with your curiosity. This will show that you

listened, that you care, and that you want to learn more.

Ask for speci�c stories, not just answers



This all comes down to emotion. Peter Guber’s book Tell to Win

outlines the power of emotion. It is what connects us, it is what

polarizes us, and it is what motivates us to act. The best way to

connect to emotion is to tell someone a story—or ask them to tell you

one. Our brains absorb stories as if we are experiencing them

ourselves, so stories are a powerful way to build deeper connections.

My �rst big interview, back when I started my career on MTV

Canada, was Shaggy. Yes, Mr. Lover Lover. A big-name interview like

that comes with a lot of pressure. Fans want to get a glimpse of the

real person behind the music they love. I was anxious going in, but

Shaggy put me at ease. Seventeen years later, I got the chance to

interview him again. I’d learned a lot by then about how to ask better

questions and leave more space for my interview subject to shine.

This time, knowing that he had toured in Europe with James Brown, I

simply asked him: “Tell us the story about the advice James Brown

gave you about your talent.”

Shaggy said that James Brown watched every single one of his

performances. It made him a little nervous, because James Brown was

a formidable �gure on the tour. Everyone called him Mr. Brown, but

Shaggy got away with calling him Godfather. But one day Mr. Brown

came into Shaggy’s dressing room and told him—and I wish you

could hear Shaggy’s James Brown impression, because it was

legendary—“I watch you every night. You, you’re the truth. Let me

tell you one thing: they can take away your woman, your house, your

car, but they can never take your talent. So long as you’ve got your

talent, you’re a rich man.”

Asking for stories can be that simple, and that rewarding.

Remember, people love to talk about themselves. Most people don’t

need much prompting. As long as they can see you’re genuinely

curious, they’ll open up and share.



If you want someone to share a story, ask about their reactions to

speci�c moments and consider these three themes:

�. Trials: Think about tapping into the emotion behind the surface-

level highlight reel we all tend to share when we’re meeting

someone for the �rst time. Ask:

“When was the last time you did something for the �rst time?”

“How did it feel to try something new?”

“What was the hardest part about [building your business/learning a

language/etc.]?”

�. Transitions: Think about the uncertainty the person you’re talking

to might be facing. Ask:

“What did it feel like to make that change?”

“How did you overcome adversity and manage that unpredictable

situation?”

“How did you adapt to your new reality?”

�. Triumphs: Let the person you’re talking to share a moment of

glory. Ask:

“How did it feel to hit that milestone?”

“What was your formula for success?”

“How has your success [winning an award/becoming a mentor/etc.]

changed the way you look at life?”



What is the most important

conversation you’ve had in your

life?

Suspend your judgment

It’s all too easy to subtly express a point of view or indicate the answer

you’re expecting in a question, without even realizing it. Always strive

for open-ended questions that leave room for the person to share

something you’re not expecting. Think “How did that feel?” rather

than “That must have been di�cult.”

Imagine you were a small business owner trying to survive the

coronavirus. You could have been asking stakeholders: “Should we

close the business now or should we continue on with layo�s so we

can survive this tough stretch?” Or, you could have asked: “What do

you think we should do here?” The second question leaves much

more room for the other person to jump in with a creative idea or

even just share how they’re feeling in an uncertain time.

Sometimes we are so eager to demonstrate our understanding that

we don’t take enough time to really listen to what the other person is

saying. Say you’re at a professional conference. You’re talking to

someone you just met, and they comment that it’s been a long day

packed with information. You want to connect with them, so you

jump in and say, “I know, aren’t you just exhausted?”

It’s not a terrible thing to say. Pleasant chitchat can continue. But

what if you had said, “Yeah, I’m pretty wiped out. How are you

feeling?” Maybe they would have responded, “Honestly, I’m



energized—it’s my �rst work trip since my kid was born.” By asking

an open-ended question, instead of assuming you know how they feel,

you might create an opportunity to take the conversation deeper. As

Peter Bregman, the author of Leading with Emotional Courage, has

written, you have to develop your understanding of another person

before you can demonstrate it.��

If you can suspend your judgment and your advice and keep things

open, you invite the person in front of you to think creatively and

express themselves in a deeper, more genuine way.

Use silence as your secret weapon

You ask a question. There’s a pause. You’re nervous. Your brain starts

churning—“Was that a stupid question? Have I o�ended them? Oh

my God, this is a disaster!” Panicking, you jump in with a

clari�cation, or another question, or a total change of subject. And

you cut o� the opportunity to get a real answer.

That initial pause a�er you ask a question may feel awkward, but it

could also be a really good sign that the person is taking time to

re�ect on the idea you just introduced. The easy thing to do is to

immediately throw in �ller words or questions to curb that all-

important silence. But when you do that, you miss a potentially

profound response.

Throw out the question, give them your attention, and let silence

do the talking. Watch what happens.

My favorite question

A�er �� years of asking questions for a living, I’ve seen a lot. Once

you’ve heard the words “anal bleaching” on live television, there’s not



much le� that can surprise you. I’ve interviewed people from all walks

of life and discussed topics both trivial and profound. I’ve asked

thousands of questions over the course of my career.

Here is my number one favorite question to ask (and yes, you can

steal it!):

What is the most important conversation you’ve had in your life?

I asked Evander Holy�eld that question. The Real Deal opened up

about his mother reminding him that family is the foundation of

everything in life.

I asked hockey legend Bobby Orr that question. He started playing

organized hockey when he was just eight years old, and racked up an

incredible number of records and trophies until his professional

career was cut short by knee problems.�� He told me the most

important conversations he has are when he talks to parents about

letting their kids be kids, and not pushing them to professionalize

their athletics too soon.

I asked the late Dr. Wayne Dyer that question the week of his ��th

birthday. A proli�c author and speaker in the �elds of motivation,

spirituality, and self-improvement, Dyer actually told me that every

year on his birthday his most important conversation came from a

question he asked himself. “Did I live �� years, or did I live the same

year �� times?” I will never forget the power of this re�ection. He was

diagnosed with leukemia in ����, but died three years later, at the age

of ��, from a heart attack.�� I can only hope that I live my last years—

all my years—as thoughtfully and intentionally as he did.

Not every conversation we have is going to be life-changing. But

every conversation has the potential to change a life. Relationships are

built in conversations. And what matters more, in the end, than

relationships?



Too o�en, we think of small talk as tedious, something we have to

get through—to be polite, to start o� small, to get our foot in the door

with a new person. We talk about the weather or ask rote questions,

like the dreaded “What do you do?”

But small talk doesn’t have to be small. When you �rst meet a new

person, you have no idea what they might be able to teach you. Why

not approach new people with a spirit of authentic curiosity? Why not

ask real questions—not to put the other person on the spot, but

because you genuinely want to know what they have to say?

You never know what someone might have to teach you. You never

know which conversation will be the most important in your life. Stay

open. Stay curious. You never know what you’re going to hear.





W

Real connection isn’t about

perfection. Real connection comes

from the ability to embrace

imperfection.

HEN ONE of the world’s most famous illusionists came to

Vancouver, his people set up a marathon session of ��

interviews in a row. I was with MTV Canada, and we were

lucky number ��.

When I came into the room, I could feel he was tired, but he still

gave me a warm welcome. I’d done my research, and I knew this guy

had just bought some property in the Bahamas—and he was a hip-hop

fan. I wasn’t planning on asking him about that stu�, but I had that

information in my back pocket in case I needed it.

His latest touring show was all about dreams coming true. A great

topic. But when the interview started, he was giving me one-word

answers. His energy was �agging a�er doing nine other interviews on



the same topic. I knew I needed to liven things up, or I’d have

nothing.

Finally, he �ipped the script and asked me what my dream was.

And I knew I had to come up with something quick to salvage this.

“Well listen, I’m sipping on piña coladas on the beach in the

Bahamas,” I said, “and you’re there with me, man.”

In that moment, I could see a spark in his eye. “You know I just

bought property in the Bahamas, right?” he asked. I went along for

the ride: “Really? Get the hell out of here. No way… tell me more.”

Next thing you know, we’re bonding over our shared love of hip-

hop. He’s rapping �� Cent. Too soon, I get the wrap-up signal from

the producer, and I end the interview saying, “If you only had more

time, I’d take you out on the town and we’d do it right!”

As we took o� our microphones, he looked at me and said, “Well,

I’m here for two nights, can we go out tonight?”

I thought he was messing with me. His assistant could tell by the

look on my face, and said, “He’s not joking, he’d like to go out this

evening.”

Of course I said yes. I was starstruck, but more importantly I was

genuinely curious. I felt like I’d gotten a glimpse of the real person,

the fun-loving hip-hop fan, behind the imposing illusionist mask. I

wanted to get to know that guy.

“Do we have transportation?” he asked me.

I smiled and said, “I’ve got a ���� Honda Accord. You can ride

shotgun.” (I was in my early ��s at the time and yes, I was proud of my

ride.) He smiled back and it was on.

He invited me to his show, which totally blew my mind, and then

a�erward, we drove the Honda Accord to a local lounge in Yaletown,

a Vancouver neighborhood full of old warehouses-turned-restaurants.

Some local media were curious about the whole setup and came to



join the party. We ended up sitting at a big round table, him on my

right.

I watched as people threw question a�er question at him about his

celebrity lifestyle. I could hear in his voice that he’d answered those

same questions many times before. I started to realize how lonely it

might feel, living inside this bubble, where people see you as more of

a curiosity than a human being.

I stopped, looked at him, and said: “You have all the fame and

fortune any entertainer could wish for. Would you say you’re happy as

a person?”

He stopped mid-sip of his drink. He put the drink down and stared

ahead. I thought to myself, “Damn, I pissed him o�.” I pictured him

standing up and walking out. Evening over.

Then he turned to me and said, “Nobody has really asked me that

before.” A�er another short pause, he went on: “I do around ���

shows a year. I’m always on the road. Sometimes I question who my

friends are. My relationship just fell apart. I struggle with it.”

In that moment, he took his mask o� and gave me a glimpse of

what his life is really like. He taught me that real connection isn’t

about perfection. Real connection comes from the ability to embrace

imperfection.

The masks we wear

Humans have worn masks almost as long as we’ve formed societies.

Religious rituals in many cultures required masks, as humans

impersonated gods, demons, or spirits. From its earliest roots, theater

also involved masks, from ancient Greece to Japan’s noh dramas.



These ancient masks conferred importance on the wearer. Putting

a mask on signi�ed a change in which the mask wearer became

something larger than themselves—a character, or even a god. But

over time, the idea of wearing masks took on negative connotations.

In Greek, hypokrites literally means “an interpreter from underneath.”

It was the Greek word for “actor,” derived from the idea that actors

interpret a play from underneath their masks. Eventually, hypokrites

became the root of the English word “hypocrite.” � And mask-wearing

became associated with pretending, telling lies, or being (literally)

two-faced.

And yet, even before COVID��� made masks a necessity, we were

all wearing multiple masks. We all have multiple roles we play in

society—we’re workers, we’re parents, we’re partners, we’re friends.

In some ways, it’s natural to behave a little di�erently around di�erent

people or in di�erent situations. Most of us speak and act a little

di�erently around our parents than we do around our best friends, for

example. Neither role is false, but they are di�erent.

Playing these roles can allow us to borrow con�dence in moments

when we’re not sure what we’re doing. We mask our insecurities in

high-stakes moments. We use masks to conquer our nerves before a

big presentation or sales pitch, to overcome the awkwardness when

apologizing for a major mistake, to deal with the butter�ies when

confessing romantic feelings. We take deep breaths; we psych

ourselves up; we imitate someone we’ve seen succeed.

Even in lower-stakes situations, putting on masks can be useful.

We put on our “great worker” mask when we go into the o�ce.

Athletes put on their “game face” to intimidate the competition. We

put on a “poker face” whenever we need to negotiate without

“showing our hand” and revealing what really matters. When times

get tough, we might put on a “brave face” to support family or friends.



Putting on a mask or playing a role can make the people around us

more comfortable—if we’re all reading from the same social script, we

all know what to expect from one another.

In some situations, putting on a mask can actually help you

summon the emotion you need to get through a challenging situation.

There’s a reason “fake it till you make it” is such a popular expression

—pretending to be con�dent can actually boost your con�dence,

putting on a big smile can actually help you muster more enthusiasm,

and maintaining outward calm can help you �nd true, inner calm.�

Psychological research proves that “fake it till you make it” can work.

Amy Cuddy’s TED Talk on so-called “power posing” attracted some

controversy, but ultimately the research seems to support her central

conclusion: that striking a powerful, open pose can make you feel

more con�dent and powerful.�

Living life behind walls

Masks and roles can be bene�cial. The feeling of playing a part can

help us navigate confusing or stressful situations. But we can’t sustain

the feeling of faking it for long—eventually, we have a deep need to be

seen for who we really are.

Work becomes all the more stressful if you can’t be yourself

around your colleagues. Relationships can’t succeed if you aren’t

being honest about who you are. It’s one thing to laugh at a joke you

don’t really get, or pretend to like the Smashing Pumpkins to �t in at

school (not that I would know what that’s like…), but if you are hiding

deeper, more important parts of yourself, it can be stressful and leave

you feeling exhausted and alienated from the people around you.



The term “code-switching” refers to switching between languages,

but it can also be used to refer to the way people from minority

cultures o�en have to speak and act like people from the dominant

culture to get ahead. Psychologists say there’s a real cost to doing that

day a�er day.� If you have to think about everything you’re saying to

make sure you don’t slip up and show your real self, you’re not truly

present in the moment. Your attention is divided; you’re constantly

scrutinizing yourself, and that’s exhausting.

For people in the LGBTQ community who may have had to hide

who they are, the damage to both mental and physical health can be

severe. Researchers have found that people who’ve come out to family

and friends are less likely to be depressed, and have lower levels of

stress hormones, than people who are in the closet. In fact, the

opportunity to take down those walls and show the people you care

about who you really are is so powerful that the gay and bisexual men

in this study who were out actually were less stressed and depressed

than the straight men.�

Any marriage counselor will tell you that relationships rely on

honesty. And many will tell you that one of the common threads

among couples who are struggling to remain close is a feeling that one

partner has their walls up—that they’re not communicating, that

they’re closed o�.� A feeling of not being fully heard or seen is

incredibly corrosive to an intimate relationship.

“I’d rather be hated for who I am than loved for who I am not.” It’s

unclear who �rst said these words—many people attribute them to

Nirvana front man Kurt Cobain, but there’s no real evidence to

support that theory. But the message is powerful, wherever it

originated. Of course, we all want to be loved. But the feeling of being

loved for a persona you’re putting on is unsustainable. Ultimately, we



all need to be seen for who we really are in order to be healthy and

build healthy relationships.

“I’d rather be hated for who I am than loved for who I am not.” The

Bachelorette star Kaitlyn Bristowe said those words to me in an

interview on the TEDxVancouver stage in ����. The theme of that

conference was identity, and I knew Bristowe had some interesting

things to say on the topic. But a lot of people felt she didn’t deserve to

be on that stage. The interview right before we took the stage featured

Mohamed Fahmy, an Egyptian Canadian journalist who was

wrongfully imprisoned in Egypt. When we walked on stage, I could

feel the judgment coming from the audience. Bristowe was just a

reality TV star. She wasn’t serious.

We all need to be seen for who we

really are in order to be healthy and

build healthy relationships.

But she had the courage to show up, speak out, and be honest. And

she changed many minds by doing just that. She said things most



Bachelor franchise stars won’t say: that what we call “reality TV” is

more like “manufactured TV.” That she went on The Bachelor hoping

to build a lifestyle brand, not �nd love. I admired her for speaking her

truth, and I know a lot of people in that room (and the hundreds of

thousands of people who’ve watched that interview online) felt the

same way. And she’s keeping it up—in May ����, she spoke in a

YouTube video about her struggles with depression and addiction

before going on The Bachelor.�

Performing perfection online

Bristowe also shared with me in that interview that she’s become a

target for cyberbullying. That’s an all-too-common experience for

people in the public eye. The �rst time I posted a picture online of me

and Lori we were at a Drake concert, and she wanted to post a sel�e

of the two of us. I think she wanted to know why I hadn’t “gone

public” with our relationship yet. I warned her that, working in the

public eye, any time I post anything online, I’m likely to get some

trolls. She said she was ready. Despite an abundance of positive

messages from people who were happy to see us happy together,

when a troll commented “TOO MUCH PLASTIC SURGERY,” I could

see she was angry.

Of course she was �red up! It’s way too easy for some people to

forget that the other people you see posting on social media are also

human beings with feelings. Something about the format seems to

free people up to say things they’d never say face-to-face. For the

record, Lori is a stunner with natural beauty.

Given how toxic social media can be, it’s no wonder that most of

us tend to have our masks �rmly in place when we post on social



media. We post carefully curated highlights of our lives. We

humblebrag about our greatest accomplishments. We post our most

fabulous vacations, our most well-attended parties, our most �attering

out�ts. We Instagram brunch with friends at that great restaurant,

and we don’t photograph the bowl of cereal we eat over the sink,

alone.

Unfortunately, this tendency to perform perfection can create a

vicious cycle. When we see someone else posting from Bali, we feel

jealous. And research has shown that we tend to amp up our own

perfect posts in response.� In other words, when all we see around us

are masks of perfection, we feel increasing pressure to keep our own

masks on.

It’s those moments of comparison that are so toxic for our mental

health. Research has been mixed on the psychological e�ects of social

media use overall, but it does seem clear that passively scrolling

through a feed composed mainly of people performing perfection is

bad for our mental health. Interestingly, one study found that

comparing yourself to other people online is linked to depressive

symptoms, even if it’s a positive comparison.� Even if your scroll

through Facebook leads you to conclude that you’re doing better than

most of your friends, you’re still going to end up more depressed. The

very act of comparing ourselves to others is linked to depression.

There’s a line in the movie Election where the overachieving Tracy

Flick says, “Coca-Cola is by far the world’s number one so� drink,

and they spend more money than anybody on advertising. I guess

that’s how come they stay number one.” �� Maybe that’s what’s

happening to some of us online—even when we feel like we’re

coming out on top in the implied who’s-the-best competition on

Instagram, we still feel the pressure to stay number one. By its very

nature, perfection demands constant e�ort. Any single crack in the



facade would make you imperfect, destroying all your hard work.

Perfectionism is a perfect trap.

When the masks come o�

It was the Stanley Cup Finals, Game �, ����. The Boston Bruins vs.

the Vancouver Canucks, in Vancouver. The Canucks had the chance

to win it all for the �rst time in franchise history, and they lost this

crucial game on their home ice.

Walking into the dressing room a�er this tough loss to interview

some of the players was a learning experience to say the least. These

guys are like warriors—they never show weakness. Before the game,

Vancouver forward Alex Burrows, the team’s joker, had been telling

me if they won the cup, he’d let me drink from it.

A�er the game was a di�erent story. These proud men were so raw

and vulnerable in their post-game interviews. Goaltender Roberto

Luongo and the rest of the players were in tears as they talked about

how they’d let the city down. Burrows was nowhere to be seen. The

expectations had been through the roof and I could see these players

were gutted.

Vancouver hockey fans can be harsh. Later that night there were

riots a�er that loss as randoms came out to capitalize on the chaos and

heartbreak. But once the fans saw those interviews, the team won the

city back. The players’ vulnerability on camera showed fans that

they’d wanted a win as badly as we had.

During the early stages of the coronavirus crisis, people worldwide

looked to their political leaders for answers. And many leaders

stepped up, not just by o�ering clear information and sensible plans

for tackling the problem, but by showing their humanity. In Canada,



leaders like British Columbia’s Provincial Health O�cer, Dr. Bonnie

Henry; Ontario Premier Doug Ford; and Manitoba Premier Brian

Pallister had tears in their eyes as they addressed the public.

News anchors also showed some vulnerability during this di�cult

time. CNN anchor Erin Burnett got choked up interviewing a COVID�

�� widow. Brian Stelter, host of the Sunday CNN show Reliable

Sources, received thousands of tweets and emails a�er he opened up

about how he was feeling on the show. “I had tried to bottle it all up,”

he said. “I guess I was trying to be stoic for my wife and kids. It wasn’t

until this Friday night that I hit a wall… So my message to you is,

when someone asks you if you’re OK, right now, tell the truth. It’s OK

to not be OK.” He later told an interviewer that he thought the

message had resonated because “People appreciated hearing someone

on the other side of the television expressing what they’re feeling.” ��

Crying or showing emotion in public has long been taboo,

particularly for politicians who are expected to project calm and

competence. News anchors, too, have traditionally tried to be stoic

even in the face of the most devastating news. In ����, when

President Kennedy was assassinated, Walter Cronkite made the

stunning announcement with barely a quaver in his voice. The simple

act of taking o� his glasses for a moment, the slight hint of emotion in

his voice, were memorable precisely because they were so unusual.��

But by ����, cultural norms had changed. During a worldwide

pandemic, when millions of people were frightened and feeling

vulnerable themselves, it was comforting to see leaders show their

humanity.

Opening up and showing some real vulnerability can be incredibly

powerful for a leader. But it’s bene�cial for the rest of us, too. Studies

�nd that people tend to believe that, if they showed vulnerability,

they’d come across as weak—but when other people show



vulnerability, we like them better. In fact, people in a study where

participants were asked to sing an improvised song said that the

singers appeared strong and brave.��

Another study found that people who see colleagues who ask for

advice as more competent.�� How many of us are afraid to ask for help?

How many of us put pressure on ourselves to know it all and do it all,

afraid that others will judge us if we fall short of some imagined goal

of perfection? And how many of us worry that admitting we don’t

know something, or asking for advice, will make people think we’re

incompetent and can’t handle things on our own? The research shows

just the opposite: asking for help is a sign of strength. Getting advice

from a coworker is a sign that you’re good at your job.

As Brené Brown has pointed out, the word “courage” comes from

the Latin word cor, or “heart.” Courage originally meant “innermost

feelings.” �� Showing your true self to someone else is immensely

brave, and at some level we all know that and admire it in other

people. It’s only ourselves that we hold to this impossible standard of

perfection.

Showing vulnerability in our closest relationships is not just

bene�cial, it’s essential. You can’t truly know another person unless

you know their weaknesses as well as their strengths. And a

relationship, whether a friendship or an intimate partnership, can’t

survive for long if you don’t allow the other person to know the real

you. Research has actually shown that being around someone who’s

hiding their true feelings can make your blood pressure rise—not

exactly the best foundation for a lasting relationship. Another study

found that people who avoided telling even little white lies for a week

found that their relationships improved and their social interactions

went better.��



In close relationships, honesty is like oxygen. And that means

being honest about your �aws, your fears, and your insecurities, too.

When vulnerability back�res

Too much information. You probably know the feeling, the way you

instinctively draw back when someone overshares. Maybe you know

the feeling of oversharing—the �ush of embarrassment that comes

when you realize that you’ve said too much.

Vulnerability can be incredibly powerful. It can bring us closer

together. But it has the power to damage relationships as well as to

strengthen them.

At work, for example, admitting to your �aws can be a great way to

make deeper connections with coworkers. But you have to

demonstrate your competence �rst. Otherwise, people will simply

dismiss you as too much of a mess to get anything done. That’s the

conclusion from an interesting study in which participants listened in

on an interview where someone was answering trivia questions. If the

interviewee had answered most questions correctly, hearing them say

they’d spilled co�ee on themselves made participants like them more.

But if the interviewee hadn’t done well on the trivia quiz, participants

liked them less a�er they made a mess.��

We like smart, competent people who occasionally spill a little

co�ee. Maybe that’s why it seems like every single rom-com heroine

is “clumsy.” She’s beautiful, smart, funny—and she trips over her own

feet! So relatable! So attainable! But we’re turned o� by the guy who

can’t meet his deadlines and can’t seem to keep his lunch o� his shirt.

Too much vulnerability—vulnerability in a person who’s already

demonstrating a lot of weakness—and we smell failure. We turn away.



Excessive vulnerability can back�re if you haven’t already

demonstrated some of your good qualities. But vulnerability can also

back�re if it appears too calculated.

For leaders, for example, showing vulnerability can increase

loyalty, engagement, and feelings of connection.�� But a leader who

appears to be reading from a script, or who tries to force a moment of

connection, will turn people o�. They’ll seem inauthentic.

Remember, we feel it in our bodies when we’re around someone who

isn’t being truthful. It literally raises our blood pressure. So

inauthentic vulnerability—vulnerability put on for show—will have

the opposite of the intended e�ect.

The same is true in interpersonal relationships. If you deliberately

share a painful memory with another person because you think it will

make them like you more, or get them to agree to do something for

you, that person will be able to sense it. And they’ll be totally turned

o�.

As Brené Brown has said, when you try to use vulnerability this

way, it’s the opposite of taking o� your mask. In her book Daring

Greatly, Brown describes two types of oversharing: “�oodlighting,” or

using emotional information to manipulate, and “the smash and

grab,” or breaking through someone’s boundaries to grab attention for

yourself. Both are likely to push people further away from you, not

draw them closer.��

Why is this kind of calculated sharing so o�-putting? Partly, it’s

because we can sense inauthenticity. But I believe there’s something

else at work here, too. This kind of manipulative sharing may ping our

subconscious alarm bells in part because it shows a lack of regard for

our feelings. Research has shown that many psychopaths have high

emotional intelligence. They can read other people’s emotions easily.

But they lack the type of empathy that makes us feel one another’s



pain. They use their emotional intelligence to manipulate without a

qualm.�� Calculated oversharing is o�-putting in part because it shows

a bit of that deeply troubling disconnect—an awareness of how an

emotional story will a�ect the other person disconnected from any

concern about that e�ect. We instinctively recoil from people who

appear manipulative, and with good reason.

Of course, oversharing isn’t always calculated. We’ve probably all

been in the position of spilling out “word vomit” unintentionally—

ranting about something that happened at work even though the

person we’re talking to isn’t all that interested, or spilling all the

intimate details of a relationship with an ex to a friend who just

casually asked how we were doing. This kind of TMI isn’t a deliberate

attempt to manipulate, it’s just a sign that you’re sharing the wrong

story at the wrong time.

Sometimes we accidentally overshare because our feelings are too

raw. Sometimes we overshare because we desperately need some kind

of validation that we haven’t been getting in healthier ways. But even

when it’s unintentional, oversharing can create distance in a moment

when you’re craving closeness. Wait to talk about fresh wounds until

you’ve processed them a bit on your own, with a therapist, or with an

intimate friend. Don’t share an emotional story outside of your

innermost circle if you still urgently need to be reassured that you’re

OK, that you’re still lovable, that you’re a good and valued person.��

Wait until you have a little distance. And don’t share truly personal

information with someone you don’t know well—sharing needs to be

reciprocal to feel comfortable.

How to tell a vulnerable story in a way that engages others



How can we share a piece of ourselves in a way that engages the

people we encounter? Good storytelling. Storytelling is one of the

most important skills for leading a successful life. If you can tell a

great story, you can teach a lesson, inspire commitment and

connection, even ace that job interview for your dream gig. Your

ability to tell stories is the di�erence between simply communicating

and establishing powerful human connections.

In any presentation, speech, or pivotal conversation, if you want to

capture your audience’s attention, start with a story. Without

exception, the most powerful moment in any interview I’ve ever done

is always a story. That’s the moment when the audience leans forward,

unwilling to miss a single word. It’s the moment when I forget about

the cameras and �nd myself totally engaged with the person I’m

interviewing, as if we’re alone in the room.

The big challenge, of course, is how to successfully reveal a part of

yourself and draw people closer to you. Not every story will do this. A

rambling, irrelevant anecdote will make people tune out. An awkward

overshare will turn them o�. So how do you do this well? How do you

actually tell a story about yourself in a way that engages the other

person—without oversharing or rambling?

What follows are my �ve best tips for telling vulnerable stories in a

way that draws people in instead of pushing them away.

Clarify your purpose

Before you even begin, ask yourself: “What is the point of this story?”

Is your goal to inform, persuade, enlighten, or entertain? Every good

story starts with framing a problem that needs solving. Consider this:

what does your audience care about right now? Clarify your purpose

with a narrative that speaks to their priorities.



Keep in mind that emotion is everything. In memorable

interviews, I’ve consistently seen that the most impactful stories not

only were fueled by emotion, but that the best ones had four key

ingredients: hope, help, heart, and humor. John C. Maxwell outlines

these four in one of my favorite books of all time, Everyone

Communicates, Few Connect.

Brie�y, hope means telling a story that shows something positive

about human nature or o�ers at least a hint of better things to come;

help means o�ering your audience a message they can use in their

own lives; heart means showing some genuine emotion, or talking

about something that truly matters to you; and humor, of course, is

always welcome.�� If you have them laughing, you will have them

listening (as long as you remember to never make people who are

marginalized or less powerful than you the butt of a joke).

If you can deliver one of these things, you’ll make an impression. If

you deliver all four, your audience will never forget you.

Go �rst with your truth

Great stories tell the truth in interesting ways. Opening with an

unexpected truth or a secret is a great hook o� the top, as it creates a

sense of intrigue for your listener. Secrets provide motivation—and

plot twists—because they may need to be protected or defended.

And, let’s be honest, everybody is captivated by a powerful personal

reveal. If you can, choose a secret with a silver lining, because it sets

up a change or transformation.

Read the room, though, and make sure your audience is ready to

receive this degree of vulnerability. Remember not to share

something that’s too fresh, or talk about a painful issue you haven’t yet

resolved, unless you’re talking to someone you’re already in a very



close relationship with. Oversharing creates distance, and your goal is

to build connection.

Your ability to tell stories is the

di�erence between simply

communicating and establishing

powerful human connections.

Say I started a story by saying, “Last month I received an email I

was never supposed to see.” Chances are, you’re already wondering

what that email said. When you begin with the truth or best secret

from your story, you’ll have your audience asking the most important

question: “What happened next?”

Speak to their senses

Our brains absorb stories as if we are experiencing them ourselves.

One e�ective way to tap into this idea is to speak to your audience’s

senses. When you walked into the room, what did you see, hear,



smell, touch, taste? You want the audience to experience your words.

These details draw them right into the scene with you. The more

detail you can give, the more invested they will become in the plot.

Share your transformation

The best stories deliver a transformational truth. You may have heard

that good stories have a beginning, middle, and end. That’s what sets

them apart from anecdotes. Start with this baseline: hook,

development, and climax. Start with something intriguing—like a

truth or a secret—develop the theme, and then aim to end on a high

note.

If you want to go further and cra� a truly authentic story, use this

framework: struggle; con�ict; resolution.

�. Struggle. If people are going to cheer for your success, they need

to relate to your struggle �rst. What did your life look like when

you were losing? The realer, the better. Start with the moment

when you couldn’t pay your bills, when your relationship fell apart,

or when you lost your job. Everyone loves to root for an underdog.

Describe the range of emotions behind that struggle and draw the

other person in.

�. Con�ict. What roadblock did you encounter? Really dive into the

challenge you were up against. This is your chance to build

suspense and set up a cli�anger. Was it physical con�ict, an

emotional dilemma—what was at stake?

�. Resolution. Until now, your build-up may have created mystery

and unpredictability. Your resolution or moment of transformation

should be the big reveal. Maybe you saved a life, saved your

company from folding, or reconciled with a loved one. Describe



the moment where you overcame adversity and explain how this

changed you.

The key to this framework is delivering a tangible takeaway, as the

entire time, your audience will be asking what’s in it for them. Your

job is to articulate the lesson learned and give them the meaning

behind it. Don’t just tell them you met someone new; explain that you

learned to value substance over style. Don’t just say that you made

your sales target; share that you got there by tapping into an

unexpected network of contacts. Give them something they can use

to be the hero and improve their own lives, and they’ll be much more

likely to remember your story.

Convey credibility before vulnerability

Getting personal with your storytelling can be a really e�ective way to

connect with someone. But remember, you want to be the competent

person who occasionally spills a little co�ee, not the total shambles. If

you are going to present something raw and personal, make sure

you’ve proven your worth �rst.

In psychology, this concept is known as the “pratfall e�ect.”��

How your audience responds to your openness really depends on how

they perceive you beforehand. If you have conveyed credibility and

strength and then show vulnerability, you will draw people closer. But

if people are already questioning your competence, your personal

reveal will fall �at, and they may just perceive you as a hot mess.

Earn respect before anything else, and your storytelling skills will

help you engage everyone you meet.

Letting go of fear



When I was ��, I was in my �nal semester at Simon Fraser University,

�nishing up my bachelor’s degree in business and �nance. I was on

the fast track to a career as an investment broker. This was the mask I

thought I had to wear, the role I felt I had to play to please my family

and be “successful.” Dad would always ask when I was going to get

my MBA.

But when I got the chance to facilitate some sessions at a

conference in Quebec City, Lot�, the co-chair of the conference, saw

my stage presence and challenged me to pursue a career doing

something public-facing. He saw my potential. He said, “You’re ��,

you have a world of opportunity in front of you.”

A�er re�ecting on his belief, “You’re right. I’m ��. I’m also from a

South Asian family,” I told him. “If I don’t come home a doctor,

lawyer, dentist, or some sort of �nancial expert, we are going to have

a problem here.”

Without hesitation, Lot� �red back, “When are you going to stop

playing it safe and start living your life?”

I took my mask o� for just a moment and shared the pressure I was

facing, and I got a powerful challenge in return to go a�er something

special. From that point on, I started living my life on purpose.

A�er I graduated, I entered every single contest that might get me

closer to a job in media. Local radio sticker spotter contests,

internships, whatever I could �nd. When someone told me that MTV

Canada taped a top �� video countdown show in Vancouver, I went to

a taping. I sat in the studio audience. The energy gave me

goosebumps, as I watched the host connect through the camera lens.

A�er the taping was over, I took a deep breath, and summoned the

courage to walk up to the director and introduce myself. I asked him

what it would take for a guy like me to host a show like this.



A�er giving me the quick once-over, he asked, “What kind of

experience do you have?”

None.

“Where did you go to broadcast school?”

I didn’t.

“Well,” he said, “what can you possibly o�er me?”

“An unwavering passion to do this,” I said. Silence. Real, long

awkward silence. And I waited for an answer.

A�er what felt like an hour-long pause, the director smiled and

told me to come back Friday for a screen test. I had no idea what I was

doing, but I believed I had the potential to pursue something great.

That was the moment when I began to create a brand-new identity for

myself.

In that moment, I learned that the best way to predict the future is

to create it for yourself.

We can never control other people’s reactions to who we are or

what we have to say. All we can control is how we show up. But when

you show up as your authentic self, when you’re willing to put it all on

the line, great things can happen.

It’s scary to be vulnerable. We’re all afraid of embarrassing

ourselves. On a deeper level, we’re afraid of judgment. And that fear

isn’t trivial. We’ve evolved over hundreds of thousands of years to be

social animals. Rejection is so painful because, deep in our bones,

rejection feels like death—because, for our ancestors, rejection from

the group was a death sentence. Our unconscious minds know that

we literally can’t survive alone.

But that’s the beauty of vulnerability. Because those fears are real,

because when you show someone a piece of yourself, you do take a

risk, vulnerability retains its power. But if we all walk around with our



metaphorical masks on, we can’t truly know one another. We can’t

connect.

So take that risk. Go �rst. Take o� your mask and try to make a

connection. The people in your life will thank you.





A

“Going high” doesn’t mean you’re

not angry, but it does mean that you

retain your empathy. How often are

we failing to live up to that high

standard?

BLACK MAN asked a white woman to put her dog on a leash. That’s

how the incident in Central Park began. As Christian Cooper, a

Black man who loves birdwatching, began �lming the white

woman, Amy Cooper, she called ��� and claimed that “an African

American man” was “threatening” her. In the video, you can hear her

voice trembling in a way that it wasn’t just moments before. It’s hard

not to draw the conclusion that she’s performing fear in order to make

herself out to be a victim.

When the video went viral, Amy Cooper was �red from her job.

For many people, this video brought up a long, dark history of white



people calling the police on Black people while they were simply

going about their daily lives. And worse. As Christian Cooper put it in

an interview with the New York Times, “There are certain dark

societal impulses that she, as a white woman facing in a con�ict with a

Black man, that she thought she could marshal to her advantage.”

And yet, in interviews a�er the incident, Christian Cooper

expressed concern for Amy Cooper and how her life had been

changed by this incident. “Any of us can make—not necessarily a

racist mistake, but a mistake,” he told the New York Times. “And to get

that kind of tidal wave in such a compressed period of time, it’s got to

hurt. It’s got to hurt… I’m not excusing the racism. But I don’t know

if her life needed to be torn apart.”

To NPR, he said, “I’m not sure that her one minute of poor

decision-making, bad judgment and, without question, racist

response necessarily has to de�ne her completely.” �

To CNN, he said that he thought her apology, released shortly a�er

the incident, had been sincere, although he wasn’t certain that she

had fully realized that her actions had been racist. He also said: “I �nd

it strange that people who were upset that… that she tried to bring

death by cop down on my head, would then turn around and try to

put death threats on her head. Where is the logic in that? Where does

that make any kind of sense?”

I’m moved by the empathy I hear Christian Cooper expressing in

those comments. He’s not shying away from calling Amy Cooper’s

actions what they were: racist. But he’s also refusing to de�ne her as a

person by her actions on one day. He’s putting himself in her shoes,

even though she failed to do the same for him, and thinking about

how she must be hurting as she loses her job and faces widespread

condemnation and even death threats online.



Michelle Obama said, “When they go low, we go high.” And that’s

exactly what Christian Cooper has done. “Going high” doesn’t mean

you’re not angry; it doesn’t mean you excuse bad or dangerous

behavior; it doesn’t even mean that you are required to forgive

someone who has hurt you. But it does mean that, like Christian

Cooper, you stay focused on your long-term goals, and you retain

your empathy.�

How o�en are we failing to live up to that high standard?

Empathy is on the decline

“Going low” seems to be more common than ever in today’s world.

Everywhere you look, you can see politicians viciously attacking each

other and ordinary people calling each other morons and worse

online. And it’s not just that we perceive we’re living through a more

polarized, less empathetic time. Research actually backs that

impression up: in ����, the average American college student was less

empathetic than most students in ����.�

Jamil Zaki, the author of the book The War for Kindness, argues

that while humans evolved the ability to empathize as an adaptive trait

that allows us to cooperate and live together in groups, the way we

live now works to undermine our natural empathetic abilities.�

Basically, we evolved to live in small groups. Our ancient ancestors

knew everyone they hunted and gathered with. Their relationships

with their tribes were long term and reciprocal. But today, we’re more

and more likely to live crowded together in urban environments with

a lot of people we don’t actually know. We have more �eeting

interactions with people we aren’t in relationship with. And, as we

discussed in Part One, we spend less and less time in ongoing



communities like religious organizations, labor unions, and even

bowling leagues. The people we’re closest to are as likely to be �,���

miles away as they are to be right next door.

We also spend more of our time online. And while social media

didn’t cause the fracturing of communal spaces, it is almost perfectly

designed to undermine empathy. There are a number of factors that

make it easier to attack and insult people online. Anonymity is one.

Experts believe that the inability to see other people and gauge their

reactions is another.� Even the relative newness of social media, and

the resulting lack of established social norms, may play a role. Sitting

behind a screen, invisible to the person you’re insulting and unable to

see the pain on their face, in a virtual space that feels lawless—and

consequence-free—is basically a perfect storm of factors that work to

rob us of our ability to see things through another person’s eyes.

It’s no secret that social media is particularly toxic for women,

people of color, and members of the LGBTQ community. Amnesty

International ran a year-long study of ��� female politicians and

journalists and found that a “problematic” or “abusive” tweet was

sent to one of the women in the study every �� seconds.� The

problem was particularly acute for women of color, who were ��%

more likely to receive online abuse than white women, and worse for

Black women in particular, who were ��% more likely than white

women to receive abusive tweets. And in a survey by Galop, a U.K.-

based LGBTQ anti-violence charity, ��% of respondents had

experienced anti-LGBTQ hate speech online, with trans people more

likely to receive abuse than cisgender people.

Hate speech and hate crimes have been on the rise in real life, too.

In ����, hate crimes reached a ��-year high in America, according to

the FBI.� Hate crimes and incidents of racism against Asian Americans

spiked during the coronavirus crisis. One professor documented



almost �,��� incidents in just two months. We saw similar problems

in Canada. In Vancouver, police identi�ed �� hate-associated

incidents in the �rst �ve months of ����, and opened ��

investigations speci�cally into anti-Asian crime during that time,

compared to only � such incidents in the �rst �ve months of ����.

The leaders behind the #HealthNotHate campaign encouraged

people to speak out against racism and to keep the focus on defeating

the virus, not attacking each other.�

The coronavirus compounded our society’s ongoing crisis of

empathy. In the United States, people of color were much more likely

to die from the disease than white people, for a host of reasons,

including unequal access to health care and greater concentration in

low-paid yet high-risk occupations that precluded social distancing.

People experiencing homelessness were also at high risk. One study

estimated that homeless people would be two to four times more

likely to be hospitalized due to the virus.�

The coronavirus didn’t create the deep inequalities in our society.

It didn’t make us fail to empathize for people who are di�erent from

us. But it did make that failure impossible to ignore.

Similarly, when Derek Chauvin was charged with George Floyd’s

murder, it was far (very far) from the �rst time that an unarmed Black

person in America died at the hands of police. But the video of Floyd’s

death went viral at a time when Black Americans were already feeling

the unequal impact of both the coronavirus itself and of the recession

it caused. The Black Lives Matter protests that followed were,

according to historians, the biggest mass movement in American

history, with �� to �� million people protesting. And the movement

wasn’t just American: people marched and protested around the

world, from London to Seoul to Sydney to Idlib, Syria. Lori, Nico, and

I went to a powerful protest here in Vancouver.



The Black Lives Matter movement had been around for years by

the time of George Floyd’s murder. But in ����, something was

di�erent. Many more people, in many more places, were coming out

to show their support for the movement. According to an analysis by

the New York Times, there were protests in more than ��% of the

counties in the United States, and almost ��% of the counties that

held protests were majority white.��

Something about the moment made George Floyd’s death

impossible to ignore. Something about the moment made empathy

possible. And that empathy began to spark real change.

The di�erence empathy makes: a tale of two countries

Many people in North America responded to the coronavirus with an

outpouring of love and concern for their fellow human beings.

Doctors, nurses, and other medical sta� showed enormous courage.

They put themselves in harm’s way to care for people who were sick

and su�ering.

Millions of Americans, like people around the world, responded

quickly to the call to stay home and help slow the spread of the virus.

In fact, most people started staying home before they were required

to do so by state-mandated lockdown orders.�� Told that doctors and

nurses were su�ering from a shortage of personal protective

equipment, thousands of people started sewing cloth masks at home

to donate to hospitals.��

I believe what people around the world craved most from their

leaders when the coronavirus hit was empathy. Leaders guided by

empathy didn’t sugarcoat what was happening, but they did

acknowledge the fear everyone was feeling. Like Dr. Bonnie Henry,



the Provincial Health O�cer for British Columbia. She was the one

who announced our province’s lockdowns, and she ended her

announcement with a line she ended up repeating o�en: “This is our

time to be kind, to be calm, and to be safe.”

The pandemic didn’t make us fail to

empathize for people who are

di�erent from us. But it did make

that failure impossible to ignore.

Dr. Henry consistently showed empathy throughout the crisis. She

teared up when she had to announce that there were coronavirus

cases in our long-term care homes. She refused to push police to

enforce social distancing in public spaces and during protests, to

avoid traumatizing people who were already struggling. And she got

results: British Columbia was able to start safely reopening in June

����, at a time when other provinces were still struggling to control

outbreaks.��



Unfortunately for our neighbors to the south, President Donald

Trump showed no such empathy as the �rst wave of the coronavirus

rolled across the country, with devastating e�ects. He didn’t meet

with survivors or families who’d lost loved ones to the pandemic. He

didn’t even publicly express any sadness for the thousands of deaths.

And when former president George W. Bush released a video

message calling for Americans to come together in a “spirit of service

and sacri�ce,” Trump complained that Bush hadn’t come to his

defense during his impeachment.��

That lack of empathy at the top had serious consequences for

ordinary Americans. Throughout the early phases of the crisis, Trump

focused more on the economy and the headlines of the day than on

managing the public health response.�� His lack of empathy for other

people and continued focus on how the crisis would a�ect him and his

reelection campaign le� the federal government scrambling to

manage the crisis.

Contrast Trump’s brash, combative style with New Zealand prime

minister Jacinda Ardern’s calm, empathetic leadership. The two

leaders couldn’t be more di�erent—and their two countries’

experiences with the virus have been starkly di�erent as well. Of

course, empathy wasn’t Ardern’s only strength, but it played a

signi�cant role in making her both more e�ective and more popular

during the early phase of the crisis.

Ardern moved quickly to impose a very strict lockdown. She didn’t

sugarcoat her message: she was clear from the beginning that this

would be a di�cult period for New Zealand. But she coupled her

strict guidelines with clear moments of empathy. She appeared

regularly on Facebook Live, answering people’s questions, giving

viewers glimpses of her home life, and putting a human face on strict

policies by talking about the “loud honk” of the emergency alert



system or explaining why playgrounds were o� limits. She announced

that she and other top government o�cials would be taking a ��% pay

cut for six months. And she ended every public address with the same

simple message: “Be strong. Be kind.” ��

By mid-May ����, New Zealand was moving to reopen businesses

—a�er losing only �� souls to the coronavirus.�� At the same time,

America was pushing to reopen businesses, too—even as the

coronavirus continued to spread in many places, and a�er losing more

Americans than were killed in the Vietnam War.�� A majority of

Americans disapproved of Trump’s handling of the crisis.�� Ardern

was her country’s most popular leader in a century.��

The power of empathy online

During the coronavirus crisis, many of us stayed home and interacted

with the world primarily through screens. We watched the news, we

video-chatted with friends and coworkers, and we spent endless

hours scrolling through social media.

It was easy to �nd examples of anger and fear online. Some people

were posting about how angry they were about lockdowns. Some

were posting about how angry they were about people protesting

lockdowns. People were shaming each other for not wearing masks

and arguing about the e�ectiveness of vaccines.

But it was also pretty easy to �nd examples of people reaching out,

connecting, sharing their feelings, and being empathetic toward those

who were su�ering. Social media showed us the best of humanity, not

just the worst.

Some theorists have argued that the largest social media platforms

are designed to undermine empathy. Facebook and Twitter thrive by



keeping us online, and outrage seems to encourage people to share,

drawing more eyeballs to content and keeping us all heads-down in

the virtual world. But if social media is designed to make us angry and

fearful, that suggests it could be redesigned to foster di�erent

emotions. Some developers have actually purpose-built online

communities that reward changing someone’s mind on a topic or

encourage sharing and mutual support.�� These communities actually

encourage empathy.

Even within the big social media platforms we already have, which

aren’t built to reward empathy, you can deliberately practice empathy.

You can choose to use social media as a tool to connect rather than a

place to loudly proclaim your opinions, compare yourself to other

people, or pick �ghts. One simple thing I do is, when I have the

impulse to “like” something a friend has posted, I push myself to take

just one more moment and write a comment, too. That way, instead

of just boosting my friend’s statistics, I’m actually engaging with

them. Other experts have suggested deliberately using social media to

expose yourself to people from other parts of the world or di�erent

walks of life. Even something as simple as taking a deep breath before

you post a comment can help you move out of fear, anger, or

defensiveness and into empathy.��

Sarah Silverman, once famous for shock comedy that sometimes

involved racist slurs, went viral a couple of years ago for reaching out

to a Twitter troll. He tweeted an unprintable word at her, and instead

of cursing him out or even just ignoring him, she got curious. She

clicked through to his timeline and saw he’d mentioned dealing with

severe back pain. She replied, “I see what ur doing & your rage is

thinly veiled pain. But u know that. I know this feeling. Ps My back…
sux too. see what happens when u choose love.”



By reaching out and showing him some empathy, Silverman

unlocked something in a guy who’d previously spent most of his time

online tweeting racial slurs. He responded by sharing that he couldn’t

choose love because he’d been abused when he was just eight years

old. Silverman encouraged him to seek out a support group and asked

her followers to help him raise money and �nd a doctor to help him

deal with his back pain.

Months later, they were still exchanging direct messages on

Twitter every day.�� The troll and his victim had become friends.

Our culture of avoidance

Sarah Silverman did something pretty extraordinary with that Twitter

troll. When a con�ict began, she moved toward it instead of backing

away. She engaged—she got curious—she tried to learn more about

the perspective of the person who was attacking her.

Most of us would do the opposite.

Surveys consistently show that the majority of people avoid tough

conversations. In one survey, ��% of people said they’d been putting

o� a di�cult conversation for at least six months. In another, half of

respondents said they had avoided someone they needed to have a

tough talk with, in some cases for as long as two years. Another survey

found that ��% of people were currently avoiding a di�cult

conversation, and ��% were dealing with “toxic” workplace dynamics

by ignoring them.��

The problem of avoidance is particularly bad at the smallest and

largest companies.�� At big organizations, HR may seem like a distant,

faceless department. Some people might not know who their HR rep

is, making it hard to approach them with a delicate issue. People at



small companies, conversely, have the exact opposite problem: they

know their coworkers too well. They’re afraid of upsetting the balance

of those necessarily close relationships.

A culture of avoidance can have serious consequences. One study

focused on health care providers in oncology departments found that

even in this high-stakes environment, nurses o�en avoided talking

about ethical concerns until there was some kind of crisis that forced

them to address the issue. The researchers found several reasons

people avoided these conversations, including the feeling that dealing

with these complicated issues was emotionally draining, the emphasis

on e�ciency at work, and a fear that bringing up ethical concerns

would damage their relationships.��

In a healthy work culture, people are able and even encouraged to

speak up about ethical concerns. One analysis of corporations that had

internal reporting systems for ethical questions found that the

companies that saw more reports to those internal hotlines actually

ended up with fewer external issues like lawsuits.�� Creating a culture

where people are willing to speak up about di�cult issues allows

problems to be resolved earlier—before they turn into serious crises.

Too bad that so many of us avoid tough conversations at work.

And it’s not just at work. Take dating: as many as ��% of

Millennials say they’ve been ghosted by someone they dated.��

“Ghosting,” if you’re not familiar, means that instead of simply telling

another human being you’ve spent quality time with that you no

longer want to date them, you just… never contact them again. It’s

the coward’s way out of a relationship, and it’s alarmingly common.

Relationship experts say that avoiding di�cult conversations with

a partner is actually a sign that you should break up.�� (Hopefully not

by ghosting.) If there are things you feel you can’t say to your partner,

or questions you’re too afraid to ask, then the relationship itself is in



trouble. I’d say the same is true for close friends—if a friend says or

does something that upsets you, and you avoid confronting the issue,

you will inevitably start to dri� apart. Closeness of any kind requires

communication, and at some point that’s going to mean

confrontation.

One of the top �ve regrets expressed by people on their deathbeds

is “I wish I’d had the courage to express my feelings.”�� According to

palliative care nurse Bronnie Ware, the author of the book The Top

Five Regrets of the Dying, people who avoid talking about their feelings

to keep the peace with friends and family can even become physically

ill as a result of holding on to resentment. Avoiding di�cult

conversations can literally make us sick—and we will, ultimately,

regret it.

Strategies for building empathy

OK, you’re convinced. You need to learn how to have di�cult

conversations. Where do you start?

Start with empathy. If you enter a tough conversation with the

intention of doing your best to understand where the other person is

coming from, hearing what they have to say, and respecting their

feelings, you have a much better chance of getting to a successful

outcome—whether that means repairing a relationship, dealing with

an ethical issue, correcting a mistake, or getting back the money you

loaned to a friend. Here are some strategies that can help you increase

your own empathy:

Practice. The �rst strategy is the simplest: take some time to practice

putting yourself in someone else’s shoes. You can do this as an

exercise any time. Take a few minutes to imagine how someone you



know might be feeling right now.�� If they’re in a bad mood, what

might have set it o�? How would you feel if you were dealing with the

problem they’re facing? What do you know about their hopes, fears,

and goals that would help you imagine what they’re feeling?

Push yourself. Don’t just put yourself in the shoes of a friend or close

colleague. Challenge yourself to imagine the perspective of someone

who’s really di�erent from you.�� Think about someone you know who

has di�erent political beliefs than you do. Can you imagine how they

might have come to those beliefs, or why that cause is so important to

them?

Read �ction. Researchers have found that reading �ction improves

what psychologists call “theory of mind,” or the ability to understand

another person’s emotional state.�� Reading a novel drops you into a

character’s mind and lets you see the world through another set of

eyes. Bonus points if you read a novel written by and about a person

who’s di�erent from you.

Re�ect on your biases. We all have unconscious biases and

prejudices that might keep us from empathizing from people who are

di�erent from us. The �rst step to bringing down those barriers to

empathy is to recognize that they exist. Project Implicit, at Harvard,

o�ers a series of tests that can help you uncover some of your own

biases.��

Focus on similarities. If you’re struggling to �nd empathy for

someone in your life, try focusing on what you have in common.�� Are

you both parents? Do you both like dogs? Something as simple as

“We both want this company we work for to succeed” could be a

starting place that helps you begin to assume positive intentions on

their part.



Put yourself in someone else’s shoes. During the May ���� protests

following the police killing of George Floyd, Genesee County Sheri�

Chris Swanson put down his helmet and baton and spoke to

protestors in Flint, Michigan. When they started chanting, “Walk

with us,” he did just that.�� What can you do to walk a mile in

someone else’s shoes? Can you try out a di�erent house of worship

than one you might normally attend? Think of an event you would

never go to and give it a try. See if it helps you see the world from a

di�erent perspective.

Practice small acts of kindness. Sometimes you have to fake it till

you make it. When dealing with someone you dislike, the simple act

of saying something nice to them can actually help you develop

warmer feelings toward them.�� Take a deep breath, smile, and tell

them you like their shirt, or ask how their weekend was. See if that

changes the way you feel.

How to have di�cult conversations

I interviewed the great Salman Rushdie a�er the publication of his

novel The Golden House. Rushdie has found himself in the center of

di�cult cultural conversations ever since Ayatollah Khomeini of Iran

issued a fatwa, or religious decree, calling for Muslims to kill Rushdie

because his novel The Satanic Verses was, according to Khomeini,

blasphemous.��

I asked Rushdie how we get people to productively disagree in a

polarized time. “Well,” he said, “we used to be able to do it.” He

argued that we just need to rediscover the ability to disagree without

piling on and shaming people or shouting them down for saying

something we dislike. “We’ve all got to grow up a little bit,” he said.



It does take some emotional maturity to disagree productively. In

their book Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When Stakes Are

High, authors Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny, Ron McMillan, and Al

Switzler de�ne crucial conversations as ones where there are

opposing opinions, strong emotions, and high stakes. They share a

few examples, including asking a roommate to move out, confronting

a loved one about substance abuse, delivering negative feedback at

work, or talking to a colleague who’s made o�ensive comments.

In every one of those situations, and many more high-stakes,

emotionally tricky conversations, getting to a successful outcome

without damaging the relationship beyond repair takes courage,

emotional intelligence, and empathy. But the good news is you don’t

have to be the Dalai Lama to succeed in these kinds of situations.

With a little practice confronting di�cult issues, you can learn to

handle these crucial conversations more successfully.

Here are my �ve best tips for navigating di�cult conversations.

Be assertively empathetic

When we’re relaying bad news, it’s easy to fall into the trap of getting

caught up in our own experience and focusing on how di�cult it is to

share tough news, or how scary it might be for us to witness an

emotional reaction. But we have to push past this.

If you have to say something di�cult, do your best to identify with

their experience, not just your own. While you’ve been carrying

around the burden of deciding when and how you will drop your

truth bomb, the impact is a fresh wound for the other side.

Consider framing the approach like this: relationship �rst, logic

second. Relationships are the foundation for productive conversation.

Start by acknowledging their concern. They might have an intense

emotional reaction. Just listen. Maybe they say nothing. Just listen.



The silence can be profound. If the silence persists, then lean in with

follow-up questions without placing blame. For example, “Tell me

about what you’re struggling with.” Keep it neutral. Don’t make

assumptions about what they’re feeling—be open to anything they

might have to say.

If they have questions for you, make sure you understand what

they are asking and acknowledge their concern. “Can you elaborate

on that?” “Can you help me better understand your question?”

Cultivating authentic curiosity beforehand will help you anticipate

the other side’s concerns. Consider their personal reality, job or

business prospects, any major life events they’re dealing with. This

form of assertive empathy will show respect, allow you to answer

their questions thoughtfully, and help de-escalate con�ict.

Remember, anything you say a�er your reveal may very well be

forgotten, as their mind is focused on processing the news you just

shared. Deliver your news and then focus on their response. People

want to be seen, heard, and respected. Allow them to do just that and

stop talking.

Keep in mind, di�cult conversations rarely go as planned. The

best thing you can do is lead with assertive empathy and just listen.



Di�cult conversations can be

uncomfortable. Avoiding them is

worse.

Know that they can handle the truth

Research from Brigham Young University proved that when it comes

to receiving bad news, most people prefer directness over an attempt

to ease the pain with a drawn-out “so�ball” opening.�� This �nding

was particularly strong in cases where the bad news involved some

kind of social relationship. Think “I want to break up,” or “You’re

�red.”

Introduce a quick bu�er phrase like “Can we talk?” to give the

other person a few seconds to process that some tough news is

coming. Greet them respectfully, and then get straight to the point.

Drawing bad news out, or trying to so�en it with euphemisms, is

something we do to protect ourselves as the messengers for bad news.

But when we’re on the receiving end, we always want to hear the

tough truth in a simple and straightforward manner.

Let go of likability

This one will be tough for the people-pleasers out there. Di�cult

conversations can be uncomfortable. Avoiding them is worse. Even if

you come into the conversation with respect and a positive intent,

research published in the Harvard Business Review proves when we



receive bad news, we blame the messenger. Even with relatively low

stakes, we dislike people who give us bad news.��

Lucky you.

We all have a powerful need to make sense of the events

happening to us. And a key part of creating an explanation of an

unexpected experience is assigning blame. But leadership isn’t about

comfort, it’s about e�ective action. Managing this expectation of

likability will help you avoid taking things personally and keep you

focused on the end goal of your conversation.

Even in a social context, if your goal—ending a relation-ship

respectfully, confronting a serious behavior problem, recovering

money you loaned someone—is important enough, you owe it to

yourself and to the other person to take the hit and confront the

situation directly. They won’t like it, but it has to be done. And in the

long run, behaving honestly and with empathy will lead to a stronger

relationship than brushing serious issues under the rug.

Own your emotions

You can’t control anyone else’s emotions. But you can own your own.

When things get heated, it’s easy to throw out words that you can’t

take back: “You always _______.” “You never _______.” These kinds of

broad generalizations will get in the way of achieving any kind of

productive outcome. And let’s not forget the two most dangerous

words in the English language, the words that will turn any di�cult

conversation into a dumpster �re: “Calm down.”

How do you get a handle on your emotions? A ���� study by

researchers at the University of Minnesota looked at how to create a

safe space when getting into an argument. One key �nding was the

importance of “I” statements.�� Consider this when you’re getting



worked up: instead of saying “You’re making me crazy” or “Don’t

raise your voice to me,” stick to acknowledging your own feelings:

“I’m feeling angry.”

“I’m feeling frustrated.”

“I’m feeling defeated.”

Never say “You make me feel” anything. Once you get into the

blame game, you create a hostile dynamic.

Let’s be real, if you are sharing bad news, you’re most likely going

to get a heightened emotional response. Don’t try to talk them out of

being bothered. Own your emotions and just listen. If you give them

respect, chances are you will get it back in return.

Focus on what you can agree on

Before I got married years ago, a friend gave me a great piece of

relationship advice: “Do you want to be right or be in a relationship?”

To this day, it’s a powerful reminder of how to approach any di�cult

conversation. For the record, Lori is a lawyer, so I’ll stick with being

in the relationship.

There is always common ground. Find it by working through their

responses: “What’s the real challenge?” “What would it take for this

to work for you?” “What does your ideal scenario look like?” Once

you hear their concerns, start �nding ways to improve the process,

project, or personal relationship and do it together.

People want to feel a sense of belonging. If you can lead with the

truth, acknowledge their concern, and be assertively empathetic, the

di�cult conversation can help you both conquer the con�ict in front

of you.



Relationship �rst, logic second

The core principle to remember in any di�cult conversation is to

focus on the relationship �rst and logic second. Your goal should

never be to “win.” You’re not there to score points or come up with

devastatingly witty comebacks. You’re there to communicate your

news, whatever it is, hear and accept their response—whatever it is—

and leave with your dignity intact.

Your goal should be to preserve the relationship. If you get into a

political discussion with someone you disagree with, focus on trying

to listen and understand their point of view. It’s more respectful than

just spouting o� your own talking points—and, incidentally, it’s also

more likely to get them to change their mind.�� If you have to broach a

tough topic at work, remember that you’re going to continue working

with this person. And even if you won’t be working with them

because you’re letting them go, in most cases you probably want to

keep them as a professional contact and someone who will speak well

of you and the company. Even in a breakup conversation, where

you’re completely terminating a relationship, you want to leave the

room with your head held high—right?

When in doubt, just stop talking. That’s the advice Dr. John Gray,

the author of the classic book Men Are from Mars, Women Are from

Venus, gave me when I interviewed him on BTV. He explained that,

when you get into con�ict, you can trigger your �ght-or-�ight

response, and that stops the blood �ow to the thinking parts of your

brain. That’s the worst thing that can happen in a tough conversation.

You need all your wits about you to get through a con�ict without

losing your cool.



So if you feel yourself getting drawn out of your ideal, empathetic

state, just stop talking. Listen. Reorient yourself toward the other

person and what they’re experiencing and you’ll end up making them

feel valuable instead of like a villain.

Don’t let discomfort hold you back

Social media can be a toxic space for marginalized people. But social

media has also created new spaces where people can speak truth to

power. Every so o�en, something good goes viral.

Take the hashtag #MeAndWhiteSupremacy. Started by an activist

named Layla F. Saad, it’s an online movement that encourages white

women to examine their own privilege and their own internalized

racism. Saad �rst created a ��-day Instagram challenge, but when the

challenge went viral, she created a workbook with exercises that

prompt people to re�ect on their own complicity in white

supremacist systems.

Re�ecting on your own privilege can be uncomfortable. Most

white people prefer to think of racism as something that only “bad”

people perpetuate. It’s hard to reconcile your sense of yourself as a

good person with the idea that you bene�t from racist systems. But, as

Saad told Elle magazine, that’s exactly the point: “To have a

productive conversation about race and white supremacy, one must

�nd ways to be at ease in discomfort, or at least invite discomfort in

and sit with it.”��

Empathy isn’t always easy. It isn’t always comfortable. Too o�en,

the easiest thing to do is to retreat to our corners and tell ourselves

that we are right and the person disagreeing with us is wrong—and



probably stupid. And mean. But holding on to our own perspective

too tightly can hold us back from connecting.

Don’t let discomfort hold you back from making a real connection.

When you encounter a perspective that’s di�erent from yours, sit

with that discomfort. Get curious. Own your own emotions and

remain open to the other person’s emotions. Be assertively

empathetic. You could change someone’s life—or the world.





M

If you make an e�ort to lift people

up, you’ll connect with them on a

very genuine, human level. And

they’ll remember you for it.

OM AND I were watching the news together a�er she got

home from work. I was seven. There was a segment about

Rick Hansen. She told me, “Watch this man. He’s making a

di�erence in the world. This is what leading and giving is all about.”

In ����, when he was just �� years old, Rick was thrown out of the

back of a pickup truck and paralyzed from the waist down. He went

on to become a Paralympic athlete, and started a foundation devoted

to funding research and building a more inclusive world.

When Mom and I saw him on television, Rick was in the middle of

his Man in Motion World Tour, traveling all the way around the world

in his wheelchair to show what people with disabilities can really do,

highlight the need for more inclusive spaces, and raise money for



spinal cord research. That ��-month journey ultimately raised $��

million—and he hasn’t stopped since.�

Those conversations with Mom stuck with me. I have had several

opportunities to interview Rick over the years. Any time he enters a

room, you can feel the energy shi�. Whoever he is talking to, he

always leans in and makes the conversation all about the other person.

His curiosity is contagious. He’s an immensely warm person, and I’ve

always been inspired by how relentless he is in his drive to create a

world of accessibility for all.

In ����, Rick and his team wanted to do something special to mark

the ��th anniversary of the Man in Motion tour. They decided to

recreate a part of the journey by traveling across Canada, honoring

di�erence makers. For the �nal day of this tour, they reached out to

Breakfast Television to ask for a volunteer to participate and run a short

leg of the relay along with Rick. I was thrilled to be chosen.

When Rick knew it would be me, his team then asked if I wanted

to hand o� the relay medal to Mom when I had completed my portion

of the race. Twenty-�ve years later, Rick remembered that Mom had

worked in the accounting department on the original tour team. Not

only did he remember, he was thoughtful enough to create this

milestone moment for the two of us.

Running beside Rick down Hastings Street in Vancouver that

morning, I could see all the people lining up to salute him for

everything he’d accomplished. I was proud to be by his side.

When it came time to hand o� the medal to Mom, Rick said,

“Wait.” He raised her arm like a champion. It felt like she was on the

podium receiving a medal. I’d never seen her smile so bright. The

older I get, the more I realize the sacri�ces both Mom and Dad made

for our family. To see her star get to shine that way brought tears to

my eyes.



That morning, Mom had brought her Man in Motion tour book

from the ’��s. Still in mint condition. It had photos of the team inside.

When Rick opened it up, he could identify all of the people on the

team.

I looked at him and said, “Rick, how could you possibly remember

all of these people?”

He said, “Everybody wants to be appreciated. If you can �nd

creative ways to make people feel valuable, you will cultivate a culture

of loyalty in your life.”

The spirit of gratitude

Rick Hansen is an inspiring leader in so many ways. But for me, the

way he makes the e�ort to remember people and recognize their hard

work stands out. I will never forget the moment he created for me and

Mom. A lesser man might have turned that ��th anniversary tour into

a victory lap for himself. A�er all, he did accomplish something truly

remarkable. But Rick used that tour to recognize all the people, like

Mom, who had helped him along the way. He led with gratitude, and I

will never forget it.

There are many ways to bring a spirit of gratitude into our

relationships. Here’s how I think about it: I strive to make people feel

famous. Just like Rick Hansen did with me and Mom, I look for

opportunities to shine a spotlight on someone else. Even if it’s just for

a moment—a simple “thank you,” a few words of gratitude, or a brief

recognition of something they’ve done—if you make an e�ort to li�

people up, you’ll connect with them on a very genuine, human level.

And they’ll remember you for it.



Gratitude is even more important in times of crisis. As Rebecca

Solnit has so eloquently written, most notably in her book A Paradise

Built in Hell, most people’s �rst instinct in a crisis is to reach out and

help someone: “we survive by coming together.” But Solnit also

points out that in order to sustain this kind of altruism, we need to

believe that other people will also step up. If we believe that most

people are sel�sh and are only looking out for themselves, we’ll end

up feeling like reaching out a hand to a fellow human being in need is

too much of a risk.�

That’s one reason gratitude is so important. Taking a moment to

recognize that beautiful human impulse to help is itself a way to help,

by reminding everyone—yourself included—that we all have the

potential to do good in the world.

Gratitude is also crucial in a crisis because crisis takes so much out

of us. In a true disaster, �rst responders may su�er from post-

traumatic stress disorder for years a�erward. Even people who are a

step removed from trauma, like therapists, journalists, and lawyers,

can end up with PTSD simply because they’ve stepped up to help

others process and deal with traumatic events.� Taking a moment to

express gratitude can create a moment of calm and even optimism in

the midst of darkness.�

It may never be possible to fully assess the toll that dealing with

the coronavirus crisis will take on nurses and other health care

workers. But we know that hundreds of thousands of nurses stepped

up in truly heroic ways to care for their neighbors, despite the risk to

their own health, and the need to isolate from their families to avoid

spreading the virus. One nurse from Minnesota, Shareen

Parashakallah (along with three friends and fellow nurses) actually le�

her home to go to New York to help where the crisis was most severe

during the early stages. Another nurse whose wedding had to be



postponed due to social distancing guidelines ended up getting

married in a hospital break room—with the groom dialing in via

FaceTime.�

Seeing the enormous sacri�ces nurses have made, millions of

people around the world have responded with an outpouring of

gratitude. Here in Vancouver, British Columbia, the � p.m. cheer

brought a community together to celebrate our front-line heroes. In

the United States, that same gesture in New York City� is probably

the most well-known example. But the phenomenon is actually

worldwide, and seems to have started in Wuhan, the very epicenter of

the virus.�

Gratitude and appreciation for health care workers also spread

online and on social media. One nursing website compiled words of

gratitude for nurses from people around the world:

“There are no words to describe how brave you are and how

grateful I am…”

“We could not be more thankful of the work that you do every

single day, fearlessly serving others without putting yourself �rst…”

“Thank you for your tireless e�orts and for sharing your gi�s with

others. We notice you, we appreciate you, we thank you.”�

One lucky nurse got a more tangible expression of gratitude: a

$��,��� Postmates gi� card from Jennifer Aniston. A�er appearing on

Jimmy Kimmel Live from His House in April ����, Aniston surprised

nurse Kimball Fairbanks with some words of gratitude and this

unexpected gi�. Postmates also gave Fairbanks’ coworkers on her

�oor gi� cards of their own.� For Jennifer Aniston to use the power of

her celebrity to turn the spotlight on an ordinary nurse stepping up to

do extraordinary work—talk about making people feel famous!

The anonymous street artist known as Banksy surprised nurses

and sta� at Southampton General Hospital in England with a new



artwork celebrating their hard work. The piece shows a boy playing

with a superhero nurse doll, his old Batman and Superman toys

tossed aside. The artist also le� a note that read, “Thanks for all you’re

doing. I hope this brightens the place up a bit, even if it’s only black

and white.” ��

Many companies also shared messages of gratitude for nurses and

other front-line workers who stepped up during the coronavirus

crisis. In Canada, General Mills honored �ve food bank workers by

putting their faces on Cheerios boxes along with the words “Food

Bank Hero.” One of them was my cousin Feezah Ja�er, the executive

director of the Surrey Food Bank.

I have to brag on Feezah for a second and share that she used the

opportunity of being recognized for her amazing work to turn the

spotlight on her sta� and volunteers: “It’s amazing, really humbling to

be chosen. Mostly because it highlights the work that all of our sta�

and volunteers are doing. Without them nothing would happen;

they’re really the front-line heroes.” ��

That’s real leadership.

Generous leadership

Leading with gratitude is enormously powerful. Recognizing others

for their hard work is a powerful way to motivate and engage them. In

the workplace, gratitude and recognition can be the di�erence

between an engaged and inspired culture and an o�ce full of people

going through the motions. Research from Gallup has shown that the

companies with the highest levels of employee engagement tend to

motivate their employees with praise. When people get recognition at

least once a week, they’re more productive, they stay with the



organization longer, and they get better customer-satisfaction scores.

Another survey found that feeling encouraged and recognized for

their work was one of the top �ve things that motivated people to

work hard. In fact, while ��% of people say they work harder if they’re

afraid they might lose their job, ��% say they work harder when they

get some appreciation from the boss.�� It’s simple: praising people

makes them work harder and do better.

Leading with gratitude is

enormously powerful. Take the

opportunity to praise others to

remind them why their work is so

important.

Think back on the bosses you’ve had in your own career. I bet you

remember the ones who took the time to call out the hard work you



were doing or recognize your contributions to big projects. I bet they

inspired you to do your best. And I bet you loved working for them.

Of course, most workplaces don’t go through the kind of intense

crises that nurses, grocery store workers, and delivery workers

su�ered during the pandemic. But long-term, low-grade stress also

takes its toll on the mind and body. Even if the “crisis” is simply

�nishing a major project, hitting a big quarterly goal, or working long

hours to make a tight deadline, a little bit of appreciation goes a long

way.

There are a lot of ways leaders can show appreciation, from the

always-welcome pay raise to an unexpected reward, a public shout-

out, or a quick thank-you note.�� Not all praise is created equal,

however. Leaders, parents, teachers, and others who want to motivate

through praise should focus on a few key principles of e�ective

praise:��

Praise should be speci�c. “Great job on that project” is nice to

hear, but “I really appreciated the way you took the time to get

input from everyone on the team” shows that you’ve really been

paying attention.

Praise should be immediate. Whenever possible, show gratitude

in the moment. Don’t save your praise for a big talk—be generous

with your generosity.

Praise should be personal. If you can, talk about how the behavior

you’re highlighting made you feel, or how it made your life easier.

Praise should be public. One-on-one praise is great but praising

in public is even better. Take the opportunity to make the person

you’re praising feel famous by shining a spotlight on them.

Praise should be purposeful. Try to connect your positive

feedback to the big picture. Talk about how the behavior you saw



was part of achieving a bigger goal. Connecting to a sense of

purpose is incredibly powerful for people—take the opportunity of

praise to remind them why their hard work is so important.

Leading with gratitude has enormous bene�ts that go beyond

employee engagement. If you cultivate an attitude of appreciation

toward the people you lead, whether at work, in a classroom, or at

home, you’ll ultimately become less defensive, more open, and more

�exible.��

The personal bene�ts of gratitude

Everyone needs to be appreciated. Everyone wants to feel seen. And

when you remember this and make the e�ort to recognize and thank

the people around you, you’ll kick o� a positive feedback cycle that

will bene�t you, too.

The simple act of saying “thank you” to someone will not only li�

their mood, it will also make you feel better. Research has proven that

expressing gratitude makes people happier and more optimistic.

Gratitude has also been shown to strengthen relationships.��

But the bene�ts of gratitude go even deeper than that. Practicing

gratitude can actually rewire your brain. In one study, people who

wrote down three things they were grateful for �� days in a row

became more optimistic—for the next six months. Gratitude

signi�cantly improves mental health both for people who are

generally stable and for people who are struggling. Gratitude can

boost your willpower and make you more patient. If you practice

gratitude regularly enough, you might even start to �nd it more

rewarding to give money away than to get money for yourself.��



Gratitude can improve your physical health, too. Thinking about

things you’re grateful for can literally reduce your levels of stress

hormones. It can even reduce physical pain.��

Even a little bit of gratitude practice has incredibly long-lasting

e�ects. In another study, people who sat down one day and wrote

thank-you letters to people they knew showed more gratitude-related

activity in their brains months later.��

Convinced yet? There are many ways to begin adding more

gratitude to your life. You can borrow an idea from one of the research

studies I just mentioned and write thank-you letters to people you

know or start a journal where you jot down a few things you’re

thankful for every day. You can challenge yourself to do a random act

of kindness every day—or challenge yourself to avoid complaining

one day a week. When you’re checking out at the grocery store or

performing another small transaction, you can make the e�ort to look

the person helping you in the eye and give them a genuine smile.

Practicing gratitude could be as simple as remembering to say

“thank you” the next time your partner, roommate, or kid takes out

the trash or does the dishes. Try it. See how it makes you both feel. I

guarantee it’ll make your whole household happier.

Gratitude and making people feel famous

In July ����, I was in Vienna covering the world premiere of Mission:

Impossible—Rogue Nation at the world-famous opera house. There

were thousands of fans in the streets, hoping to get a glimpse of the

star: Tom Cruise.

Cruise is known for spending hours on the red carpet; I saw him

answering every question from every reporter, and talking to



hundreds of fans. He was completely present with every single person

he talked to. When he got to me, I felt the full power of that famous

smile. I could see his assistant hovering at his arm, telling him to

move on to the next mini-interview, but he stayed with me until he’d

answered all my questions. Everyone was there to see him, but he

made me feel like the most important person on that red carpet.

There’s a reason Cruise is one of the most famous people on the

planet, and I believe that attitude is a big part of it. Yes, he’s got talent.

And yes, he can sometimes come o� as a little too intense, as anyone

who saw him jumping on Oprah’s couch can con�rm. But he’s also

one of the hardest working people in Hollywood, famously doing all

his own stunts, and known for taking the time to interact with every

single fan he meets.��

That’s gratitude in action: Cruise knows that his fans are

ultimately responsible for his success. So he leads with gratitude, by

spending time with the people who put him where he is. For a

moment, he turns the power of his spotlight onto the person he’s

talking to. He’s the star, but he makes the fan feel famous.

The dangers of excessive external validation

Everyone has an innate psychological need to be seen and accepted

for who they are. This need is present even in infancy, and it never

goes away.�� But for some people, a moment in the spotlight can

provide a rush of adrenaline that can actually become addictive,

driving them to take extreme actions to keep the attention on them.

In some cases, this unhealthy desire for attention at any cost comes

from early experiences of rejection, such as rejection by a parent.��



A true craving for fame can be incredibly damaging, not just

because it’s shallow, but because it’s unlikely to ever be satis�ed. You

might go viral on Twitter or even get yourself onto a reality show, but

building the star power of a Top Gun like Tom Cruise is rare. Even if

you aren’t trying to become a celebrity, you can damage yourself

psychologically by trying too hard to get praise or attention from

others.

Seeking to be popular in the sense of being liked is a healthy

impulse. If you want people to like you, you’ll focus on strengthening

your relationships and being a likable person. But if you try to be

popular in the sense of achieving some kind of higher status, you’re

more likely to end up anxious or depressed.��

Why? Building relationships is largely under your control—if you

listen, approach other people with genuine curiosity, and practice the

other skills in this book, you will connect with people. But status

depends on many factors you can’t control, including �eeting trends

and the behavior of other people. Putting your psychological health in

the hands of other people, relying on them to make you feel like

you’re good enough, is never healthy.

How to make people feel famous

When I talk about making people feel famous, I’m not talking about

giving them a taste of the shallow kind of fame that’s �eeting and

ultimately unsatisfying. I’m talking about a deeper kind of

appreciation, one that will build a sense of true connection. I’m

talking about making people feel seen for who they truly are and

appreciated for all that they give to the world. This kind of

appreciation is more than just shining a spotlight on someone for a



moment, or saying “thank you,” although both of those things can be

part of this deep, connected appreciation. But ultimately, making

people feel famous is a process that starts with some of the skills

we’ve already discussed in this book, including curiosity and careful

listening, and continues with a creative outward expression of

gratitude.

What follows are my top �ve tips for making people feel famous.

Document their details

If you know you’re going to meet someone who could be important to

your life or career—a potential client or investor, someone

interviewing you for a job, or a new partner’s family—take a little time

before the meeting and do your homework on them. Check out their

social media feeds, read any articles they’ve written, and, especially

for a professional meeting, take a few notes about top topics to bring

up. Doing this work ahead of time will help you spark some genuine

curiosity about them, and that interest will come through when you

meet.

A�er meeting a new person, make some notes about the details

they shared. We can only remember so much. If you’ve established

some common ground in an initial conversation, like a shared

interest, make some notes so you can come back to that topic and

keep building that connection the next time you talk. Keep the notes

somewhere you can refer to them before your next conversation. If

you review your notes before you talk again, you’ll give yourself the

opportunity to surprise and delight your new friend by remembering

the things they shared.

A few years back, I hosted the Canucks for Kids Fund Telethon.

One of the head producers from Sportsnet was there, and as we

chatted, we bonded over the fact that we had both adopted rescue



dogs. He told me about this ESPN documentary on a dog called

Arthur, who followed an adventure racing team over �,��� miles as

they hiked, mountain biked, and kayaked, until he was ultimately

adopted by the leader of the team.�� (It’s an amazing story—just try to

watch it without crying!)

Lori and I had recently adopted Smiley, a timid rescue dog from

Thailand, through the Soi Dog Foundation. Lori had grown up with

dogs, but I had been afraid of them ever since I got attacked by one

when I was a kid. She convinced me to try living with a dog, and I’m

so glad she did. Smiley was rescued from the dog meat trade. He was

with us for �ve years until he got cancer, and we had to put him

down. One of the worst days of our lives.

At the time I met this producer, though, Smiley was relatively new

to our family. This guy lit up when he spoke about his own rescue

dog, named Daisy. We talked and shared pictures and had a great

conversation, and the telethon was a big success.

A year later, that same producer sent me an email, inviting me

back to host the telethon again. I wrote back, thanked him, and agreed

to come on board. I also asked, “How’s Daisy?”

Within minutes, he picked up the phone and called me. “How the

heck can you possibly remember my dog’s name?” he asked.

When I ask questions and get personal answers, I make sure to

document their details. A�er our conversation, I jotted down a few

notes about who he was and what we’d talked about. It took me two

minutes to do—and it cemented a genuine bond with someone I’d

only met once. A year later, I was able to pick up that conversation

where we’d le� o� and continue to build that relationship, all because

I took two minutes out of my day to write down the word “Daisy.”

A few minutes spent on notes the day you meet someone will go a

long way toward building a genuine connection. It may feel arti�cial



the �rst couple of times you do it but remind yourself that by taking

the time to take notes, you are putting in the time and e�ort to foster

a real connection. And that e�ort in itself is a form of caring.

Remember their name

A person’s name is the most important word in any conversation. So

why is it so hard to remember? Well, there are some good reasons.��

Where most words always refer to the same thing—a rose is a rose is

a rose—the name “Emily” can refer to any number of di�erent people

who happen to be named Emily. We don’t say people’s names that

o�en, so they’re not as easy to recall as more common words. And

names don’t have synonyms. If you forget the word “co�ee” before

you’ve had your co�ee, you could say “java” or “cup of joe” or “the

hot drink that comes in a mug, please give it to me, I need it.” You

could talk around your memory lapse. But if you forget Emily’s name,

there’s no polite way to talk around that—you can’t call her “blond

lady” or “tall woman” and expect to continue having a nice chat.

Early in my career, I was a host on MTV Canada Monday to Friday.

A�er a fun segment exploring what it takes to be a weathercaster with

CTV News, I was o�ered a gig as the third-string weathercaster. I

would basically be asked to �ll in on the occasional weekend. I told

the news director who o�ered me the job, “I’ve never done live

television, and I don’t know much about meteorology.” His response:

“Great, when can you start?”

He was a lot more con�dent about my ability to pick things up

quickly than I was. The learning curve was pretty much vertical.

When they needed me to �ll in, I was both producing and presenting

the weather. But it was a great opportunity for me to learn a lot of new

skills, so I threw myself into it with everything I had.



During the holidays that year, the regular weather anchors both

requested vacation time. I was asked to present with the main news

anchor on a weeknight. He was a big deal, and this was a big moment

for me. I was still trying to convince both Mom and Dad that this

television thing wasn’t just a hobby, but a viable career. The evening

news was a big break.

The anchor came into the weather area an hour before the �

o’clock news that day. He introduced himself and asked how to

pronounce my name. The veteran came to the rookie, making me feel

famous. I was on cloud nine. I felt respected, appreciated.

Once the broadcast was in full swing, I got into the weather

position and watched the anchor read the headlines like a boss. The

moment was coming where he would introduce me for my �rst

weather hit. Mom and Dad, who were watching at home, could

proudly tell their friends their son was on the news, and all would be

good in the world.

The big moment came. He �nished reading the �rst news

segment. He said, “And now, for your �rst look at the holiday

forecast, here’s… Raz Magoogey.”

Raz Magoogey… Move over, John Travolta.

Keep in mind, he’s the veteran, I’m the rookie, and we’re on live

television. Those two words were a surprise that had me showcasing

the “deer in headlights” look on my face—not how I wanted to start

o� my �rst live weather hit together. I awkwardly said “Thanks” and

then began gesturing at the weather map, trying to remember what I

was supposed to say. Something about an area of low pressure?

Sure, it was embarrassing then. Now, years later, I have a jacket

that says “Raz Magoogey” on the back, thanks to a friend who knows

we can laugh about it now that so much time has passed. But at the

time, I de�nitely did not feel like laughing.



Despite the fact that forgetting names is a common experience,

when someone forgets our name, we take it personally. (Especially if it

happens on live television. With our parents watching.) Luckily, there

are some good strategies out there that can help. One of my favorites

is courtesy of Benjamin Levy, author of Remember Every Name Every

Time. His approach is known as the FACE method—Focus, Ask,

Comment, and Employ:��

�. When a new person is introducing themselves, focus your

attention on their face to cement the connection between face and

name.

�. Ask a question about their name—how it’s spelled, or whether

they prefer “Catherine” or “Cathy.” That gives you another

moment to focus on the name and hear it repeated once or twice.

�. Comment on the name: “My brother’s name is Zain!” Now you’re

not only repeating the name, you’re making a connection in your

head that should help you remember it.

�. Employ the name again: “Nice to meet you, Rick.” Repetition is

your friend here.

I like this method, and I personally use a variation on it. Again,

repetition is the key. Whenever I meet a new person, my goal is to

“three-peat” their name to make sure it sticks. When they introduce

themselves, I’ll say the name out loud: “Nice to meet you, Linda.” In

the course of conversation, I’ll ask a question using their name:

“Linda, how did you meet our host?” And as we’re wrapping up the

conversation, I’ll thank them and use their name a third time: “Linda,

thanks so much for walking me through that process.”



Making people feel famous starts

with curiosity and careful listening,

and continues with a creative

expression of gratitude.

Give them access

People value money, of course. They value career growth. But when it

comes to connection, the thing they value most is access. Access to

ideas, to people, to experiences. Particularly today, when the internet

puts all the information in the world right at our �ngertips, people are

willing to pay a premium to get access to insider experiences or more

intimate connections with leaders and celebrities.

Social media revolutionized the way we connect with the people

we admire. It gave us all a backstage pass to our favorite stars. Getting

a follow or retweet from your favorite star became a new kind of status

symbol. Sel�es became the new autographs. Reality shows like

American Idol, The Voice, and America’s Got Talent have given ordinary

people a chance to become stars themselves on a mainstream

platform. People love to show o� when they meet someone famous or

get that behind-the-scenes VIP moment.



One music teacher in Ontario got some amazing VIP treatment

a�er she organized a creative activity for her students during

quarantine. The teacher, Julia Jung, had been working hard to keep

her students engaged while school was closed, including driving

around and delivering school instruments to all the students so they

could keep making music at home. One of her lockdown activities was

getting her students to record a socially distanced cover of the song

“Years in the Making” by the band Arkells. She reached out to the

lead singer, Max Kerman, to tell him about the project. He got excited

and talked to the students about it.

As if that weren’t enough, Kerman, a massive Toronto Raptors fan

who had previously invited head coach Nick Nurse, a musician

himself, to join him on stage in ���� a�er the team won the NBA

championship, reached out once again to do something special. Nurse

had just launched a new foundation focused on education and

mentorship. Nurse and Kerman put together a Zoom call to surprise

Jung with the news that Nurse’s foundation was donating $��,��� to

her school so she could buy new instruments for her students.��

Talk about the VIP treatment! Especially at a moment when

teachers were working so hard to stay connected with their students

despite schools being closed, this was a beautiful gesture that must

have made Jung feel incredibly special. And of course, Nurse’s

generous donation gave Jung’s students a VIP moment of their own.

How can you create VIP moments for the people in your life? If

you’re a leader, pull back the curtain in your company and let your

workers in on how things really work. With friends or even a new

partner, go �rst and give access to personal secrets that will help you

build trust and make others feel valued.

Show unsolicited appreciation



Christmases. Birthdays. Anniversaries. Retirements. Big events like

these o�en bring thoughtful messages of gratitude sharing what we

mean to people. Those messages are welcome at any time, of course—

but what if we showed more appreciation when it was unexpected?

How? Remember to make your praise speci�c—call out a

particular action and share how that action impacted you or the team.

And try to tailor the moment of recognition to surprise and delight

the person you’re praising speci�cally. That could mean calling them

out in a sta� meeting, sharing a note of praise and cc’ing the big boss,

or taking them out for a celebratory lunch. Maybe you could start a

wall of fame in your o�ce, or get the person a gi� card related to a

hobby they’re involved in.

You can also use these general principles to appreciate people in

other contexts. For example, if you want to show appreciation for a

big client, get creative about the gi� or treat you send, and write a

note that goes beyond a generic thank you: “The whole team loved

meeting all those inspirational kids at your fundraiser! Your project

really brightened up our month!”

Think outside the box a little, even for milestone events: if you

always send �owers for Mother’s Day, why not mix it up and share a

book about a strong woman who reminds you of your mom?

According to John Ruhlin, the author of the book Gi�ology, the best

gi�s are personal, unique, and connected to the recipient’s interests.��

The meaning of a gi� has nothing to do with its price tag—in fact, an

expensive gi� can come across as lazy if it’s not tailored to the

recipient. But a well-chosen, thoughtful, personal gi� can create a

powerful moment of connection.

Whenever possible, your moments of appreciation should connect

back to a sense of larger purpose. A personal moment that stands out

for me was an interview with Jenny Konkin, the president and



cofounder of Whole Way House, a single-room occupancy on

Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, along with Kris, a Whole Way

House resident. Kris, like many people who’ve been supported by this

amazing organization, has turned his life around through the power of

human connection with his fellow residents in the house.

I will always remember the three simple words they shared with

me: “I Get To.”�� Those three words rewired my brain. Instead of

saying “What do I need to do to today?” or “What do I have to do?” I

try to remember to ask myself, “What do I get to do today?” I get to

work on a challenging new project. I get to spend time with my son. I

get to change this dirty diaper. Trust me, it helps. When you move

from a spirit of obligation to a spirit of gratitude, you will naturally be

moved to share your appreciation with the people around you.

Create milestone moments

In their book The Power of Moments: Why Certain Experiences Have

Extraordinary Impact, Chip Heath and Dan Heath explain that the

de�ning moments that shape our lives share one or more of these four

elements:��

�. Elevation. High-impact moments create a sense of elevated

importance by appealing to the senses, raising the stakes, or

�ipping the script on what’s expected.

�. Insight. De�ning moments tell us something important that we

didn’t already know.

�. Pride. The moments we remember o�en make us feel proud of

ourselves or someone we care about.

�. Connection. Memorable moments create a sense of shared

meaning and deepen the ties between people.



We can use these principles to create milestone moments for the

people in our lives. Give someone an experience they’ll never forget

—they’ll certainly never forget the person who made that experience

possible.

During the coronavirus crisis, a retired farmer in Kansas sent an

N�� mask to New York State Governor Andrew Cuomo, along with a

letter asking him to give the mask to a health care worker �ghting the

virus. The farmer, Dennis Ruhnke, did something generous because

he felt moved by the stories he was hearing about health care workers

putting themselves on the line to serve others.

Kansas State University then reached out to Ruhnke and awarded

him an honorary bachelor’s degree for this moving act of kindness.

Ruhnke had actually had to quit school just a couple of credits short of

a degree a�er his father died. KSU created an incredible milestone

moment for this generous, loving man by giving him a sense of pride

in what he had done and sharing the insight that his long career in

agriculture made him more than eligible for a degree.��

Another coronavirus milestone moment came from an IKEA near

Frankfurt, Germany. When the chairman of a local mosque

approached the store’s manager asking if the community could use

the store’s parking lot to pray for the closing prayers of Eid al-Fitr, the

end of Ramadan, the manager immediately agreed.�� This unusual

milestone moment certainly �ipped the script on what Eid prayers

would normally look and feel like, and it also gave the community a

sense of connection in a moment when the virus was enforcing so

much isolation.

What milestone moments can you create for the people around

you?

The habit of making people feel famous goes hand in hand with

some of the other qualities we’ve already discussed in this book. If you



appreciate the talents of the people around you, you’re more likely to

listen to what they have to say, be curious about their lives and

perspectives, and o�er them empathy when they’re struggling. A

spirit of generous gratitude could completely transform the way you

interact with the people in your life, if you let it.







I

Send an email and then toss a coin—

those are your odds of being

understood.

MAGINE YOU got a text or email from your boss that said: “Hey,

can you get me the proposal by the end of the week?”

Now imagine you wrote back: “OK.”

What you meant to say was, “Sounds good to me, no problem.”

But your boss might easily read that response as: “Really? You think I

don’t have enough to do already? Fine. I’ll get it done. I’ll work

overtime YET AGAIN to meet your CRAZY DEADLINES.”

OK… that is a little dramatic. But it’s true that even a seemingly

simple response—two letters, in the case of “OK”—can easily be

misinterpreted. In fact, it’s o�en the simplest messages that are most

easily misunderstood in text-based communication.

Think about it: how do you feel when you get an “OK” text?

Doesn’t it come across as irritated? Maybe a little passive-aggressive?



Experts say that variations on “OK” in particular tend to be

received as negative or even aggressive, even though “OK” is a

perfectly common, acceptable thing to say in face-to-face

conversation. According to internet linguist Gretchen McCulloch,

short responses in text-based communications tend to sound terse,

curt, or even rude.�

To make things even more complicated, generational di�erences

and power dynamics can change the way we read certain types of text-

based messages. Younger people tend to perceive more subtle

di�erences in tone when they’re reading emails and texts, while older

people tend not to realize that there’s a world of di�erence between

“OK!” and “OK.” People with more power, like a manager or

supervisor in a workplace setting, also tend to spend less time

thinking about nuances of tone. Why should your boss worry if that

“OK” sounds curt? You’ve got to �nish the project anyway. At the

same time, you’re likely to spend way more time worrying about a

terse message from your boss than one from the guy in the next

cubicle. A�er all, if your boss is annoyed with you, there could be

serious consequences.

These kinds of miscommunications can, of course, happen in

personal messages, too. If you have to bail on happy hour because you

need to work late, and your friend responds to your sorry-can’t-make-

it text with an “OK,” what’s your gut reaction? Do you assume they’re

really busy at work too, and don’t have time to write a longer message

—or do you jump to the conclusion that they’re o�ended, and you’ve

got damage control to do?

Personal relationships can also come with power dynamics that

may be less formal, but no less real, than those at work. Even as

adults, sometimes our inner insecure teenager comes out and tells us

that a certain friend or acquaintance is way cooler or more popular



than we are. Our anxiety about �tting in will color the way we read

texts from those people. And if you’re dating someone you secretly

believe is out of your league—forget it. An “OK” from a new romantic

partner could ruin your whole day.

With all these complex dynamics swirling around, it’s no wonder

that fully ��% of texts and emails are misunderstood. Send an email

and then toss a coin—those are your odds of being understood. And

yet, we tend to assume that other people understand our texts and

emails ��% of the time.� When you think about those odds, it’s a

wonder we can communicate over email or text at all.

Maybe we should switch to semaphore.

The problem with digital communication

Why is it so easy to misunderstand text-based communication? There

are a few factors at work here. First and most obviously, in a text or

email, all the nonverbal cues we normally rely on to understand

someone’s tone and intent are stripped away. There are probably ���

di�erent ways you could say “OK” and communicate ��� di�erent

meanings, if you were talking to someone face-to-face. But when all

you have to go on are those two letters—no facial expressions, no

tone of voice, no body language—the message becomes ambiguous.

And because of the way our brains are hard-wired to look for danger,

when the meaning of a message is ambiguous, we o�en assume the

worst.�

The stripped-down, unsatisfying, ambiguous nature of text-based

communication is one reason why, when the coronavirus pandemic

forced many of us to isolate ourselves in our homes, we instinctively

turned to video-call platforms like Zoom. Pre-pandemic, in December



of ����, Zoom had about �� million daily users. In April ����, the

platform was logging more than ��� million daily users.� If you

couldn’t have your sta� meeting in your o�ce, or visit your family,

you could at least have those conversations virtually face-to-face.

But almost as soon as Zoom use spiked, so did conversations about

Zoom fatigue. Introverts grumbled about extroverts scheduling too

many Zoom happy hours. Remote workers fretted about how their

colleagues might judge them for the appearance of their workspaces

or the behavior of their kids.� Lagging connections sometimes made it

impossible to tell if the meeting was totally appalled by your comment

—or just frozen.

Why are video calls so tiring and unsatisfying? If you can see a

person’s face and hear their voice, shouldn’t that solve all the

problems involved in text-based communication?

“Not exactly,” says Nick Morgan, the author of Can You Hear Me?

How to Connect with People in a Virtual World. “Video is more

insidious, because we think we’re getting all the cues that we would

get face-to-face,” Morgan says.� On a video call, our three-dimensional

faces are squashed into two dimensions. “It’s as if your emotions were

muted,” Morgan says.

When we’re talking to someone face-to-face, we’re taking in an

enormous amount of information from the way they’re holding their

body and their minute changes in facial expression, Morgan explains.

But we’re processing all that information unconsciously. That’s part of

why Zoom fatigue is so real—on a conscious level, we assume that

because we can see and hear the other person, it’s basically the same

as an in-person conversation. But it’s not. We’re missing a lot of the

richness of those nonverbal cues, and, as a result, we �nd ourselves

struggling to connect.



The nature of the technology itself can create a kind of disconnect.

Even tiny glitches in a connection that are barely noticeable on a

conscious level can seriously disrupt that unconscious processing of

facial expressions that we rely on so heavily in face-to-face talks. The

slight lags in connection and the �attened nature of the information

we’re receiving over video calls also interrupt our ability to echo and

mimic the facial expressions of the people we’re talking to. In face-to-

face conversation, we do this all the time, unconsciously of course, as

another way to ensure we understand how the other person is feeling.

It’s a crucial part of building connection in conversation, and video

calls undermine it, leaving us feeling disconnected.

Even if your connection is completely perfect, the format of the

call undermines our ability to trust one another. Most people on video

calls are looking at their screens to see the people they’re talking to.

It’s natural—but on the other end of the call, anyone who’s not

looking directly at the camera looks like they’re avoiding eye contact.

We unconsciously read that as a signal that they’re either bored by the

conversation, or they’re hiding something.

What’s worse, most people on video calls are actually looking at

their own faces most of the time.� Admit it—you do this. It’s hard to

look away. Because you can see yourself, you feel self-conscious. You

feel like you’re performing, rather than making an authentic

connection.

In the end, video calls create a kind of cognitive dissonance. We

see the other person, but we don’t feel like they’re really there. As the

management professor Gianpiero Petriglieri has put it, “It’s easier

being in each other’s presence, or in each other’s absence, than in the

constant presence of each other’s absence.”�



The risks of remote work

The coronavirus pandemic forced many of us to work from home—

o�en for the �rst time. The transition was sudden and dramatic for

many people. In the course of a day, you may have changed from

commuting to an o�ce to attempting to work from home, either

alone and isolated, or in a home suddenly crowded with two working

parents and kids who were supposed to be attending school on Zoom.

The learning curve was steep.

In the midst of the crisis, the question on millions of people’s

minds was: “When can we go back to normal?” But there’s increasing

evidence that the new normal isn’t going to look much like the pre-

pandemic normal we remember. According to an April ���� survey of

CFOs by Gartner, ��% of companies plan to have at least a small

number of their employees work from home permanently, and almost

��% plan to have as many as one in �ve employees permanently shi�

to remote work. And a survey of workers by Cushman & Wake�eld

found that ��% of employees are hoping that their companies will

keep the work-from-home option on the table even a�er the

pandemic is over.�

But even if some people are excited about potentially seeing more

�exible remote work policies continue, for many people, working

from home comes with real risks. For starters, the sudden switch to

working from home has been disorienting for most people: in another

survey, ��% of people said they needed more help from their

employers to adjust to remote work.�� And on a deeper level, surveys

of several large companies found that a majority of people were feeling

more lonely and more anxious since starting to work remotely.



When presenting virtually, ask

questions, take �ash polls, and

generate feedback frequently. Make

your audience feel heard.

Working from home can be a real challenge. Particularly for people

who live alone, the isolation of being cut o� from the o�ce takes a

real toll. But no matter what your family situation, therapists say that

the removal of barriers between work life and home life can be

challenging on its own.�� Remote workers may struggle to establish

the kinds of routines that help make life feel predictable and

purposeful. Blurring the lines between work and home can make the

days seem to blend into one another, with the weekend essentially the

same as the weekdays. If you sleep, eat dinner, or play with your kids

in the same place you work, you may start to feel like you’re always at

the o�ce.

Remote workers can even feel pressured to work more than they

would if they were in the o�ce, in order to prove that they’re

remaining productive at home. Combined with the lack of routine and



the removal of physical and mental barriers between work and home,

that’s a clear recipe for burnout. No wonder one pre-pandemic survey

of remote workers in tech found that ��% felt burnt out.��

Long term, will companies stick with their plans to shi� to more

remote work? It’s still too soon to know. But several tech giants have

announced new policies,�� and the trend isn’t con�ned to Silicon

Valley, either. Big, relatively conservative companies in the �nancial

sector, including Barclays and Morgan Stanley, are also talking about

using much less physical o�ce space in the post-pandemic future.��

Certainly, remote work under the threat of a pandemic is uniquely

stressful. And the inability to go out and socialize with friends and

family a�er working hours pretty much destroys work-life balance.

But many of the problems with remote work are problems regardless

of what’s going on in the world outside your home o�ce. Virtual

communication, even video calls, is unsatisfying and stressful.

Miscommunication is incredibly common in emails, texts, and Slack

channels. And, on a very basic level, if you don’t go into the o�ce,

you miss out on the shared experiences o�ce life creates: the small

talk about the weather or the tra�c, the chance meetings in the

kitchen, the opportunity to stop by a colleague’s desk for a quick chat

when you get up to stretch your legs or refresh your co�ee.

So, if many of us are going to be working remotely at least part of

the time for the long haul, what do we do about it? How can we make

our virtual communication better, richer, and more satisfying?

Best practices for virtual communication

When you learn that ��% of texts and emails are misunderstood,

what’s your gut reaction? Do you think, “Surely not my emails. I am



always ���% clear”? Or, “People are idiots. How could anyone

misunderstand my emails?”

That’s the wrong question to ask, according to Nick Morgan. “The

right question is, ‘how can I make my intent clear?’” The key is to

remember that, as humans, on a gut level we care more about the

intent behind someone’s words than the words themselves. When

we’re reading an email or sitting down for a Zoom meeting, the �rst

and most important thing we want to know is, can I trust this person?

Are they on my side? Are they being open and honest with me?

“Intent is what we humans care about more than anything else,”

Morgan says, “We get virtually all the real information about that

unconsciously, from your attitude.”

Because those unconscious, nonverbal signals are stripped out

from virtual communication, when you are communicating remotely

you need to focus on communicating your intent. Here are some best

practices for communicating intent in a virtual space.

Use emojis in text-based messages

Depending on your age and the industry you work in, you may think

of emojis as unprofessional or frivolous. “Get over it,” Morgan says.

“Start using them.” A simple smiley face can completely change the

way a message is received. Which email would you rather receive:

“got it” or “got it s”? If you’re not �uent in emoji, keep it simple.

Stick to basic icons like smiley faces and thumbs-ups. It doesn’t take

much to change the perceived tone of a message.

Use more emotional words in voice or video calls

One simple way to convey your intent is to use words to describe it.

Instead of saying “Happy to be here” when you’re introduced in a

meeting, try saying something like, “I’m excited to talk to you all!” or



“I’m thrilled to be starting this conversation.” If the conversation is

going in a direction that concerns you, name your concern: “I’m

worried we’re forgetting about the customer experience.” Remember,

your emotions will be �attened by the technology you’re using. Using

some emotional words will help people “read” your intent and

contextualize your suggestions.

Amp up your energy

If you say you’re thrilled with a �at voice and motionless face, you’ll

come across as insincere. But if you lean forward, speak with some

gusto, and focus on believing what you’re saying, you’ll start to

communicate the way you intend to. “What we really need,” says

Morgan, “is people who are empathetic and who amp up the emotion

without obsessing too much about what’s happening on your face or

in your body language.” In other words, it’s better to focus on feeling

excited rather than plastering on a big smile.

Hide your self-view on video calls

As you probably know from experience, it’s almost impossible to look

away from your own face when it’s in view. But being able to see your

own face makes you self-conscious—and if you really want to clearly

communicate your intent, you need to be focusing on the person

you’re talking to. Hide that self-view and keep your focus where it

belongs.

Practice a little

Here’s a little trick Morgan uses when coaching clients: the happy-sad

game. Record yourself reading the same short speech once as if you’re

really happy, and once as if you’re terribly sad. Then watch the

playback. You’ll probably �nd that what felt like a big, obvious



emotion to you in the moment doesn’t come through in video. “Learn

to calibrate what shows up, because it is a performance,” Morgan says.

“And you need to learn what works for you individually.”

Make it interactive

Partly because emotion is muted over video calls—and partly because

all the temptations and distractions of the internet are right there—it

can be very hard for people to stay focused on a long Zoom call.

When presenting virtually or hosting a remote meeting, ask

questions, take �ash polls, and generate feedback frequently. Make

your audience feel heard. “People want to be seen, and they want to

feel like their voice matters in this conversation,” Morgan says.

The most important thing you can do to make your intent come

through in virtual communication is to recognize how limited these

technologies really are. If you know that half of all texts or emails are

misunderstood, if you know that emotion is muted even on video

calls, where it feels like you can see the person and read their facial

expressions—if you know all this, you’re already on your way to

correcting the problem. Simply knowing that you need to work harder

to communicate intent in virtual communication will start you down

the path to communicating more clearly.

If you feel inauthentic or awkward trying to use more emojis, more

emotional language, and more energy in your virtual communication,

don’t despair. Practice really does lead to progress. With practice, all

these techniques will begin to feel more comfortable. You’ll �nd your

own style of virtual communication that feels authentic to you and

gets your intent and emotion across.



We all became broadcasters

Life in isolation led to one of the most fascinating social experiments

of our lifetime. The sudden transition to a work-from-home, socially

distanced world created an unexpected universal experience: we all

became live broadcasters.

From personal experience I can share that hosting a live television

show where you present information and interview guests poses a

unique set of challenges. You need to be uber-focused at all times. You

have to listen intently and roll with the punches when things go

sideways.

And that’s when everyone is in the same room. Throw in a

videoconference dynamic, what we in the business would call

“satellite junkets,” and all bets are o�.

In a satellite interview, you’re lucky if you get �� seconds during a

commercial break to chat with the guest to warm them up before the

interview begins. You’re looking right into the camera, so you can’t

see or read your guest’s body language. You have to rely on their

voice. Sometimes there are up to �ve-second time delays. Oh, and the

signal can drop at any time.

Sound familiar?

I’ve had plenty of fun moments during these satellite interviews.

Hugh Jackman once told me that he still sits in theaters incognito to

watch his movies on opening weekend to see how the audience

reacts. He also shared that he wears the Wolverine costume in the

bedroom to spice things up. Talk about commitment to your cra�.

Michael Caine shared that the secret to �� years of marriage was

separate bathrooms. This is a commandment I live by every day.



But when I participated in one of my �rst live satellite interviews

on Breakfast Television Vancouver, that was a conversation I’ll never

forget.

When the Los Angeles Kings were up �–� in the ���� NHL

Western Conference Quarter-Finals against the Vancouver Canucks,

our Breakfast Television team decided to reach out to the KTLA �

Morning News to have some fun and make a friendly wager. Their

producers obliged but made a point of saying their anchors wouldn’t

wear a Canucks jersey if things went our way. That said, they were

open to a fun conversation on the air.

When we went live into KTLA’s morning show from Vancouver, I

couldn’t see any of their anchors, I could only hear them in my

earpiece. On television, it looked like a Zoom chat with fancy graphic

animations. They had two news anchors in their main studio and a

sports anchor, Roger Lodge, the former host of the hit show Blind

Date, in a di�erent one.

When they asked what the stakes for the bet were, I said if the

Canucks came back and won (remember, we were down �–� in the

series), Roger would have to wear a Canucks jersey on their show and

send me an autographed Blind Date host headshot. Apparently, he

didn’t appreciate the reminder of his reality show past.



Nobody is expecting perfection in

the virtual format, but your

audience will appreciate you

owning the unscripted moments.

Well, Roger said that was a “wimp bet.” He upped the ante and

said if the Kings beat the Canucks, I’d have to appear on my show in

nothing but a Speedo. And if the Canucks beat the Kings, he would

do his show in nothing but a Speedo.

This was one of my �rst live satellite chats. You could see the

blood rush out of my face. I was morti�ed. A friendly bet just got ugly.

These chicken legs in a Speedo on LIVE television? My so-called

career would be over.

Turns out the Canucks won the next three games. The Canucks

clinched the series with a Game � win on a Sunday night. I watched

the game at home with Dad. He smiled and said, “I guess you don’t

have to wear a Speedo to work tomorrow morning.” I think he was

even more relieved than I was.

Roger attempted to back out of the bet that Monday morning.

With the help of a Facebook Fan Page, “Speedogate,” not to mention

the Metro Vancouver newspaper backing our cause with a front-page

article calling him out, he �nally surrendered and wore the red thong

I had sent him two days later live on the air. This time, I had a

monitor to react. You can’t unsee things like this. I’ve never met

Roger in person, but I can tell you that that conversation counted!



What started as a friendly virtual exchange intensi�ed into a little

bit of chaos, live on air. But we both rolled with it and in the end,

everybody won.

Well, maybe not everybody.

Virtual communication can be unpredictable, but there are many

ways to approach it to make your presence memorable. Speedos are

just one option. Nobody is expecting perfection in the virtual format,

but your audience will appreciate you owning the unscripted

moments, whether you’re giving a presentation, leading a meeting, or

simply trying to connect.

How to engage an audience when you’re not in the same
room

Even a�er the fear of the coronavirus pandemic has faded, remote

meetings are likely to be part of our lives. The cost savings and

convenience of meeting in virtual space instead of getting on a plane

or even a subway car to meet face-to-face are just too compelling—

even though we all feel the limitations of these virtual meetings on a

gut level.

So how can you make your virtual meetings feel intimate and

interactive? Here are my top �� tips for enhancing your presence in a

virtual meeting or presentation.

Engage them early

Your meeting or presentation actually starts hours, if not days, before

the scheduled time. Well before a presentation, you should �gure out

what your audience’s top priorities are, so you can structure your

content to be meaningful to them. If you’re presenting at a



conference, talk to the organizers and eavesdrop on some social media

conversations among your likely audience. If you’re presenting in a

meeting, you should know what’s top of mind for the team—use that

information to stay laser-focused on what matters most.

When the meeting is set to begin, sign in to the video call about

�ve minutes early so you can start connecting with people informally.

Then start your actual talk with a quick check-in. People logging in to

virtual events are o�en distracted or overwhelmed by life outside the

frame of the camera. Try asking a simple question like, “In one word,

how are you feeling?” Or ask people to drop a few lines in the chat

box to share where they’re coming from and what they’re hoping to

get out of the presentation.

Whenever possible, address people by name. Remember, a

person’s name is the most important word in any conversation.

Speak with your space

As soon as your camera is live, before you’ve said a word, your space is

telling a story. Think about the popularity of social media accounts

like Bookcase Credibility (@BCredibility) and Room Rater

(@ratemyskyperoom). In a virtual meeting, viewers are getting a

glimpse of your life behind the scenes.

We are all curious creatures, with an insatiable appetite for

information. Over Zoom, people are looking at your bookshelf, your

artwork, the photos on your wall. They want to know more about you.

They’re also making assessments of who you are, how you live, and

what you’re about before you’ve said a word.

What story do you want your space to tell, and how can you share

more information in the frame? If you know you’re talking to a group

of parents, maybe you want to show some toys or your children’s

artwork in the background to make yourself relatable. If you’re in a



business meeting, have your place clean and organized to showcase

professionalism. Whatever the occasion, make your space interesting,

but not distracting.

Use good lighting and get a professional microphone to make a

strong impression. Test your tech before the meeting, so you’re not

fumbling through things when your audience is watching.

Avoid using virtual backgrounds. The two-dimensional screen

experience is already blocking the normal social cues of seeing

someone breathe, nod their head, move their eyes. Bring your

audience into a real space, so they can authentically connect with you

as a person instead of struggling to relate to you and a potentially

alienating background.

Hook them with a story

There are a number of e�ective ways to start a presentation. You can

ask a question, share a shocking statistic, or dive right in with a

provocative statement. But in the virtual environment, I believe story

is the most e�ective way to engage an audience.

When you start with a story, you make your audience feel

something real right away. You hook them with an emotional roller

coaster. The more authentic you can be, the more you’ll connect with

your audience. Think about the questions the people in your audience

are asking themselves and choose a story that speaks to those

concerns. Build your narrative around their priorities, not yours.

Interact with your scene

To be more interesting on camera, bring life and real presence into

your presentation. How? Interact with your scene. Be the three-

dimensional person you would be in a face-to-face meeting.



Use props. Have a co�ee mug or something on hand that shows

some personality. For me, it’s a Toronto Raptors “We the North” hat.

Let people see you pick up a pen and write things down. Have a �ip

chart beside you to capture ideas. These are natural actions that you’d

see in a face-to-face meeting. You want to interact with your

environment in a way that feels more real and adds visual appeal for

your audience.

Look at the camera, not your audience

This one is almost counterintuitive. It’s easy to get distracted by

looking at people in those boxes on the screen. You want to feel

connected to the people you’re speaking to. But unfortunately,

looking at those faces will “read” to your audience as you avoiding eye

contact.

You’ve got to learn the broadcaster’s trick of looking at the camera

but pretending you’re speaking to a room full of people. Remember to

amplify your energy, your gestures, and your emotion so your

audience can feel your words through the lens.

When you make your point, pause. Let them digest it. Forget

about the immediate sensory feedback you’re probably used to. You

will not get it virtually. You might get some comments in the chat

box, but expect and embrace the silence you will hear, as it’s normal

in this format.

Focusing on the camera with your eye contact is such an important

point to create a sense of intimacy. If you’re presenting using notes,

go with bullet points and keep your current talking point at the top of

your computer screen as close to the web camera as possible, so it

feels like a conversation is happening versus you just reading notes

out loud.



Watch the playback a�er the meeting. Talking on camera may be

new for you. Ask for the playback link and analyze your eye contact

and the energy you are putting out for the audience. This visual

feedback will help you improve for your next event.

Become a broadcaster

We all became broadcasters when videoconferencing took over

during coronavirus isolation. The key di�erence between our remote

presence versus our in-person presence is how we describe what’s

happening.

For example, you may have heard of the traditional speaking

formula “Tell them what you’re going to tell them, tell them, then tell

them what you told them.” In the virtual space, giving the audience

that play-by-play, drawing out the thought map, makes it easy for

people to follow along.

When audience members ask questions, keep that play-by-play

going. Recognize the questioner �rst. Make sure the entire audience

knows who asked the question and where they’re coming from. Then

pause, re�ect on the question, and answer it with enthusiasm and

appreciation.

Throughout the presentation, describe what you’re doing. Are you

reading the chat box, are you taking notes? Are you looking up a

speci�c piece of research on your screen? Bring the audience into

your experience. It’s easy to look distracted in the virtual medium.

Describing your actions helps establish purpose and intent.

Switch up your speaking modes

Capturing your audience’s attention is the �rst challenge. But keeping

it is an even bigger challenge—especially when they’re dialing in from

home, where it’s so easy to become distracted.



Your goal, whether you’re running a meeting or giving a talk, is to

achieve consistent engagement. Start by setting expectations: Why

are you meeting today? Is the goal to share a status update, make a

decision, solve a problem, strengthen relationships? Set an intention

for the meeting that gives the audience something to do, so they have

a reason to stay engaged.

Keep in mind that attention spans are much shorter in the virtual

setting because of all the potential distractions. You’re competing for

your audience’s attention with the emails coming in on their

computers, the texts coming in on their phones, the siren call of their

social media apps, and family members who may be making noise in

the background or outright interrupting them. At the same time, as an

image on a screen, you are much less engaging than you would be as a

live human in the room. According to media theorist Douglas

Rushko�, the author of the book Team Human, when you’re in a live

audience, your eyes follow a speaker as they move across the stage or

around the room. But in a virtual meeting, you’re locked into a �xed

gaze, staring at the screen, where it’s easy to lose focus and even fall

into a kind of half-asleep state.

If you’re scheduled to speak over a videoconference for more than

�� minutes, it’s vital that you switch things up periodically. I

recommend breaking to ask a question or otherwise engage the

audience in doing something active about every � to �� minutes. Take

an audience poll; read some feedback in the chat; share people’s

thoughts. Then speak for another � to �� minutes, and then switch it

up again.

In the case of formal presentations, a Q&A is a really powerful way

to make a speech feel like a conversation. Plan some questions with

the host of the event that are real and create a sense of urgency as to



what’s happening right now. Then once you get rolling, start

answering audience questions.

Over videoconference, it’s particularly easy for people to fall into

the bystander e�ect. This is a psychological phenomenon, more

formally known as “di�usion of responsibility,” in which people are

less likely to take action when in the presence of a large group of

strangers. So you’re in your Zoom chat, and you throw out a question,

and… crickets. People are waiting for someone else to jump in. If you

are the speaker and have good relationships with some of your

attendees, call on them by name to help avoid the dead air. You can

also have a few backup questions to ask to trigger thoughts and ideas

from your group to help bypass the bystander e�ect.

Some events lend themselves well to breakout rooms. This is a

great way to get the audience engaged. Send them o� with a task and

a question for � or �� minutes, then have them report back. One

popular technique for adaptive learning is the “Think-Pair-Share”

method: throw out a question, give them some time to think about it,

then get your group to pair up in breakout rooms to share their

thoughts. Then have them report back a�erward in your main room.

Reporting back gives the audience a chance to feel heard.

Engagement triggers like these are vital with virtual presentations.

The more actively involved the audience is, the more they will listen

and take action long a�er the presentation is over.

Consistency cultivates trust

If you’re speaking, have your host introduce you not just with your

formal bio, but with a story or experience that humanizes who you are

and what makes your accomplishments unique. This can help move

your audience emotionally and encourage them to connect with you

before you’ve even said a word. As a host and MC, this has always



worked well on stage, and I’ve found it is equally e�ective in the

virtual setting.

Remember, it’s harder to read people’s nonverbal cues and

understand their personalities through a screen. Consistency is key if

you want to build trust with an audience, a client, or a group of

colleagues you don’t already know well. If you’re the joker cracking

one-liners in email, and then you present with a serious tone and

deadpan delivery in a meeting, people will wonder who the real you

actually is. Whatever your vibe is—humor, edge, warmth—keep it

consistent to help cultivate trust.

Practice, record, repeat

Being on camera could be a whole new experience for you, and at �rst

it can feel overwhelming. You might be thinking, “How do I look?”

“Is that what I really sound like?” “Did I smile enough?”

When I �rst got into the television business almost �� years ago, I

asked a seasoned host and reporter, “How long did it take you to get

comfortable being in front of the camera?”

In a medium where communication

can be di�cult, taking a few minutes



to connect with real emotion before

you get down to work could make

all the di�erence.

He’d been in the business over �� years. He said, “I’m still �guring

it out.”

That always stuck with me. Throughout my entire television

career, I would watch the playback a�er every show and interview to

review how I presented and how I could improve. I’d look at pace,

posture, micro-expressions, fully recognizing that it all gets better

with practice.

Record yourself on camera, review it, ask someone you trust for

feedback, and repeat the process. Repetition will help you gain

con�dence in front of the camera and help you improve for your

future virtual presentations.

Embrace unpredictability

For me, the thrill of doing live television over the years has been the

rush of presenting something important while knowing full well that

things could go sideways at any time. How do you get over the fear of

something going wrong? Embrace the unpredictability and just be

where you are.

Maybe your child runs in and wants your attention, or the cat

makes a cameo and Zoom-bombs your presentation… or someone

challenges you to wear a Speedo. Roll with the punches. Smile, laugh

it o�, and have fun with it.



When in doubt, laugh

Virtual communication can do a lot to keep us connected, as many of

us discovered when the coronavirus pandemic forced us into

isolation. We can text, email, FaceTime, Zoom… we can

communicate across distances in a way that would have been

unimaginable to previous generations.

But virtual communication, as we’ve seen in this chapter, has some

real limitations. Video calls, as technologically amazing as they are,

simply aren’t the same as face-to-face conversations.

One crucial thing we lose when we’re isolated from other people is

laughter. We are �� times as likely to laugh with another person as we

are to laugh by ourselves.�� Laughter is a key part of the social glue

that holds us together. Neurologically, laughter releases dopamine,

which not only makes us healthier and happier, it can even help us

pay better attention, learn more, and be more productive.

So the next time you’re scheduled to join a virtual meeting, take a

minute before the call starts to get yourself in a joyful frame of mind.

Get to a place where the smile on your face is going to be genuine.

And don’t rush too quickly into the business of the meeting—check

in �rst. Share a funny story about your life. In a medium where

communication can be di�cult, taking a few minutes to connect with

real emotion and even laughter before you get down to work could

make all the di�erence.





T

No matter what crises come to test

us, human nature doesn’t change.

The urgent need to gather face-to-

face, to feel connected, to build

relationships—those drives are

part of what makes us human.

HE 1918 FLU pandemic killed �� million people. Many

communities locked down to slow the spread of the virus.

Without modern technology to enable communication, people

were profoundly isolated. In some places, that isolation turned into

fear and suspicion. “People were actually afraid to talk to one

another,” according to one survivor. Communal ties frayed; people

stopped taking care of their neighbors.�

It would have been understandable if someone living through that

pandemic had predicted that society would never be the same. How



could people let go of the fear of contagion? How could communities

rebuild trust in their leaders, and in one another? Maybe people

would turn away from communal gatherings for a generation. Maybe

society would be profoundly and permanently changed.

And yet, the ���� pandemic was immediately followed by the

Roaring Twenties: jazz, �appers, speakeasies, movies. People threw

themselves into socializing and gathering in groups with renewed

enthusiasm. The economy roared, too, with construction and

manufacturing thriving and cars and electricity reaching the masses.�

No matter what crises come to test us, human nature doesn’t

change. The urgent need to gather face-to-face, to feel connected, to

build relationships—those drives are part of what makes us human.

No virus can change that.

10 years in 10 weeks

Human nature never changes. But human societies do. And

pandemics tend to accelerate those changes. As the historian Yuval

Noah Harari has said, emergencies tend to “fast-forward historical

processes.”� The Black Death in Europe eventually spelled the end of

the feudal system.� Yellow fever forced French troops to withdraw

from Haiti, helping to ensure the lasting success of the rebellion of

enslaved persons there.� And it was Europeans’ immunities to

diseases like smallpox and measles that enabled them to survive �rst

contact with the peoples of the Americas, while those diseases

decimated the New World’s established Indigenous societies.

Without pandemics, human history would have unfolded very

di�erently. How will the coronavirus pandemic shape history? As

Andrew Yang, the entrepreneur and former Democratic candidate for



president of the United States, put it, “We’re experiencing �� years of

change in �� weeks.”�

When the coronavirus pandemic hit, almost overnight, businesses

around the world shi�ed to remote work, and teachers and students

jumped into online learning. Suddenly, many of us were living in one

version of a technology-enabled future: an all-virtual world. And we

were experiencing all the limitations and challenges of that world.

It’s impossible to say exactly how this pandemic will reshape our

lives in the long term. But one thing I do know for certain is that the

human desire for connection will never change. That’s why I believe

that the best question to ask right now is not “What will the world of

work look like in ����?” but “How do we create human connection

no matter where we are and what limitations we’re working with?”

Living through ���� forced many of us into a complete reset of our

habits. Desperation and the human drive to connect, no matter what,

made us double down on reimagining how we could still connect with

each other despite the need for social distancing. We had to

reexamine how we could contribute to our communities.

The pandemic reinvented our relationships with one another and

with technology. The culture of convenience had already showed us

what was possible: working from anywhere, communicating virtually,

and having food, �tness, and fun available on demand. Uncertainty

and grief tested us, but the silver lining of life in isolation was the

creativity with which we reached out and found new ways to connect.

Together, we explored new uses for the technology we thought we

knew so well.

So where will we go from here? Our desire to seek out the

company of one another will never disappear. This generation’s

“Roaring Twenties” are coming. The future will be di�erent—it has to

be—but it will still be human. We will still crave each other’s



company, physical touch, the excitement of live events experienced

with a crowd.

At work, I do believe many companies will shi� to hybrid

structures, with many more people working remotely long term.

Leaders will need to prioritize people and relationships as they work

through this shi�. Sales teams will need to lead with listening and

revisit their value proposition. The customer experience will need to

become more e�cient while maintaining a focus on human

connection on the front line.

The possibilities for connection and exploration in the virtual

world are endless. We’ll see a continued �owering of creativity and

innovation in the digital space. But the �ve habits of human

connection that we’ve covered in this book will continue to be vital

for building strong relationships that will thrive now and in the future

—whatever shape it takes.

Five predictions for the future of human connection

The shape of history will be changed by this pandemic. But I believe

it’s possible to get a sense of what our future might look like by using

enduring truths about the human desire for connection as our guide.

In the rest of this chapter, I’ll share �ve predictions for the future of

human connection—and share how you can navigate those changes

by keeping the urgent need for strong relationships in mind.

New choreography for connection

For many people, the coronavirus upended our usual greeting rituals.

Handshakes and hugs were out. People scrambled to come up with

substitutes—maybe we bump elbows? Many experts believe that even



a�er the coronavirus is merely a memory, it will take some time for

greetings involving touch to feel comfortable again.�

Losing these greeting rituals isn’t just a cause of temporary social

awkwardness. Physical touch releases oxytocin, an essential hormone

that promotes bonding and closeness. Positive touch strengthens our

immune systems, improves our sleep, and even helps regulate

digestion.� Touch starvation is a serious form of deprivation, one that

was made vividly real for the thousands of people who were living

alone when the coronavirus lockdowns began.

Touch starvation increases stress and makes us more susceptible to

anxiety and depression. We discussed in Part One how isolation can

create a vicious cycle, in which loneliness makes us more likely to

perceive threats in the world around us, and that perception of threat

makes us withdraw from the world even more. Touch starvation is an

important part of that cycle. It’s the physical, hormonal part of

loneliness, and it can be debilitating.

In the long term, stress and isolation can impact our

concentration, our ability to focus, and our memory.� No wonder so

many of us found it di�cult to focus during the coronavirus

pandemic, especially during those �rst disorienting, frightening

months. Burnout, already a huge problem in our modern hyper-

connected, always-on work culture, became even more likely as the

boundaries between work and home eroded.

During the coronavirus crisis, many people found it particularly

di�cult to look away from the news, whether on television or on

social media. I believe this phenomenon was part of that vicious cycle

of isolation. Of course, when major news events break, it’s natural to

look for answers. And part of what made the pandemic so stressful

was that the news about the virus was uncertain and in �ux for

months, as scientists raced to learn what they could about the disease



and how to �ght it. But isolation, with its tendency to prime us to

look for threats in the world around us, probably reinforced that

impulse to keep our eyes glued to our news feeds.

Boundaries are crucial when it comes to �ghting stress and

burnout. One way to �ght that tendency to spiral into anxious

thoughts is to set a limit on the amount of time you’ll spend reading

the news or otherwise focusing on the thing you’re worrying about.

But another way to �ght stress and burnout is simply to connect

with another person.�� During the lockdown phase of the coronavirus

crisis, experts recommended setting up a “buddy check-in” system

with a friend. You’d plan to connect with this person every day, using

the acronym “HELP” to guide your chats: ask How they’re doing; be

Empathetic and understanding; Listen without judgment and share

any concerns; and then Plan next steps. This kind of check-in is a

great way to strengthen an existing relationship, and it can help

prompt you to do some self-re�ection, too.

In times of crisis, connection becomes even more important. Just

as isolation increases stress, anxiety, and depression, connection

�ghts it.

That’s why I believe we will return to physical greetings pretty

quickly, once the virus has passed. And I believe we’ll appreciate

those simple things, like a hug from a friend, all the more for having

missed them during the pandemic.

In the meantime, there are plenty of di�erent ways to greet

people. Cultures around the world have di�erent customs, many of

which don’t involve touch. Bowing, for example, is common in several

countries, including Japan, India, Nepal, Thailand, Laos, and

Cambodia. In Tibet, people o�en stick out their tongues in greeting.

And in Malaysia, people put their hands on their hearts and nod,

indicating their open hearts and goodwill.�� If handshakes are on



hiatus for a while, I’d love to see this beautifully symbolic gesture

catch on.

Relationship-�rst leadership

During the height of the pandemic, the question on everyone’s minds

was, “How and when will we go back to work?” Corporate leaders

were grappling with the question of how to safely reopen their o�ces;

working parents were worrying about what they’d do if the o�ce was

open but school or day care wasn’t. It’s clear that even as the most

urgent phase of the coronavirus crisis passes, the future will be

complicated and patchwork. Many of our assumptions about what

knowledge work looks like are going to be tested.

In the near future, for those of us who do return to working in an

o�ce, that o�ce is likely to look di�erent than it did pre-pandemic.

Open-plan o�ces will have to be recon�gured so that workstations

don’t face each other and people can sit farther apart. Communal

lounge areas and even conference rooms may disappear. Desks will

have to be kept clear for regular deep cleaning.��

In times of crisis, connection

becomes even more important. Just



as isolation increases stress, anxiety,

and depression, connection �ghts

it.

Some companies may respond by deciding not to return to large,

centralized o�ces at all. On the �ip side, some may take advantage of

falling real estate prices and add more space so that they can create

safer, socially distanced o�ces. These new o�ces could even be

beautiful. Some architects are already starting to think about new

pandemic safety features that, incidentally, sound pretty great:

windows that open, wider hallways, roof gardens, even outdoor

escalators and private terraces for every o�ce.��

But for now, at least, most companies are expecting some kind of

return to o�ce life: a June ���� survey by Xerox found that ��% of the

workforce is expected to be back in the o�ce within �� to �� months

—in other words, by the second half of ����. At the same time, ��% of

companies said they planned to change their work-from-home

policies, and substantial majorities of companies in several countries,

including Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany,

and France, said the pandemic experience had increased their

con�dence in remote work.��

I believe the future of o�ce life is going to be a hybrid of o�ce-

based work and remote work. This pandemic experience was a huge

test for organizations. Many found that their systems, particularly

their systems for remote collaboration, weren’t quite prepared for a

���% remote workforce. But companies have been investing in



strengthening those systems during this crisis period, and by the time

the coronavirus is fully in our rear-view mirror, remote-work

technology will be battle-tested and ready.

The technology exists to make a hybrid work culture possible. And

for many people, the idea is alluring. If you’re not trying to work from

home while also homeschooling your kids during an incredibly

stressful global pandemic, remote work does have its perks. For some

people, there’s a real appeal to the idea that you could choose to go

into an o�ce on certain days—for meetings with colleagues, for

example—and choose to work remotely on others—say, when you

need to do deep, focused work without any interruptions. (Schools

would be open in this scenario.) You could even choose to work from

a vacation house for a couple of weeks, or work from a friend’s or

family member’s house to enable a longer visit. Don’t think of it as

work from home—call it work from anywhere.��

As nice as the idea of working from a beach house sounds, there

are plenty of challenges ahead if we do move to a truly hybrid work

model. During the coronavirus pandemic, ��% of employers said it

had been tough to maintain employee morale, and more than a third

of companies reported problems with company culture.��

Of course, morale was never going to be sky-high during such a

stressful event as a global pandemic. But maintaining a cohesive,

positive corporate culture with a substantial number of employees

working from home will be di�cult under any circumstances. When

they’re not in the o�ce, people miss out on the spontaneous, casual

conversations they might have in hallways or in the kitchen. It’s

harder to create a sense of community when you only see your

colleagues for Zoom meetings.

I believe the key to thriving in the hybrid workforce of the future

will be relationship-�rst leadership. When people are working remotely,



connection and community don’t happen organically in the same

ways they do when the whole team is in the o�ce. You can’t rely on

the break room, the a�er-work happy hour, or free bagels on Tuesdays

to do the work of team-building for you. You have to be intentional

about building strong relationships under these conditions.

That means drawing on the �ve habits of human connection that

we’ve been discussing throughout this book. Leaders should begin

with listening. They should cultivate authentic curiosity about the

people they work with. They should show some vulnerability to help

people feel comfortable being vulnerable and imperfect themselves.

They should be assertively empathetic, welcoming di�erent

viewpoints and managing con�ict through listening and striving to

understand. And they should make people feel famous, going out of

their way to show appreciation as o�en as they can.

Relationship-�rst leadership means focusing on connection �rst,

productivity second. I believe the research on employee engagement

proves that happy, connected people work harder, anyway. Creating a

supportive, connected corporate culture is the best way to keep

people motivated and create an atmosphere that supports creativity.

It’s also the best way to combat the isolation that can too easily creep

in when people work from home.

Service before sales

The coronavirus pandemic immediately upended the world of sales.

The New York Times pro�led one salesperson, Josh Harcus, at

So�Bank Robotics America, whose pre-COVID life involved extensive

travel to demo $�,��� robotic vacuums to corporate clients. When the

lockdowns began, Harcus started doing Zoom demos to potential

clients—and found that his sales were still strong. Suddenly, spending



hours �ying across the country just to do a ��-minute demo the way

he used to seemed crazy.��

Whether or not one robot vacuum salesperson goes back to in-

person demos, it’s clear that the world of selling has changed. The

New York Times pro�le noted that Harcus changed the way he spoke

to clients as well as switching to Zoom: he started talking more about

child care woes, knowing that many of his clients were struggling

with the same lockdown issues he was. I believe that kind of empathy

is going to be the key to sales success in the future.

The coronavirus crisis challenged our assumptions and priorities,

both individually and socially. Many of us realized that we spent a lot

of time and money pre-pandemic on things that we really didn’t need.

Being separated from friends and family has reminded us how much

our relationships matter. And collectively, we’ve recognized what

kinds of work are essential to the economy and to everyone’s safety.

We’ve also seen the Black Lives Matter movement re-emerge into

popular consciousness with renewed urgency. These experiences will

shape our new normal a�er the pandemic threat has passed.

To succeed in this new world, salespeople will have to learn how to

meet customers where they are and understand their new priorities.

They will have to lead with listening and empathy.

That starts with researching and understanding their new pain

points. Don’t assume you know where your customers are coming

from now. Dive back into customer research. Reach out and listen to

understand where they’re at now and what they need most. Draw on

all the skills we discussed in the “Listen without Distraction” chapter

to make sure you’re really listening with no preconceptions.

Next, reevaluate your value proposition. Maybe the thing that set

you apart from competitors isn’t as relevant now as it used to be.��

Maybe your customers are more price conscious than they used to be,



or maybe they’re prioritizing great tech support because they’re

continuing to work remotely. If you’ve done your research, you

should know what your customers’ new priorities are and how you �t

in.

But the listening doesn’t stop with customer research. If you’re

doing person-to-person selling, you need to lead with listening during

those meetings. Even a�er the immediate crisis has passed, I

recommend not jumping back into “business as usual” mode. Start

every meeting by acknowledging the situation. Make sure you know

who you’re talking to—are they grieving? Has their organization been

through layo�s? Then move forward in a collaborative spirit. Let them

tell you what they need, and then share how you believe you can help

meet those needs.

A customized, personalized approach will be even more crucial

going forward. Make customers feel heard and valued by showing

them you respect the constraints they’re working under. Work with

them on pricing as much as you can and customize support solutions

to meet their needs.

A reinvented customer experience

The customer experience of the future is going to have to be all about

human connection—supported by automated systems for e�ciency. I

spoke to Curtis Christopherson, the president and CEO of Innovative

Fitness, about how his company is reinventing the customer

experience for a post-pandemic world. He believes the future of

�tness is �exibility.

During the pandemic, Innovative Fitness, like many other �tness

companies, shi�ed quickly to an all-remote, at-home workout model.

“Our clients received ��% of the traditional experience, with ���% of

the convenience of training at home,” Christopherson says. Training



through a screen created an equal obligation for both trainer and

client to keep focused on each other for the entire hour. Clients

ended up feeling like they were getting an even more intense workout

in the remote coaching scenario.

And the remote coaching option created much-needed �exibility

that helped clients �t working out into their lives. Christopherson

believes that clients will want this kind of �exibility even as they

move into a post-pandemic “new normal.” An at-home option allows

new parents to work out at home while the baby sleeps. Business

travelers can keep up with remote coaching on their trips. And even

leisure travelers can keep their wellness routines dialed in during

their vacations.

Christopherson emphasizes the importance of two-way

communication between clients and coaches. He believes that’s what

set his company apart from competitors that o�ered on-demand video

workouts. “You need a dialogue, not a monologue, for optimizing

workouts,” he tells me. Their virtual �tness model, better de�ned as

“remote coaching,” brought accountability into clients’ homes.

When their gym’s doors opened back up in June ����, Innovative

Fitness was still laser-focused on understanding clients’ needs. They

surveyed their members and found that ��% of clients said they were

ready to come back to the gym in person, while ��% wanted a hybrid

option of both remote coaching and in-person workouts. Their

customer experience model had to change, permanently, to provide

more �exibility and freedom for their clients.

The question of what gyms and �tness will look like in the future

will be in �ux at least for a couple of years. Online workout options

have proliferated, and gyms are seen as a high-risk environment, even

as many places emerged from the most severe lockdown phase.�� But I

would bet on Christopherson and Innovative Fitness to succeed in



this changing environment—because they’re focusing so closely on

creating a best-in-class customer experience no matter where they

are.

Move forward in a collaborative

spirit. Let them tell you what they

need, and then share how you

believe you can help meet those

needs.

The bar for convenience has been raised by the coronavirus

experience. Consumer behavior in China, where lockdowns were

imposed �rst and li�ed �rst, o�ered some clues to what customers

will want even going forward. Consumers in China stuck with trends

like contactless delivery, cashless payments, and in-home options like

telemedicine or remote learning even a�er the immediate threat of

the virus had passed.��



At the same time, people want connection as much as, or even

more than, they want e�ciency. A ���� survey by CGS looked at what

people wanted from customer service during the coronavirus

pandemic. They found that people wanted the option to speak to a

human being, and they wanted that person to be friendly and resolve

their problems quickly. It sounds simple, but it’s an important

reminder at a time when many companies are shi�ing a lot of their

customer service resources into digital channels like chat and email:

people want that human connection, particularly in times of crisis.��

I believe the future of the customer experience is a kind of hybrid

model, where a high-touch, personalized experience of human

connection is supported by digital technology that enables amazing

convenience and e�ciency. With today’s tools, e�ciency should be

the easy part. It’s the human connection part that demands your time

and attention.

Value-added virtual experiences

Would you like to take a virtual bike tour with an Olympic cyclist?

Learn the basics of K-beauty from a Korean television host and

makeup artist? How about doing a Zoom meditation session with

some real live sleepy sheep?

During the coronavirus pandemic, Airbnb launched an online

version of its Experiences concept, so that people stuck at home

could virtually travel and have unique experiences with hosts from

around the world. And the company plans to keep these online

experiences going post-pandemic, with the idea that hosts in popular

tourist destinations can go virtual during their region’s o�-seasons to

make extra cash. As one host who used to teach pasta-making classes

in Florence, Italy, put it, “We realized that the world was changing,



but not us. We do what we used to do before, still making

connections, just in a di�erent way.”��

Airbnb isn’t alone in trying to create an enticing virtual experience

that recreates some of the joys of travel. Abu Dhabi’s tourism industry

was, of course, hit hard by the pandemic. So the city created a virtual

Visit Abu Dhabi experience, complete with ���-degree videos,

interactive tours of major sites, and �rst-person view drone videos

that allow you to �y over sand dunes and through amazing

architectural wonders.�� These virtual experiences not only gave

people something di�erent to do during quarantine, but they also

whetted the appetite for an in-person visit someday.

Right now, it’s unclear when we’ll be able to return to real-world

travel and live, in-person events. But some innovative performers are

going ahead with interesting new forms of live performance.

When the coronavirus lockdowns �rst started, many artists hosted

free livestreaming performances. But the future of virtual events may

be ticketed and limited, to generate more revenue for artists. Some

performers have started experimenting with livestream shows with

limited capacity, �nding that creating a little scarcity helps make the

event feel more exclusive and more exciting.�� Keanu Reeves actually

auctioned o� a very exclusive live event—a ��-minute one-on-one

Zoom call, with the proceeds going to a children’s cancer charity.��

One virtual event platform said they’d seen �,���% growth in the

�rst few months of the pandemic.�� People stuck in lockdowns were

clearly craving virtual escapes. But online events weren’t the only

creative solution to the problems posed by the pandemic. The

Immersive van Gogh Exhibit in Toronto, planned as a walk-in art

exhibit that would project van Gogh’s masterworks onto ��-meter-

high walls and surround viewers with color and light, pivoted to

become the world’s �rst drive-in art exhibit.��



Of course, all these creative solutions have come out of dire

necessity. People in the travel and entertainment industries have been

forced to �nd alternatives to the live, in-person events they rely on for

revenue. Post-pandemic, when a coronavirus vaccine is widely

available and the threat is truly behind us, I would bet on in-person

events to bounce back—perhaps even stronger than before, as people

who’ve been quarantining on and o� for months look for reasons to

get out of the house.

But I believe some value-added virtual events pioneered during the

pandemic will continue to draw viewers a�er the lockdowns are over.

The key to drawing a virtual crowd when competing with in-person

options will be understanding what makes a live event exciting,

whether it’s online, on television, or IRL.

Live experiences introduce randomness, intimacy, and absurdity

into our lives. Remember my story about the Speedo bet? I know, I’m

still traumatized too. That never would have happened if we’d been

reading from a script. The best virtual events look nothing like a

Zoom sta� meeting—they take full advantage of the endless

possibilities of the live-but-socially-distanced virtual world. One hot

virtual gathering platform, High Fidelity, creates a three-dimensional

audio experience, so participants can move through virtual space,

hearing people’s voices closer or farther away as they move.�� Imagine

attending a party inside the human body, where live performers take

you through di�erent experiences themed around di�erent parts of

the body: a concert in the ears, drawing exercises in the hands, a

re�ective rebirth experience in the womb.�� Or what about a virtual

hot tub, where participants are all in their own bathtubs at home?��

We will all be starved for connection when we �nally leave the

socially distanced lifestyle behind us for good. We’ll �ock back to in-

person events. Some of those in-person experiences will have been



fundamentally altered by the recession caused by the pandemic.

Movie theaters, for example, are struggling �nancially right now, and

some experts believe that major tech companies like Amazon might

buy up those theater chains and create new kinds of event

experiences or o�er a certain number of real-world theater tickets as a

bonus with streaming subscriptions.��

In this new post-pandemic world, the virtual experiences that

stand out and keep drawing eyeballs will be the ones that capture the

organic magic of a live experience—and use the limitless potential of

the virtual world in creative ways. These value-added virtual

experiences could continue bringing us together at a distance long

a�er the pandemic has passed.

Back to the future

In some ways, our post-pandemic future will eventually look a lot like

our past: we’ll go back to gathering in groups. We’ll watch live sports,

live concerts, and live theater. We’ll go to the movie theater. Many of

us will go back to working in o�ces. Pandemics can’t change human

nature, and humans are social animals.

But pandemics do change human history. In many cases,

pandemics have accelerated changes that were already building before

a virus forced us to change our habits. In the case of coronavirus, I

believe that the pandemic will accelerate the long-term trends that

have been pushing us toward living in a half-virtual, half-real world.

Many more people will work remotely post-pandemic than did before

the coronavirus hit. Some conferences and other events will remain

online, or o�er livestreaming options, to be more accessible to people

who can’t travel to the in-person event. Many people will continue to



take advantage of the convenience of virtual services like online

�tness classes.

In this hybrid environment, the individuals and brands that

succeed will put relationships �rst. Connection is paramount,

whether you’re connecting face-to-face or from a distance. Leaders

will need to be more empathetic than ever before to motivate a far-

�ung remote workforce. Salespeople will need to lead with listening

to meet customers where they are in a transformed world. Customer

experience professionals will need to use all the technological tools at

their disposal to create world-class convenience—and concentrate

their resources on creating human connections. Events, whether

physical or virtual, will need to put the organic, unpredictable live

element front and center to draw an audience.

We humans will always crave connection. Keep that in the front of

your mind, and you’ll be able to navigate whatever change is coming

your way.



T

CONCLUSION

“CALL HOME”

HE FINAL text message from Dad that I have saved in my phone

is just two simple, yet familiar, words: “call home.” I look at

these words o�en, knowing that hearing his voice is a luxury I

no longer have. I received that message weeks before the most

di�cult phone call of my life.

In October of ����, I was in a session at a conference with my

brother Zain in San Diego, so I let the initial call go to voice mail. Ten

minutes later, I listened to the message and heard sheer panic in

Mom’s voice. She could barely get through the words to say that

something had happened to Dad. I could hear paramedics in the

background using a de�brillator trying to revive him.

I immediately called home. Mom picked up the phone. I still could

barely make out her words through her breathing and state of shock. I

understood that Dad had stopped breathing and that Mom was

headed to the hospital with our neighbor. I hung up, looked at Zain,

and told him, “We need to go home.”

We took the �rst �ight back to Vancouver. When we arrived at

Surrey Memorial Hospital later that evening, a lot of our family was

thankfully already there, supporting both Dad and Mom.

Dad was lying in his room, unconscious, breathing with the

ventilator. Seeing him like that was like a punch to the gut.

When the doctor came to check in, he pulled us aside and

privately gave us an update: “Your father’s heart stopped this



morning. Paramedics were able to revive him and get a pulse. But his

brain was without oxygen for an extended period of time. We’re

cooling his body for �� hours and then will warm him up and do a CT

scan to determine the damage.”

He relayed this devastating news swi�ly, yet with powerful

compassion. It all felt surreal. I do remember the doctor then stopped

talking. The ensuing silence was deafening. But it was also so

important. He gave us time to process and then allowed us to ask as

many questions as we wanted. The doctor was direct, patient, and

assertively empathetic. He knew our lives were about to change

forever.

Twenty-four hours later, our new reality was clear. Dad’s brain

damage was too severe and he wouldn’t regain consciousness. The

only decision we had to make was when to take him o� life support.

On Sunday a�ernoon, October ��, ����, surrounded by family, we

said goodbye.

I have never cried the way I did on that drive home. A couple of

months a�er his passing, someone shared with me that “death is a

date on the calendar. But grief… grief is the calendar.” These words

couldn’t be more true.

If there’s one thing I’d want you to know about Dad, it’s that he

knew how to make people feel safe. I later discovered he had one

English-language CD that he listened to in his car. It was Whitney

Houston’s I Look to You album. My �rst thought was, “Dad liked

Whitney??” Funny thing is, I looked to him for many things. And he

always looked at others and didn’t just make them feel safe, but also

made them feel like a “Million Dollar Bill.” That’s Track One on the

album.

It is easy to take for granted that we’re going to have an in�nite

number of conversations with the people who matter to us. What if I



told you your time was up and you had the opportunity to have one

�nal conversation with someone? Who would you reach out to? What

would you say? Does that person even know how you’re feeling right

now? If not, what are you waiting for?

We have the opportunity to build real relationships in every single

conversation. That conversation could change someone’s life. Maybe

yours. Don’t hold back. Connect. The people in your life might be

looking to you for more than you think. And no matter how big your

distractions become, never miss out on your chance to call home.
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